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Increasingly, the world’s natural coastlines are being replaced with man-made 
hard structures such as seawalls due to urbanisation or to prevent flooding and 
erosion in the face of climate change. Given that large proportions of the 
shoreline in many coastal cities are already artificial and that these structures 
cannot realistically be removed, there is now a growing interest to engineer them 
in a more ecologically sensitive manner. In highly urbanised Singapore, ‘hard’ 
engineering mitigation strategies, such as increasing structural complexity, 
remain the most viable option for enhancing seawall biodiversity. Complexity, 
however, comprises multiple parameters and it is critical to disentangle their 
relative effects. Towards this end, I developed a conceptual framework to 
operationally define complexity, and produced the software CASU for 
visualising and creating it. CASU was then used to design concrete tiles of 
different complexities which were deployed for one year to test the effects of 
complexity and structural component type on intertidal diversity and community 
composition. My results demonstrate that structures with greater informational 
complexity (specifically, increased microhabitat size variability) can support 
greater diversity and different communities and that these effects are 
independent of surface area. In addition, I show how the type of structural 
component can have an effect on diversity and community composition that is 
independent of complexity. In a follow-up study, I increased the scale of 
structural manipulation from 4-28 mm to 8-56 mm to test the effects of 
complexity at these larger sizes. I also conducted a flume experiment to examine 
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whether there were differences in hydrodynamic properties as a result of tile 
topography that could potentially explain richness differences. Results revealed 
that, again, complex tiles supported greater species richness but that small-scale 
hydrodynamic differences were unlikely to have resulted in diversity differences 
among the tiles tested. When I examined the patterns of algal succession on 
‘simple’ and ‘complex’ concrete tiles and ‘granite control’ tiles I found that the 
latter generally supported fewer algal functional groups. Incorporating the results 
of these studies (e.g. optimal size range and structural component designs), I 
devised a composite tile to test the effects of varying deployment densities and 
spatial arrangements. There is a general consensus that both habitat loss and 
fragmentation are key drivers of global biodiversity declines, however, isolating 
the effects of habitat fragmentation experimentally has been considered to be 
especially difficult and there is considerable debate on the relative importance of 
these two components. My results show that, while species richness did not 
significantly differ between plots with 14% and 21% habitat patch cover, these 
two treatments supported greater richness than plots with 7% cover. More 
importantly, I demonstrate how fragmentation can influence species diversity 
within plots of low habitat cover (14-21%) independently of the total habitat 
amount. Contrary to many reports of linear relationships between species 
richness and fragmentation, I found a quadratic relationship—with plots of 
intermediate fragmentation levels hosting the greatest species richness. These 
findings not only represent rare experimental evidence for the independent and 
interactive effects of habitat amount and fragmentation, but also provide 
important practical insights for successful seawall reconciliation. 
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1.1 Reconciliation ecology 
 
The world is becoming increasingly urbanised. It is estimated that by 2050, 6.3 
billion people will live in or near conurbations, accounting for more than 70% of 
the global population (Gaston, 2010; Bloom, 2011). This is a phenomenal rise, 
considering that only ~10% of humanity was living in urban areas in 1900 
(Gaston, 2010). These burgeoning populations have inevitably led to greater 
utilisation of resources and the large-scale destruction, degradation, and 
irreversible conversion of many natural habitats into man-made ones. 
 
As potential anthropogenic impacts on the environment become reality, three 
broad and interlinked fields of conservation ecology have arisen in response: 
‘reservation’, ‘restoration’, and ‘reconciliation’. ‘Reservation’ is a strategy to  
___________________________ 
Parts of sections 1.2 and 1.3 in this chapter have been published as: Lai, S., Loke, L. H. L., 
Hilton, M. J., Bouma, T. J., and Todd, P. A., 2015. The effects of urbanisation on coastal habitats 
and the potential for ecological engineering: A Singapore case study. Ocean & Coastal 
Management 103: 78–85. 
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conserve natural and pristine habitats to guard against further degradation, while 
‘restoration ecology’ seeks to repair what can be repaired so as to ensure the 
maintenance and persistence of ecosystem structure and function (Palmer et al., 
1997; Dobson et al., 1997). Strictly speaking, ‘restoration’ is the process of 
returning a degraded ecosystem to its original state or historical condition 
(Hobbs and Norton, 1996; Hunter and Gibbs, 2007); however, the impracticality 
of such an idealised endpoint is widely recognised. Hence, some prefer to use the 
term ‘rehabilitation’, as it denotes the shifting back of a degraded ecosystem 
towards one of ‘greater value’ in terms of structure and function, but not 
necessarily back to some historic or pre-disturbed state (Hunter and Gibbs, 2007; 
Edwards and Gomez, 2010). In other words, rehabilitation can be viewed as a 
more realistic form of restoration.  
 
Both ‘reservation’ and ‘restoration’ have traditionally been the predominant 
strategies in ‘conservation biology’ (Rosenzweig, 2003a). However, there are 
many instances in which the rate and scale of anthropogenic influence and 
change have resulted in the formation of urban and ‘novel ecosystems’, i.e. 
systems that have crossed a threshold that would make their return to 
original/historical states practically impossible (Hallett et al., 2013). 
‘Reconciliation ecology’ was therefore coined by Rosenzweig (2003a), who 
recognised the need for a term to describe the activity of maintaining and/or 
increasing biodiversity in novel, and even fully man-made, habitats. The 
underlying concept is that it is possible to ‘reconcile’ the conflict of needs 
between man and nature by modifying, redesigning, and diversifying 
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anthropogenic habitats so that the geographic ranges of more species can be 
expanded while humans still retain theirs (Rosenzweig, 2003a; 2003b).  
 
Conceptually, reconciliation ecology is based on the theory that diversity is 
dependent on available area, i.e. the species-area relationship (SAR). SAR 
dictates that a larger area will contain a greater number of species; and this 
general pattern/relationship is observed at almost every spatial scale. Thus, the 
loss of area, often compromised for human needs, represents a direct loss of 
species and the lowering of diversity’s steady state (which will eventually lead to 
more extirpations) (Rosenzweig, 2003a). If conservation is to only rely on 
reservation and restoration, there some major issues that will limit it 
effectiveness: 
(1) Less than 5% of the world's terrestrial habitats are pristine or near pristine 
(and a disproportionately large amount of resources and efforts are directed 
towards preserving them) (Geisler, 2010).  
(2) Much of what remains has a relatively small ‘effective area’ because these 
‘islands’ (or patches) that are conserved are not connected. Therefore, additional 
area set aside for restoration and reservation does not always lead to a greater 
amount of biodiversity conserved (Crooks and Sanjayan, 2006). 
(3) Due to pervasive change, the world is increasingly characterised by urban 
and novel ecosystems, which makes the recovery of historical qualities 
impractical. For example, an urban built-up area cannot realistically be returned 
to its original state, even if the building and infrastructure are completely razed.  
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Reconciliation ecology—which focusses on how urban and novel habitats may 
be used to maintain diversity and to provide ecosystem services—can be seen as 
a complementary strategy that can save resources and efforts that may have been 
wasted by trying to fulfill traditional conservation goals (Perring et al., 2013). A 
number of reconciliation efforts have already provided positive outcomes in a 
variety of novel ecosystems ranging from agricultural (e.g. fields, grasslands) to 
horticultural (e.g. parks, gardens) and urban-industrial sites (e.g. buildings, man-
made structures) (Rosenzweig, 2003a; Kowarik, 2011). In addition to these 
terrestrial habitats, projects involving the reconciliation of aquatic systems are 
also being conducted all over the world via ecological engineering (Mitsch and 
Jørgensen, 2004). While species colonisation in some of these examples occurs 
by accident, many other examples are carefully planned and managed. For 
instance, by recreating natural shore elements such as tide-pools on seawalls, 
researchers from Australia and the UK have been able to enhance the 
biodiversity of coastal defence structures (and their value as a habitat) while 
maintaining engineering requirements (Browne and Chapman, 2011, Firth et al., 
2013a). These marine examples will be described in greater detail in Section 1.2. 
 
The general concept of ‘reconciliation’ is not new; since the 1960s, ecological 
thinking had already started to permeate urban planning and landscape 
architecture, propelled by its main proponent, Ian McHarg, who highlighted the 
value of incorporating ecological principles in the design and planning of cities. 
Published in 1969, his book ‘Design with Nature’ was considered by many to be 
revolutionary at that time (Margulis et al., 2007). While McHarg may have 
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advocated the importance of ecological thinking in urban planning, it was not 
until the last two decades that ecologists and conservation biologists in general 
started to seriously consider reconciliation ecology a viable management strategy 
(Kueffer and Kaiser-Bunbury, 2013; Martin et al., 2014). 
 
Reconciliation should not be seen as a ‘polemic against traditional conservation’, 
or as a desertion of the value(s) of reservation and restoration (Hobbs et al., 
2013a) but, rather, a pragmatic and sanguine view of the current state of affairs. 
As Mascaro et al. (2013:51) highlight, the critical point missed by detractors is 
that classic restoration, in its attempts to direct a system towards a historical 
analogue, is “akin to trying to put the toothpaste back in the tube”. Further, in a 
world of global climate change, it remains questionable whether taking reference 
from past time points is even reasonable as it is likely that many ecosystems are 
already on a trajectory of change. Thus, the necessity to include ‘reconciliation’ 
in the conservation toolbox (along with ‘reservation’ and 
‘restoration/rehabilitation’) to help maintain the world’s biodiversity and 
ecosystem services cannot be overstated.  
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1.2 Coastal urbanisation and shore defences  
 
It is predicted that, by the next decade, approximately three quarters of the 
world’s population will reside in ‘coastal zones’ (within ~100 km inland from 
the sea)—even though this represents only 10-15% of the global land area 
(Hinrichsen, 1994; Small and Nicholls, 2002; Bulleri and Chapman, 2015). 
Coastal land is therefore in high demand and development and reclamation are 
occurring at unprecedented scales (Yeung, 2001). In addition, the risks of 
accelerated sea level rise and more frequent and intense storms and flooding due 
to climate change, have resulted in an urgent need for greater shoreline 
protection (French and Spencer, 2001; IPCC, 2007; Temmerman et al., 2013). 
As a result, man-made coastal defenses, such as seawalls (Fig. 1.1), groynes, and 
breakwaters are quickly, and at a global scale, becoming the primary means of 




Fig. 1.1 General types of seawalls: (a) vertical, (b) curved and/or stepped and (c) 
rip-rap (adapted from French, 2001). 
 
 
Extensive coastal armouring occurs in almost all major coastal cities; for 
example, in Sydney Harbour it represents more than 50% of the shoreline 
(Chapman and Bulleri, 2003), while in Victoria Harbour, Hong Kong, close to 
95% of the coast comprises vertical seawalls (Fig. 1.1a; Lam et al., 2009). 
Similarly, in the USA, Dugan et al. (2011) reported replacements by artificial 
structures extending beyond 50% of the shoreline of some estuaries and bays 
(e.g. Barnegat Bay, New Jersey and San Diego Bay in California) while Koike 
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(1996) estimated that seawalls and similar structures comprise approximately 
27% (9,400 km) of Japan’s entire coastline.  
 
As a habitat, seawalls—regardless of their type—differ from natural shores in 
some fundamental ways. One of the most obvious (as a result of the introduction 
of the physical structure itself) is the extent and slope of the substratum, which 
can result in very different wave hydrodynamics and inundation patterns. 
Compared to seawalls, natural (rocky) shores tend to be more gently sloping 
with longer and wider intertidal extents while seawalls, often built simply as a 
barrier, are usually very steep. Energy from wave impact can be very high and 
dislodge organisms or impede settlement. Furthermore, vertical steepness 
compresses the intertidal zone so species that are naturally spaced far apart 
become superimposed; this change in species distribution can alter competitive 
interactions and community dynamics, thereby influencing the composition and 
diversity of seawall assemblages (Chapman, 2006; Tyrell and Byers, 2007; 
Chapman et al., 2009; Chapman, 2012). Reduced area and niche overlaps can be 
particularly disadvantageous for specialist species—which tend to have specific 
habitat requirements and narrower niche breadths compared to organisms with 
broader tolerances and flexible requirements. This may explain why seawalls are 
often characterised only by a few abundant generalist species (e.g. nerite snails). 
Compression of space can be exacerbated by a lack of microhabitats (e.g. pits, 
rock-pools, overhangs and crevices) and low structural complexity that is typical 
of the smooth engineered surfaces of seawalls (Moreira et al., 2007; Chapman 
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and Blockley, 2009). Directly or indirectly, together these factors contribute to 
the depauperate seawall ecosystem (Goodsell et al., 2007; Chapman et al., 2009). 
 
Despite the pervasiveness, long history, and obvious environmental impacts of 
artificial coastal defences, relatively few studies have examined the biotic 
communities living on these novel habitats. Surprisingly little is known about 
how ecological processes are being altered with the introduction of hard 
substrates at various spatial and temporal scales, especially when compared to 
anthropogenetically-modified terrestrial landscapes (Thompson et al., 2002; 
Bulleri, 2006; Airoldi and Beck, 2007; Dugan et al., 2011; Bulleri and Chapman, 
2015). Initial studies on coastal defences, particularly seawalls, often focus on 
their negative impacts, such as their potential to facilitate the spread of non-
native species (Bulleri and Airoldi, 2005; Amat et al., 2008) and inability to 
function as surrogates of natural (usually rocky) shores (Bulleri, 2005b). Direct 
comparisons between rocky shores and seawalls often reveal the latter host lower 
species richness, reduced functional and genetic diversity, and different 
community compositions (Glasby, 1999; Chapman, 2003; Bulleri et al., 2005; 
Moschella et al., 2005; Fauvelot et al., 2009). However, with the growing 
realization that existing seawalls cannot be removed, and that more will have to 
be constructed or raised to adapt to rising sea levels, increased flood risks and 
effects of erosional adjustments (Thompson et al., 2002; McGranahan et al., 
2007; Naylor et al., 2012), it is necessary to look beyond their negative impacts 
and find ways in which seawalls can be built or modified to increase their 
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ecological value as a habitat (Chapman and Underwood, 2011; Naylor et al., 
2012).  
 
Internationally, there is growing interest in the potential to engineer artificial 
coastal structures to improve their capacity to support more bio-diverse 
communities while still retaining their engineering function (Mitsch and 
Jørgensen, 2003; Köhler, 2008; Chapman and Underwood, 2011; Francis and 
Lorimer, 2011; Firth et al., 2014a). This endeavour to design and engineer urban 
infrastructure congruent with ecological principles is a form of reconciliation 
ecology generally known as ‘ecological engineering’ (Mitsch, 1996; Mitsch and 
Jørgensen, 2003; Chapman and Blockley, 2009; Bergen et al., 2001; Borsje et 
al., 2011) and it has been applied to seawalls and other coastal infrastructure to 
mitigate their ecological impacts (Chapman and Blockley, 2009; Browne and 
Chapman, 2011; Firth et al., 2014b). 
 
Ecological engineering of shorelines can broadly be categorised into ‘soft’ and 
‘hard’ approaches (Charlier et al., 2005; Chapman and Underwood, 2011). Soft 
engineering uses natural elements such as marshes, mangroves, and sand dunes 
for coastal defence (Morris, 2007; Bouma et al., 2009). For instance, removing 
or re-arranging sections of seawalls while adding natural vegetation (Chapman 
and Underwood, 2011). Soft engineering approaches often result in the presence 
of both hard armament and natural habitats—and is sometimes called the ‘hybrid 
approach’—reflecting a gradient in the amount of natural habitat added (where 
the extreme end point would be complete restoration of the natural shore). Hard 
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engineering, on the other hand, involves the physical manipulation of artificial 
structures, usually by changing their slope angle or altering their topographic 
complexity (e.g. Martins et al., 2010; Loke et al., 2014). Even though soft and 
hard ecological engineering have the same coastal defence goal (i.e. to protect 
shorelines and infrastructure from erosion, wave-surge and flooding), they are 
not universal solutions that will work equally well in all situations or locations. 
For example, creating a hybrid environment using a combination of natural 
vegetation with seawalls might be feasible in certain cases (Chapman and 
Underwood, 2011) but not in others, such as in highly exposed shores. 
 
Because existing hard infrastructure such as seawalls is the most widespread (cf. 
jetties, pontoons and other ‘shore normal structures’—i.e. structures 
perpendicular to the shore; French 2001), there has been a greater focus on how 
to enhance their ecological value via modifications in their design. This has been 
done using a variety of approaches and to varying degrees of success; for 
instance, by recreating natural shore elements such as pits and crevices on 
seawalls (e.g. Firth et al., 2014a; Martins et al., 2010; Moschella et al., 2005; 
Moreira et al., 2007; Borsje et al., 2011), by trying out different materials and 
textures (e.g. Coombes, 2015; Burt, 2009a; Moschella et al., 2005), and by 
adding artificial tide-pools, e.g. by attaching flowerpots (Browne and Chapman 




1.3 Seawalls in Singapore  
 
Singapore is an island city-state located 137 km north of the equator (between 1° 
09' N to 1° 29' N, and 103° 36' E to 104° 25' E) at the southern tip of the Malay 
Peninsular in Southeast Asia (Tan et al., 2010). It comprises one large island (i.e. 
the mainland) and over 60 smaller islands and supports a population of 5.47 
million (Yaakub et al., 2014; Singapore Department of Statistics, 2014). It is also 
one of the world’s busiest harbours, with more than 133,000 vessels (>75 gross 
tonnes) calling at ports during 2004 and a further 1 billion gross tonnes of cargo 
passing through its marine territory of ~600 km2 (Chou, 2006). Situated in the 
tropics and within the wider Coral Triangle region (Veron et al., 2009), it 
supports a large variety of marine flora and fauna across a range of coastal 
ecosystems, including rocky shores, coral reefs, seagrass meadows, and 
mangrove stands (Chou, 2006; Ng et al., 2011). However, many of these natural 
habitats have shrunk in area due to extensive coastal developments and 
reclamations; for example, Chou (1999) estimated that land reclamation has 
resulted in the loss of ~60% of Singapore’s coral reefs. 
 
Alterations to the coastal landscape of Singapore date back to British colonial 
establishment in 1819. Land reclamation started in 1820 on the south bank of the 
Singapore River, where swamps were filled to make way for commercial and 
residential infrastructure (Wong, 1992). With rapid development in the latter half 
of the 20th century, reclamation intensified—increasing the land area of 
Singapore from ~581.5 km2 in 1960 to ~620.5 km2 in 1986 (Wong, 1992) and to 
~718 km2 at present (Singapore Department of Statistics, 2014; Lai et al., 2015). 
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In parallel with development, Singapore’s artificial shoreline has been steadily 
increasing in length and shifting seawards. As land reclamation methods usually 
require hard defences to guard against erosion and stabilise the fill material (Tan, 
1976), seawalls are now a ubiquitous component of Singapore’s coastal 
landscape.   
  
Recent estimates by Lai et al. (2015) indicate that seawalls comprise 63.3% of 
Singapore’s coastline (that has a total length of 319 km; Fig. 1.2), with another 
125 km to be added within the next fifty years based on the 2011 Concept Plan 
(Lai et al., 2015). This is typical of many coastal cities around the world (e.g. 
Tokyo, New York, Hong Kong, and Sydney) where the need to protect coastal 
land, usually sites of high economic and social value, against the effects of 
flooding and erosion take precedence (French and Spencer, 2001; Lai et al., 
2015; Dafforn et al., 2015a). For instance, except for a 0.3 km stretch of beach at 
Labrador Park, coastal modifications have destroyed all of the natural shoreline 
along the southern coast of Singapore’s main island, a distance of over 60 km 




Figure 1.2 Distribution of seawalls (in purple) around Singapore in 2011; based 
on estimates by Lai et al. (2015). 
 
Given that the majority of Singapore’s coastline is already artificial, it is crucial 
to see beyond the negative impacts of seawalls and recognise their latent role in 
the conservation of coastal biodiversity. As Chapman and Underwood 
(2011:303) emphasise: “now is the time to stop wringing our hands in dismay 
that little can be done about the problem and to be pro-active in attempting to 
build shorelines in a manner that will meet societal needs, constraints of 
engineering and costs and which will also cause less impact and/or provide 
improved habitat for species other than humankind.” Despite the huge quantity 
(319 km) of seawalls in Singapore, only a few studies have attempted to 
document the type of assemblages that live on them (they are: Lee et al., 2009a; 
2009b; Lee and Sin, 2009; Chim and Tan, 2009; Ng et al., 2012; Lai, 2013; Loke 
et al., in press). The limited research conducted to date has, nevertheless, shown 
that that a variety of intertidal and subtidal communities occupy these structures, 
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and that they often compositionally most resemble assemblages on natural rocky 
shores (Lai, 2013).  But further studies are required to better understand the 
ecological processes that shape and maintain the communities on seawalls so that 
useful predictions can be made regarding the assemblages that will likely result 
from different engineering scenarios. 
 
Ecological engineering can provide opportunities for marine conservation where 
development is unavoidable. Nevertheless, awareness of the potential for 
ecological engineering in the marine environment is still at an early stage, and 
much more needs to be done before it can be successfully applied at large scales 
and in less common geographical and ecological scenarios (Bouma et al., 2009). 
Most of the current knowledge available on artificial coastal defences is based on 
research conducted in temperate regions, hence Singapore represents an ideal 
opportunity to increase understanding of how biodiversity can be enhanced on 
artificial coastlines in the tropics. A flow-diagram of potential mitigation 
measures for Singapore’s various coastal environments is presented in Fig. 1.3, 
where both the ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ approaches to ecologically engineer coastal 
defences are highlighted and summarised. These measures should also be 




Fig. 1.3 Potential mitigation options/measures for the different types of coastal 
habitats in Singapore (in blue). The ecological engineering of shorelines is split 
into ‘hard’ (in orange) and ‘soft’ (in green) approaches; based on either 
approaches, coastal defence could either be constructured de novo or by making 
alterations to existing armour. 
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1.4 Rationale, overview and chapter arrangement  
 
My thesis focuses on engineering habitat complexity for enhancing biodiversity 
on artificial coastal defense structures, particularly seawalls. This is a relatively 
new field within the broad subject of intertidal ecology that is gaining 
considerable international interest due to accelerated sea level rise and more 
frequent and intense storms associated with climate change resulting in a greater 
need for coastal protection (Thompson et al., 2002). As Singapore has more 
artificial than natural shore, there is also substantial local interest in ‘greening’ 
its seawalls. Furthermore, being on the equator, it is an ideal location to test 
ecological engineering concepts in a tropical marine environment.  
 
While the fundamental objective of my study is applied, reflected in the first part 
of the thesis’s title (“Enhancing biodiversity on tropical seawalls”) I have, as 
much as possible, framed my research within a broader ecological context. 
Specifically, I examine the relationships between biodiversity and habitat 
complexity and fragmentation (hence the latter part of the title: “How habitat 
complexity and fragmentation regulates intertidal communities”). My results 
provide both theoretical and applied insights; they also represent the first such 
research in Singapore and tropical South East Asia.  
 
Four chapters of my thesis have been published, accepted for publication, or 
submitted for publication with L. H. L. Loke as first author. Material from 
Chapter 1 was used towards an additional, co-authored, publication: Lai, Loke et 
al. (2015). As Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 6 have already been published or submitted 
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for publication, they are presented here verbatim (but formatted to this thesis). 
Because of this, some material—especially the introductory text—may be 
repetitious, for which I apologise. As all the chapters (except for Chapters 1 and 
8) have co-authors and are published, in review, or ready for submission, I use 
“we/our” throughout most of the thesis (please refer to Section 1.5 for full 
details). The chapter arrangement reflects the general progression of my 
research; that is, to a large extent, each consecutive chapter is built on the 
knowledge gained from the previous one. Below are brief descriptions of each 
chapter: 
        
Chapter 2 and 3 — Simplification of natural habitats has become a major 
conservation challenge and there is a growing consensus that influencing habitat 
complexity is likely to be critical for future restoration efforts. Habitat 
complexity is often ascribed a major role in controlling species diversity, 
however, despite numerous empirical studies the exact mechanisms driving this 
association remains unclear. One of the greatest impediments to advancing this 
critical area is the ambiguity regarding the definition of ‘complexity’ and this has 
led to widespread confusion and conceptual stagnation concerning its role. To 
systematically influence the complexity of artificial substrates (i.e., 
operationalise ‘complexity’), I conceived of a new framework for 
conceptualising ecological complexity (Chapter 2) and a novel software program 
(CASU) that enables users to visualize static, physical complexity (Chapter 3). 
CASU is now freely available to download and also provides output files that can 
be used to create artificial substrates for experimental and/or restoration and 
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reconciliation studies. This is a novel approach as there are no tools currently 
available for incorporating complexity into substrate design. Chapter 2 details 
the framework for conceptualising ecological complexity and is published in 
Ecological Engineering (Loke et al., 2015) while Chapter 3, which describes the 
program, is published in PLOS ONE (Loke et al., 2014). These chapters were 
originally one paper but, following the advice of the journal editors, they were 
split into these two articles. 
    
Chapter 4 — Using the framework and program developed in Chapter 2 and 3, I 
set up a large manipulative field experiment to examine the area-independent 
effects of structural complexity and different component types on the diversity 
and composition of intertidal seawall communities. Empirical evidence of 
positive associations between ‘complexity’ and ‘diversity’ to date remains 
elusive as the effect of complexity is usually confounded with area. Additionally, 
‘complexity studies’ are often undermined by autocorrelation between potential 
explanatory variables—especially the type of structural component and their 
density, which are difficult to disentangle in natural systems from area/size 
variability. With the aid of CASU, and through the manipulation of concrete 
substrates, my novel experimental approach circumvented these problems. By 
creating tiles of the same surface area but with different designs and variation in 
component sizes, I successfully demonstrated how the effect of spatial 
complexity and structural component type can be tested independently. No 
research to date has investigated area-independent effects of complexity in the 
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tropics. The manuscript for this chapter has been accepted for publication in the 
journal Ecology.  
 
Chapter 5 — Here, I built on Chapter 4 by testing: (1) the effects of changing 
the scale of structural manipulation and, (2) the hydrodynamic properties of the 
various tiles designs. Ecological processes are frequently scale-dependent but 
experiments rarely explicitly examine this. My work lends itself to this type of 
test as it is relatively straightforward to alter the size of the concrete tiles used. I 
chose two of the designs that Chapter 4 had shown to support the greatest 
diversity, i.e. the ‘pits’ and ‘grooves’, and doubled the size of all x, y and z 
dimensions. Hence, the new tiles were 400 × 400 × 64 mm overall (up from 200 
× 200 × 32 mm) and the size range of all the components was increased from 4-
28 mm to 8-56 mm. As in Chapter 4, I hypothesized that the (now up-scaled) 
‘complex’ tiles would support a greater number of species relative to ‘simple’ 
tiles of the same area. In order to assess whether there were any small-scale 
hydrodynamic differences among tile types that could explain the results of this 
up-scaled study, I conducted a series of flume studies to measure the three-
dimensional flow velocities across each tile. Overall, the up-scaled complex tiles 
hosted greater species richness than simple ones—expanding on the known 
range of its effects from 4-28 to 4-56 mm. All tile types (including granite 
controls) had similar wave amplitude values over their surfaces, suggesting that 
intertidal organisms are unlikely to have colonised the tiles differentially due to 
small-scale hydrodynamic differences. 
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Chapter 6 — Algal assemblages play an extremely important role in influencing 
the faunal communities that live in intertidal habitats (Underwood, 2007). As the 
ecological succession of communities on artificial structures of varying 
complexity near the equator has not yet been examined, I quantified the patterns 
of algal succession on the ‘up-scaled’ tiles described in Chapter 5. Since grazing 
snails play an important role in structuring assemblages, I also quantified the 
final mollusc community. The main (largest) difference in successional pattern 
occurred between the ‘granite controls’ and concrete tile types, with a few 
functional groups missing from the former. Properties of granite as a material are 
likely to be responsible for limiting growth and settlement, although this remains 
to be tested. Documenting such small-scale patterns of distribution represents a 
small but important step towards a better understanding of the patterns and 
processes that occur in tropical artificial habitats. This chapter has been accepted 
for publication in the journal Raffles Bulletin of Zoology (Special Issue – 
Proceedings of the Biodiversity Research Symposium 2014).  
 
 
Chapter 7 — The results from Chapters 4 and 5 demonstrate that it is possible 
to increase biodiversity on Singapore’s seawalls via the use tiles moulded with 
complex designs. However, as it is not practicable or desirable to entirely cover 
existing granite rip-rap seawalls with tonnes of concrete, there was a need to 
identify the best density and spatial arrangement for tile deployment. To do this, 
new tiles were developed along with a novel experimental design that 
simultaneously tested the effects of tile density and fragmentation. Results 
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revealed that the ideal combination was having a 14% tile cover with an 
‘intermediate’ level of fragmentation. Not only is this a workable solution that 
combines additional complexity via retrofitting concrete tiles, it represents 
valuable experimental evidence for the independent and interactive effects of 
habitat amount and fragmentation that has substantial theoretical implications. 
 
Chapter 8 — In this concluding chapter I summarise and highlight how this 
thesis has contributed to three main areas: (1) the complexity-diversity debate, 
(2) the fragmentation debate, and (3) the ecological engineering of seawalls. I 
also discuss some future directions, work in progress, and applied implications 
of my research.  
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1.5 Within text citations and their equivalent chapters  
 
 
Loke et al. (2015) refers to Chapter 2 (where the paper is presented verbatim) 
Loke, L. H. L., Ladle, R. J., Bouma, T. J. and Todd, P. A., 2015. Creating 
complex habitats for restoration and reconciliation. Ecological Engineering 77: 
307–313. 
 
Loke et al. (2014) refers to Chapter 3 (where the paper is presented verbatim) 
Loke, L. H. L., Jachowski, N. R., Bouma, T. J., Ladle, R. J., and Todd, P. A., 
2014. Complexity for Artificial Substrates (CASU): Software for Creating and 
Visualising Habitat Complexity. PLOS ONE 9(2): e87990.  
 
Loke and Todd (in press) refers to Chapter 4 (where the paper is presented 
verbatim) 
Loke, L. H. L. and Todd, P. A., in press. Structural complexity and component 
type increase intertidal biodiversity independently of area. Ecology. [Accepted 
16 August 2015; doi:http://dx.doi.org/10.1890/15-0257.1]  
 
Loke et al. (in press) refers to Chapter 6 (where the paper is presented 
verbatim) 
Loke, L. H. L., Liao, L. M., Bouma, T. J., and Todd, P. A., in press. Succession 
of seawall algal communities on artificial substrates. Raffles Bulletin of Zoology. 
[Accepted 28 April 2015]  
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CREATING COMPLEX HABITATS FOR 







Simplification of natural habitats has become a major conservation challenge and 
there is a growing consensus that incorporating and enhancing habitat 
complexity is likely to be critical for future restoration efforts. Habitat 
complexity is often ascribed an important role in controlling species diversity, 
however, despite numerous empirical studies the exact mechanism(s) driving this 
association remains unclear. The lack of progress in untangling the relationship 
between complexity and diversity is partly attributable to the considerable 
ambiguity in the use of the term ‘complexity’. Here, we offer a new framework 
for conceptualising ecological complexity, an essential prerequisite for the 
development of analytical methods for creating and comparing habitat 
complexity. Our framework distinguishes between two fundamental forms of  
___________________________ 
This chapter has been published as: Loke, L. H. L., Ladle, R. J., Bouma, T. J. and Todd, P. A., 
2015. Creating complex habitats for restoration and reconciliation. Ecological Engineering 77: 
307–313. 
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complexity: information-based complexity and systems-based complexity. Most 
complexity-diversity studies are concerned with informational complexity which 
can be measured in the field through a variety of metrics (e.g. fractal dimensions, 
rugosity, etc.), but these metrics cannot be used to re-construct three-dimensional 
complex habitats. Drawing on our operational definition of informational 
complexity, it is possible to design habitats with different degrees of physical 
complexity. We argue that the ability to determine and/or modify the variables of 
complexity precisely has the potential to open up new lines of research in 
diversity theory and also contribute to restoration and reconciliation by enabling 






Structurally simple habitats tend to characterize ecosystems that have been 
degraded and/or irreversibly transformed into novel, i.e. non-historical, 
configurations (Hobbs et al., 2013b). As habitat complexity has been 
hypothesised to be one of the primary drivers of biodiversity (Pianka, 2000), 
there is a growing consensus that incorporating and/or enhancing habitat 
complexity is likely to be critical for future restoration efforts (Bernhardt and 
Palmer, 2007; Brown, 2003). Complex habitats potentially provide a wider range 
of available resources (e.g. microhabitats, food, nutrients) which gives rise to a 
greater variety of ways in which they can be exploited, that is, they offer a 
greater number of niches (Ritchie and Olff, 1999; Pianka, 2000). Niche theory 
predicts that the number of species that can be fitted into a habitat is dependent 
on the number of available fundamental niches (Hutchinson, 1957). Removing or 
reducing the structural and spatial complexity of a habitat can effectively reduce 
the number of niches and, therefore, the number of species. Conversely, 
increasing structural components within a habitat should reduce niche space 
overlap and thus interspecific competition, allowing a greater number of species 
to coexist within a given area (Pianka, 2000; Chesson, 2011). The promotion of 
species coexistence via niche differentiation has been shown to occur in both 
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems (e.g. Harpole and Tilman, 2007; Narwani et 
al., 2013) although in high-diversity systems such as tropical forests and lakes, 
this may occur in combination with other processes (e.g. drift; Genner et al., 
1999; Condit et al., 2012).  
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Structural simplification can take place naturally, but tends to occur more rapidly 
with human interference (Western, 2001). Rebuilding complexity has great 
potential for enhancing biodiversity in restoration and reconciliation efforts (e.g. 
Palmer et al., 2009; Brown, 2003) due to its capacity for being manipulated (Bell 
et al., 1997). For example, various studies show that variation in physical 
structure of a habitat can play a major role in modifying the interactions between 
similar species and thereby foster coexistence (Chesson, 2000; Pianka, 2000). 
Nevertheless, incorporating the manipulation of structural complexity into 
restoration initiatives and ecological engineering projects is still at a nascent 
stage. The main reasons for this are the considerable uncertainties regarding the 
key components that define complexity, their relationship with species diversity, 
and the scale at which they should be altered (Tews et al., 2004). Our paper 
engages with a fundamentally methodological issue: how to create structurally 
complex habitats for restoration and reconciliation. There exist hundreds of 
articles that describe how to measure complexity in the natural world but, 
surprisingly, hardly any provide guidance on how to create it. This is partly due 
to the lack of clear definitions, and partly because these measures cannot be used 
to re-construct complexity. Many studies investigating the effect of ‘complexity’ 
on biodiversity tend to measure the ‘complexity’ of natural systems or that of an 
artificial habitat after it has been created. Retrospective quantification, however, 
is not ideal because it only can capture some aspect(s) of ‘complexity’. ‘Habitat 
complexity’ comprises multiple parameters which vary in their importance. It is 
therefore necessary to disentangle them before it is possible to determine which 
have stronger or weaker effects on the ecological response. 
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In this paper we attempt to clarify the meaning of habitat complexity and, in 
doing so, provide a robust basis for creating it. First, we examine the problems 
defining and quantifying habitat complexity and propose a conceptual 
framework that places complexity within an ecological context. We then discuss 
how this new framework can be applied to the problem of creating habitat 
complexity for experiments and restoration/reconciliation projects using both 
real and hypothetical examples. It should be noted that the concept of ‘habitat’ 
(and by extension, ‘microhabitat’) is also poorly defined (see review by Mitchell, 
2005); here we adopt the broader concept of “the set of environments in which a 
species lives” (Looijen, 2000:165). 
 
2.2 A conceptual framework for complexity  
 
There is no unified definition of complexity in ecology; indeed, such a goal may 
be impossible (Horgan, 1995; Chu, 2008). This ambiguity has led to researchers 
choosing their preferred definition, or falling back on intuitive notions. To 
compound the issue, a wide array of synonymous terms are in common usage, 
such as ‘habitat heterogeneity’, ‘habitat diversity’, ‘ecological complexity’, 
‘spatial heterogeneity’ (see Tews et al., 2004). Three main factors have been 
largely responsible for creating the current misunderstandings and ambiguities 
regarding habitat complexity:  
 
(1) Many authors have failed to explicitly define complexity or heterogeneity, 
even when the terms are applied extensively throughout their papers (e.g. Attrill 
et al., 2000; Taniguchi and Tokeshi, 2004). Moreover, there is tendency to rely 
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on or interpret other authors’ definitions—which are often unclear to start with. 
For example, Wilding et al. (2007:279) paraphrased Sebens (1991) to 
tautologically define ‘habitat complexity’ as “habitat heterogeneity (patchiness) 
and habitat structure including aspects of the physical and/or architectural 
components of complexity”. 
 
(2) The terms complexity and heterogeneity are frequently used interchangeably, 
or one is treated as a subset of the other. For example, in Krebs’ (2001:444) 
influential book, he states that ‘habitat heterogeneity’ influences biodiversity 
because “physically or biologically complex habitats provide more niches.” 
Andrew (1993) suggests that ‘biological complexity’ is a form of 
‘spatial/physical heterogeneity’ while, in their forest study, Lassau and Hochuli 
(2004:157) define ‘habitat complexity’ as “the heterogeneity in the arrangement 
of physical structure in the habitat surveyed.” 
 
(3) Complexity and heterogeneity are treated as two separate and mutually 
exclusive concepts. For example, under the ‘habitat structure’ scheme proposed 
by McCoy and Bell (1991), complexity and heterogeneity represent two 
independent components. They define heterogeneity as the “variation attributable 
to the relative abundance (per unit area or per unit volume) of different structural 
components” (i.e. kinds of structure) and complexity as “the variation 
attributable to the absolute abundance (per unit area or per unit volume) of each 
individual structural component” i.e. the quantity of structure (McCoy and Bell, 
1991:17). In other terrestrial studies, complexity and heterogeneity have been 
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distinguished by vertical and horizontal variability so that “a small patch of 
tropical forest can be extremely complex but very homogeneous whereas 
woodland savanna may be less complex but highly patchy” (August, 1983:1495). 
 
In an attempt to offer a simple structure for categorising existing published 
studies (as they relate to creating complexity for restoration and ecological 
engineering projects), we distinguish two fundamental forms of ecological 
complexity: (1) Systems-based (or dynamical systems complexity) and (2) 
Information-based (or informational complexity). This distinction can be 
understood as two different ways of looking at ecological complexity (Fig. 2.1); 
thus viewing it from one perspective does not preclude the other.  
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Fig. 2.1 Film reel analogy illustrating the main difference between Systems-
based and Information-based complexity. The profile of a coral reef is depicted 
in each frame; studying the ‘informational complexity’ of a system is analogous 
to examining a single frame of a film, whereas systems-based complexity 
includes a temporal component, analogous to studying a larger portion/sequence 
of the film. Only informational complexity can be physically manipulated and 
incorporated into the restoration of natural or urban ecosystems (refer to section 
3), although subsequent dynamic processes will undoubtedly occur. 
 
 
Systems-based complexity refers to the unpredictable and unexpected changing 
patterns of a system’s behaviour (emergent properties) that arise from the 
collective actions of interacting components, with only simple rules and no 
central control (Mitchell, 2009). Most ecological systems are characterised by 
multiple interacting biotic and abiotic components and are therefore excellent 
examples of complex systems. Systems-based complexity usually involves a 
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temporal/dynamical element, which is not the case with informational 
complexity (see following paragraph). Examples of ecological/biological studies 
dealing with dynamical systems complexity include logistic modelling of 
predator-prey dynamics (e.g. Hastings, 1997), cellular automata (e.g. Gronewold 
and Sonnenschein, 1998), symbiotic relationships (e.g. Daida et al., 1996), social 
behavior (e.g. collective behavior of social insects such as ants; Wilson, 1963; 
Alexander, 1974), and ecological response models (e.g. Hobbs and Harris, 
2001). When ‘heterogeneity’ is referred to in systems-based complexity studies, 
it generally means the number of component types in the system and/or the 
number of states (or microstates/properties) those components can adopt. Most 
complex systems are heterogeneous (in terms of component types), but 
homogeneous systems may also possess complex dynamics. Thus, in the context 
of dynamical systems complexity, heterogeneity is a separate concept.  
 
Informational complexity is based on information theory and can be applied to 
both biotic and abiotic subjects. Essentially, complexity increases with the 
amount of informational content (Mitchell, 2009). Various measures of 
‘informational complexity’ exist, including Shannon’s entropy, algorithmic 
information content (AIC), fractal dimensions (D), etc. As habitat complexity 
studies tend to examine the components of a system at a fixed time point, i.e. 
there is no temporal element, it is usually informational content that is measured. 
For practical reasons, these studies generally (and arbitrarily) select ‘useful’ over 
‘irrelevant’ information. For example, in benthic environments, local-scale 
‘habitat/structural complexity’ is usually equated to physical/biogenic substrates 
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(such as woody debris or rocks and pebbles in streams, or beds of bivalve 
molluscs or macroalgae on rocky shores) while in terrestrial systems, structural 
components are usually represented by plants (e.g. vegetation/patch type, height, 
etc.). 
 
Informational complexity is sometimes quantified as Shannon’s entropy, which 
determines the uncertainty in predicting an individual component that is taken at 
random from a set (Mitchell, 2009). A completely random sequence of 
information content or spatial arrangement of components, for instance, would 
have the maximum amount of entropy and hence informational complexity.  
Shannon’s diversity index, based on Shannon’s entropy, quantifies the 
uncertainty of predicting the species identity of an individual that is collected at 
random (Margalef, 1958). Another common informational measure of 
complexity, AIC, refers to the shortest number of steps (or shortest computer 
program) to recreate a message or an object. Both Shannon’s entropy and AIC 
quantitatively relate complexity to randomness.  
 
Alternative measures of informational complexity have been developed for the 
quantification of shapes. For example, metrics such as elliptic Fourier descriptors 
(EFDs) have been used to translate a shape into a series of harmonic equations 
(combinations of sine curves) (Kuhl and Giardina, 1982). Compared to simple 
shapes, complex shapes require more harmonics to describe them accurately 
(Iwata and Ukai, 2002). There are many other potential measures of information-
based complexity—the examples described above simply represent some that 
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have been used in ecology. Even though there is no one metric that encapsulates 
every aspect of complexity, each measure has been useful for characterising 
some aspect of informational complexity in ecological systems.  
 
Here, we consider ‘heterogeneity’ to be a subset of informational complexity as 
it refers to: (1) the number of component types (or 
variables/descriptors/elements) and (2) their variability (if the set is finite) (Li 
and Reynolds, 1995). Thus, by increasing the number of components types 
and/or their variability, informational complexity is increased. For example, a 
more heterogeneous desert area would contain a greater number of habitat 
elements (e.g., patches of grass, small shrubs, trees, etc.) than a less 
heterogeneous one, and hence be more complex. Such heterogeneity can play an 
important role in many ecological processes, such as driving geographic patterns 
of species richness (Báldi, 2007).  
 
2.3 From theory to practice 
 
When creating complexity, for example for restoration work, both abiotic and 
biotic components can be altered; however, abiotic components are generally 
more amenable to manipulation. Moreover, as resources, they usually underpin 
the biology of the system. Tropical plant communities, for instance, are often 
structured by micro-topographical gradients such as altitude and inclination 
(Svenning, 1999; Wright, 2002) while many aquatic benthic assemblages are 
structured by the topography of the substratum (Underwood and Chapman, 
1989; Downes et al., 2000). Therefore, for convenience and simplicity, we use 
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artificial substrates here to illustrate our concepts regarding the ‘components’ or 
‘variables’ of informational complexity. These concepts, however, should also 
apply to other (naturally occurring) abiotic features or biotic components 
arranged in space. 
 
2.3.1 Operational definition of informational complexity 
In this section, we propose the key variables of information-based habitat 
complexity and use artificial substrates to demonstrate how these components 
can be manipulated independently. Artificial substrates have been shown to be 
effective in enhancing structural complexity in ecological engineering (Bulleri 
and Chapman, 2010; Chapman and Blockley, 2009) and restoration projects 
(Larkin et al., 2006). They are also widely used in experimental studies testing 
the effects of habitat complexity on species diversity and community structure 
(Larkin et al., 2006; Loke et al., 2010; Matias et al., 2013). At the point of 
construction, artificial substrates are clearly not dynamic; hence only 
informational complexity can be incorporated into them (usually into their 
topography or matrix). The complexity of artificial substrates is often quantified 
retrospectively, i.e. after they have been constructed, and there are various 
techniques employed to measure this (Sanson et al., 1995; Wilding et al., 2010). 
For example, using a chain to follow the profile of a surface and then deriving an 
index based on the ratio of chain length to the linear distance between the chain’s 
endpoints (Luckhurst and Luckhurst, 1978). Alternatively, the ‘profile gauge 
method’ calculates a metric based on the sum of squared height differences 
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between consecutive pins (McCormick, 1994). These metrics, however, cannot 
be used to re-construct three-dimensional physical complexity.  
 
Even though experimental studies using artificial substrates often provide many 
opportunities to examine the effects of complexity variables that would be 
challenging to partition in natural systems without extensive manipulation, this is 
rarely performed in a rigorous way (Matias et al., 2007; Matias et al., 2010). 
Complexity is typically compared among treatments in which the artificial 
substrates are designed or chosen arbitrarily, as opposed to varying one specific 
parameter. Consequently, many of these trial and error approaches to enhance 
habitat complexity overlook key variables (e.g. spatial arrangement or 
component types) or fail to take into consideration the scale of the habitat to 
which the target community is responding. Furthermore, observed increases in 
number of species may be confounded by increases in surface area (e.g. Attrill et 
al., 2000; Flynn and Moon, 2011) and/or greater component (pit or crevice, for 
example) density (Tokeshi and Arakaki, 2012). Thus, the greater number of 
species observed in these more ‘complex’ habitats can often be due to the greater 
area sampled—a factor rarely controlled for in empirical studies.  
 
When manipulating an artificial substrate, for example a concrete tile, we 
propose there are five primary variables to be considered, they are: the number 
of component types, the variability and range of their dimensions, their density, 
their relative abundance, and their spatial arrangement (Fig. 2.2). By altering 
these, the informational complexity of a concrete tile can be changed (Fig. 2.2). 
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The same five ‘rules’ apply to any artificial substrate, although precise 
manipulation may become more challenging in fully three-dimensional and/or 
very intricate matrices. To our knowledge, no single metric to date can capture 
all five variables. Shannon’s entropy is able to capture three: the number of 
component types, their density, and their relative abundance. CASU complexity 
(Loke et al., 2014) additionally captures the variability and range of the 
components’ dimensions by substituting the proportion of individuals (used in 
Shannon’s entropy) with the proportion of surface area (and then by multiplying 
the result with the standard Shannon’s entropy). Spatial arrangements tend to be 
categorical, i.e. ordered, clumped or random, and are therefore difficult to 
include in any model without awarding the categories an arbitrary rank.  
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Fig. 2.2 The main numerical parameters of ‘informational complexity’, i.e. 
density, number of component types (represented by different colours), relative 
abundance, and size variability. The information content of these parameters 
increases from left to right.  The single enlarged square is an example of the high 
level of informational complexity achievable when all the parameters are 
‘maximized’ and incorporated. For brevity, the spatial arrangement ‘rule’ for all 
of these examples is ‘random’, however, alternative rules could apply, including 
‘ordered’, ‘clumped’, and combinations thereof. 
 
 
One of the main impediments to incorporating habitat complexity into 
restoration protocols is that the majority of current metrics are only able to 
quantify complexity as opposed to being able to guide the (re)creation of 
complex habitats. While metrics such as fractal dimensions are useful for 
measuring complexity in the field, these numbers cannot be converted into 
ecologically relevant and practical solutions for restoration as they only represent 
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one aspect or character.  However, using the operational definition of 
informational complexity we present here, it is possible to design habitats with 
different degrees of physical complexity. There are considerable advantages of 
adopting such an approach. Habitat complexity can be precisely manipulated, 
allowing the influence of complexity on species richness to be carefully 
examined. By working with the five variables listed above, it is feasible to create 
two substrates of identical surface area (or density), but with very different levels 
of complexity (based on one or more of the other four variables). Having control 
over the variability of experimental units and standardising the manipulation of 
complexity within restoration initiatives will enhance comparability, allowing 
more powerful statistical evaluations of different scenarios. This ability to 
formally test hypotheses by creating different levels of complexity can 
potentially reveal important relationships between habitats and their associated 
communities.  
 
Unravelling the relative effects of each of these five variables of informational 
complexity on biodiversity is critical from both a theoretical and ecological 
engineering standpoint. From an applied perspective, it is important to know 
which ‘variables’ to prioritize, especially if resources are scarce; for instance, 
while it is possible to predict the likelihood of greater diversity with increased 
density or area, it is more difficult to know if greater evenness of habitat 
components will also bring about a positive effect. Therefore, it is necessary to 
specify exactly which variables are being referred to in the process of designing, 
engineering or enhancing complexity for restoration or reconciliation. Note, 
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however, that there should be a point (or threshold) beyond which enhancing 
informational complexity will not lead to more diversity. On a landscape scale, 
this proposed effect is referred to as the ‘intermediate landscape complexity 
hypothesis’ (Tscharntke et al., 2012). Understanding how each of these aspects 
of complexity affects biodiversity patterns and processes (at different scales) will 
become increasingly relevant as the anthropogenic simplification of ecosystems 
intensifies with global environmental change (Peterson et al., 2010). 
 
2.3.2 Scale considerations 
Conceptually, these five main variables of informational complexity can be 
applied to any spatial scale (Fig. 2.3) as well as other scenarios; for example, by 
superimposing/substituting biotic components onto a hypothetical map (Fig. 
2.3). However, it might be difficult for experimenters to precisely manipulate 
living components. For example, when considering the arrangement of plants 
(such as trees and shrubs) within a given plot, it is inevitable that there will be an 
increase in ‘noise’ as every plant is different (even if they are of the same 
species, age, height, etc.). Scale is a property associated with observation and 
analysis of pattern (Allen and Hoekstra, 1991), and scaling errors are variously 
discussed in ecological literature (Whittaker et al., 2001; Willis and Whittaker, 
2002) as they often “creep into studies insidiously” (Allen and Hoekstra, 
1991:47) rendering the result of any comparison unsupportable. For example, the 
diversity of systems with identical levels of complexity may differ simply 
because they were disparately scaled (Kolasa and Rollo, 1991). This is why 
adopting scale-dependent measures of complexity, such as fractal dimensions 
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(D), can be potentially misleading (Pennycuick, 1992; Halley et al., 2004). For 
example, it is possible to have a highly fractal surface with low fractal 
dimensions because the range of ‘yardsticks’ used to measure these surfaces was 
inappropriate. Furthermore, D mainly encompasses the ‘density aspect’ of 
informational complexity, discounting other important and relevant factors such 
as component/element type (e.g. plant type in vegetated terrestrial and aquatic 
systems) and their spatial arrangement.  
 
 
Fig. 2.3 Hypothetical scenarios illustrating how informational complexity 
represented by both (a) artificial and (b) natural components on a map can be 
viewed at different spatial scales. Note, however, that the operational scale of 
this framework might not reach beyond landscape scales. At regional scales, for 
instance, structural/spatial complexity may have a limited effect on biodiversity 
patterns. 
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Critically, the complexity of a habitat depends on the scale at which it is 
perceived by the subject. The fractal dimension is a measure of the exponential 
rate of growth in the informational complexity accessible by a human observer, 
or as perceived by an animal, when the scale is varied. Using substrate designs 
with increasing D as a proxy for increasing complexity, such as tiles with “high-
low lattice formation” (in Taniguchi and Tokeshi, 2004) or artificial macrophytes 
of increasing “fragmentation” (Jeffries, 1993; Taniguchi et al., 2003), are 
therefore problematic due to these scale issues. In other words, if the only factor 
changing is the scale of one component, the colonising assemblage might only 
be responding to the scale that is relevant to them and not to complexity per se. 
To effectively compare complexity, and gain a more comprehensive 
understanding of its functional significance in the target ecosystem, it is 
therefore necessary to fix the scale (or scale range) or to sample from multiple 
scales (e.g. Todd et al., 2012) (Fig. 2.4). The idea of “fixing” a sampling scale is 
not new; historically, scaling considerations were defined by the terms: ‘grain’ 
and ‘extent’ (Allen and Hoekstra, 1991). ‘Grain’ essentially refers to the 
resolution or smallest entity observed while ‘extent’ to the largest entity 
detectable in the dataset. In this way, studies adopting a combination of “fine 
grain” and “narrow extent” would effectively reflect local scale processes while 




Fig. 2.4 Hypothetical relationship between ‘scale’ and ‘complexity’ of two 
different habitats (A and B); it is possible to have a habitat (A) with low 
measured fractal dimensions (D) relative to another habitat (B) at scale x1, and 
higher D at scale x2. Therefore it is necessary to fix the scale (or scale range) or 
to sample from multiple scales to compare ‘complexity’ between them. 
 
 
2.3.3 Applied examples  
The world is becoming increasingly urbanised. It is estimated that by 2050, 6.3 
billion people will live in urban areas, accounting for more than 70% of the 
global population (Gaston, 2010; Bloom, 2011). This is a phenomenal increase, 
considering that only ~10% of humanity were living in urban areas in 1900 
(Gaston, 2010). These burgeoning populations have inevitably led to greater 
utilisation of resources and the large-scale destruction, degradation, and 
irreversible conversion of many natural habitats into man-made ones. 
Reconciliation efforts have already provided positive outcomes in a variety of 
novel ecosystems ranging from agricultural (e.g. fields, grasslands) to 
horticultural (e.g. parks, gardens) and urban-industrial sites (e.g. buildings, man-
made structures) (Rosenzweig, 2003; Kowarik, 2011). Projects involving the 
reconciliation of aquatic systems are also being conducted all over the world. 
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While species colonisation in some of these examples occurs by accident, many 
others are carefully planned and managed. The following two examples highlight 
how informational complexity may be incorporated in restoration and ecological 
engineering projects. 
 
2.3.3.1 Restoration of habitat complexity for enhancing stream biodiversity 
While it is common practice by river restoration managers to focus on 
manipulating habitat complexity (Gerhard and Reich, 2000; Lepori et al., 2005), 
for example, by adding boulders, logs or riffles to streams channels; attempts to 
test which specific parameter or component of the added structural complexity is 
influencing diversity are relatively rare (Downes et al., 1998). Since some 
parameters are likely to have a greater effect on diversity (e.g. area/density or 
number of substrate or vegetation types) than others (e.g. ratios/relative 
abundance of added components), it is more efficacious to allocate potentially 
limited resources to treating those components of complexity of greater 
relevance to the biotic community. 
 
Some typical examples in the restoration of in-stream habitat heterogeneity 
include the manipulation “particle size ratios” (e.g. diameter84/diameter50 in 
Cardinale et al., 2002) as well as “habitat types” based either on mineral 
substrate or plant matter (e.g. boulders, gravel, emergent plants, woody debris, 
etc. in Harper et al., 1997). To use the informational complexity terms we 
defined earlier, the parameter being modified by Cardinale et al. (2002) was 
“relative abundance/evenness”, while Harper et al., (1997) altered the “number 
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of component types”. Increasing the “density” or area of relevant components is 
probably the most obvious strategy adopted by restoration practitioners for 
enhancing biodiversity in highly degraded or modified streams; this is usually 
done by increasing the percentage cover of vegetation or by adding features such 
as boulders or large wood debris (Gerhard and Reich, 2000; Muotka et al., 2002). 
 
2.3.3.2 Manipulating structural complexity for enhancing biodiversity on 
artificial coastal defence structures 
Increasing coastal urbanisation has resulted in widespread replacement of natural 
habitats with large-scale artificial structures, such as seawalls, which tend to 
support less diverse biological communities (Firth et al., 2013b; Browne and 
Chapman, 2011). One of the main reasons for this reduced biodiversity is the 
lack of various important microhabitats, such as pits, rock-pools, crevices and 
overhangs, which results in reduced habitat complexity (Chapman, 2003). The 
majority of coastal infrastructural designs have not been optimised to perform or 
facilitate ecological functions (Lai et al., 2015). With the growing concern 
regarding rising sea levels and stormier seas, there is now more research focused 
on how coastal defences can be designed in a more ecologically sensitive manner 
(Chapman and Underwood, 2011; Firth et al., 2014a). These studies indicate that 
increasing the ‘informational complexity’ (for example, density of 
components—usually the addition of artificial pits and intertidal pools) of these 
man-made structures can significantly enhance the number of species living on 
them (Browne and Chapman, 2011; Firth et al., 2014b). As this is a nascent field 
of study, however, there is little published work that includes, across a range of 
scales, one or more of the other four variables we describe.  
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Understanding how individual aspects of informational complexity affect 
ecological responses at different scales, as well as their relative effect on 
biodiversity, will be important for the ecological engineering of new coastal 
defence structures (Bergen et al., 2001; Airoldi et al., 2005) and can also be 
integrated into the reconciliation of sites with existing seawalls and other 
nearshore infrastructure as the enhancement of complexity in these novel 
ecosystems remains one of the most viable approaches to boost biodiversity 





In summary, ecological complexity can be divided into two types: systems-based 
and information-based. Most studies examining the relationship between 
complexity and biodiversity focus on information-based complexity. This can be 
quantified using metrics such as fractal dimensions, rugosity, EFDs, lacunarity, 
etc., but these measures cannot be used to create physical complexity. To 
reconstruct structurally and/or spatially complex habitats of varying levels of 
informational complexity, we suggest the five main parameters discussed above 
are considered (as these are the ways in which objects can be arranged in three-
dimensions) and a measure such as Shannon’s entropy is calculated. It is 
important to highlight that other processes will occur after a complex (or simple) 
habitat has been created; for example, the original level of complexity may 
increase or decrease and it may do so rapidly or slowly. Nevertheless, by being 
able to manipulate complexity it is at least possible to test whether, overall, the 
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effects of ‘complex’ plots increase biodiversity by comparing them with 
‘simpler’ control plots. This ability to determine and/or modify the variables of 
complexity precisely has the potential to open up new lines of research in 
diversity theory as well as aid ecologists and engineers involved in restoring 
and/or building and designing ecosystems. With increasing urbanisation 
resulting in the replacement of natural habitats with simplified or man-made 
ones, the reconciliation of novel habitats through ecological engineering is likely 
to become a major area of conservation biology (Hobbs et al., 2013b) and the 









COMPLEXITY FOR ARTIFICIAL SUBSTRATES 
(CASU): SOFTWARE FOR CREATING AND 







Physical habitat complexity regulates the structure and function of biological 
communities, although the mechanisms underlying this relationship remain 
unclear. Urbanisation, pollution, unsustainable resource exploitation and climate 
change have resulted in the widespread simplification (and loss) of habitats 
worldwide. One way to restore physical complexity to anthropogenically 
simplified habitats is through the use of artificial substrates, which also offer 
excellent opportunities to explore the effects of different components (variables) 
of complexity on biodiversity and community structure that would be difficult to 
separate in natural systems. Here, we describe a software program (CASU) that 
enables users to visualise static, physical complexity. CASU also provides output 
___________________________ 
This chapter has been published as: Loke, L. H. L., Jachowski, N. R., Bouma, T. J., Ladle, R. J., 
and Todd, P. A., 2014. Complexity for Artificial Substrates (CASU): Software for Creating and 
Visualising Habitat Complexity. PLOS ONE 9(2): e87990. 
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files that can be used to create artificial substrates for experimental and/or 
restoration studies. It has two different operational modes: simple and advanced. 
In simple mode, users can adjust the five main variables of informational 
complexity (i.e. the number of object types, relative abundance of object types, 
density of objects, variability and range in the objects’ dimensions, and their 
spatial arrangement) and visualise the changes as they do so. The advanced mode 
allows users to design artificial substrates by fine-tuning the complexity 
variables as well as alter object-specific parameters. We illustrate how CASU can 
be used to create tiles of different designs for application in a marine 
environment. Such an ability to systematically influence physical complexity 
could greatly facilitate ecological restoration by allowing conservationists to 
rebuild complexity in degraded and simplified habitats. 
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3.1 Introduction  
 
Rapid urbanisation, resource exploitation and climate change have resulted in the 
loss of habitats and species across ecosystems worldwide. As potential impacts 
become reality, three broad and interlinked fields of study have arisen in 
response: ‘reservation’, ‘restoration’, and ‘reconciliation’ ecology. All have the 
general aim of ameliorating the negative effects of human activity on the natural 
world, but their foci are different: to maintain and preserve biodiversity if not 
already lost (reservation), increase/restore/rehabilitate structure and function if 
degraded (restoration), or to enhance/input biodiversity in human-modified 
habitats if it is low or absent (reconciliation). Common to all three, although not 
often emphasized, is the problem of increasing simplification of ecosystems 
across all spatiotemporal scales. Even though structural simplification can take 
place naturally, anthropogenic simplification is far more frequent and rapid. 
Indeed, simplification of natural habitats (e.g. transformation of native forests 
into monocultures or replacement of natural shorelines with artificial seawalls) 
and their subsequent restoration is a major conservation challenge (Larkin et al., 
2006). This is because physical habitat complexity regulates the structure and 
function of biological communities, although the mechanisms involved remain 
unclear (Pianka, 2000; Cardinale et al., 2002). Research in this critical area of 
study, however, is hindered by the ambiguity regarding the definition of 
‘complexity’ (Loehle, 2004; Tews et al., 2004; Kovalenko et al., 2012). This lack 
of clarity and precision has significantly handicapped efforts to measure or 
artificially create complexity, and has even influenced how conclusions from 
‘complexity studies’ are drawn and interpreted.  
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There is a growing consensus that influencing complexity is likely to be critical 
for restoration efforts (e.g. Palmer et al., 2009; Kovalenko et al., 2010), partly 
because it is far more tractable to manipulation than many of the other factors 
known to affect biodiversity (Bell et al., 1997). One way to increase complexity 
during ecological restoration is through the use of artificial substrates (Matias et 
al., 2010). For example, a wide spectrum of man-made substrates across a range 
of sizes, from small settlement tiles or cement plugs to large modular structures 
have been utilised in marine restoration work (e.g. Pickering and Whitmarsh, 
1997; Burt et al., 2009b; Guest et al., 2010). Many of these substrates aim to 
augment biodiversity through the incorporation of some form of ‘topographic 
complexity’; but this is challenging because the majority of metrics currently 
available are more suitable for quantifying complexity rather than guiding the 
(re)creation of complex habitats. While common metrics such as fractal 
dimensions may be useful for measuring complexity in the field, it is 
impracticable to translate or convert these numbers into ecologically relevant and 
practical solutions for restoration. 
 
The problem of defining complexity has led to widespread confusion and 
conceptual stagnation concerning its role/mechanism(s) in biological 
communities (Kovalenko et al., 2012). Notwithstanding the lack of a definition, 
it is also difficult to empirically separate the different aspects of complexity (e.g. 
increasing surface area with increasing complexity) (Johnson et al., 2003).  Most 
‘complexity studies’ can be split into two essential forms: systems-based and 
information-based (or informational) complexity. Systems-based complexity can 
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be defined as the unexpected and/or unpredictable emergent properties that arise 
from the interactions between much simpler components, such that the overall 
properties of the complex system are not obvious from the properties of the 
individual components—this usually involves a temporal element. Informational 
complexity, on the other hand, is based on information theory and has no 
temporal component. The fundamental premise is that the greater the 
informational content, the greater the complexity (Mitchell, 2009). The ‘subject’ 
can be anything of interest, living or non-living. Knowingly or not, most habitat 
‘complexity studies’ examine the informational content of the study system 
(components of a system at fixed time points), with complex habitats containing 
more ‘information’ than simple ones. The most commonly used measure of 
informational complexity is Shannon’s entropy which calculates information 
content, that is, the entropy or degree of uncertainty associated with a random 
variable (Mitchell, 2009).  
 
Complexity-diversity relationships are often examined by measuring the amount 
of information content of a subject of interest, but no studies and/or software to 
date are available for converting these metrics into viable and rigorous solutions 
for restoration and reconciliation work. Hence, we devised a programme ‘CASU’ 
that can be used to both visualise ‘informational complexity’ and design artificial 
substrates with varying (controllable) levels of complexity (please refer to 
Appendix A for programme and user manual).  
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3.2 Overview of CASU: software for creating and visualising habitat 
complexity 
 
CASU was originally conceived and developed as part of a project to increase 
biodiversity on seawalls using artificial substrates, i.e. moulded concrete tiles. In 
particular, we wanted to compare colonisation of ‘simple’ and ‘complex’ tiles of 
the same surface area. As concrete tiles are patently not dynamic, only 
informational complexity could be incorporated into their topography. 
Shannon’s entropy was adopted for creating informational complexity as it 
quantifies the uncertainty in predicting the object type of a component that is 
taken at random from the set. For a random variable X with the distribution (p1, 
…, pn), the Shannon’s entropy of the random variable denoted by H(X) is 
therefore defined as: 
  






where pi is the probability mass function of ith outcome (Shannon, 1948; Ihara, 
1993). Thus, the greater the number of object types, and the more equal their 
proportional abundances are, the more difficult it is to correctly predict which 
component will be present on any particular part of the tile surface. Also, there 
are a finite number of ways the topography of a tile can be altered, these are: (#1) 
the number of object types (within CASU each ‘object’ is represented by a circle 
and different colours represent different ‘object types’—for more details, please 
see user manual in Appendix A2), (#2) the relative abundance of each object 
type, (#3) the density of objects, (#4) the variability and range in the objects’ 
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dimensions (e.g., length, width and height), and (#5) spatial arrangement of the 
objects. These five variables comprise the main features of CASU when 
operating in its ‘simple’ mode and users can make changes to any of them (Fig. 
3.1a). Software settings are reflected on the tile surface, facilitating easy 
visualisation of the concepts and components of informational complexity (Fig. 
3.1).  
 
Fig. 3.1 Screenshot of CASU in (A) ‘simple mode’ and (B) ‘advanced mode’. 
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The ratio for each object type (relative abundance, as represented by different 
colours), may be randomised with each tile generation. Informational complexity 
increases directly with a greater number of objects types (#1), evenness (as 
adjusted via the relative abundance setting) (#2) and density (#3). Increasing the 
size range of object types (#4) however, has no effect on informational 
complexity when components are chosen from a continuous probability 
distribution. This makes comparisons between tiles inappropriate, as the 
probability of selecting any size value from such a set is infinite. However, 
comparisons of complexity are workable when selecting from a discrete 
probability distribution; tiles whose size ranges have smaller increment values 
have greater complexity than tiles with large increment values (within the same 
size range).  
 
What is often called ‘heterogeneity’ or ‘spatial heterogeneity’ in ecological 
literature refers to the number of different object types (#1) and their variability 
(#4). Even though greater density (#3) adds directly to the informational content, 
the effect of heterogeneity can dominate the effect of density by virtue of it being 
a higher order factor. For instance, a tile with 2 components (=density) and 5 
descriptors (=heterogeneity) will have a total of 32 possible combinations (i.e. 2 
components to the power of 5 descriptors) but a tile with 5 components and 2 
descriptors will only have 25 possible combinations (i.e. 5 components to the 
power of 2 descriptors).  
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The addition of rules (such as the spatial arrangement of objects on the tiles; #5) 
also has an effect on informational complexity. In informational complexity, 
rules reduce the amount of information required to encode the data; thus a 
randomised arrangement will be more complex than one following some rules or 
pattern (e.g. ordered). CASU does not take into account, or offer control of, 
possible interactions among component types (such as clumping) as it treats each 
component as non-living objects. CASU is also scale-free, which permits users to 
extrapolate the generated output to their preferred or relevant scale. Although 
Shannon’s entropy is calculated based on the numerical parameters, caution must 
be exercised when comparing these values (i.e. using it as a proxy for 
informational complexity) as they are only meaningful when comparing tiles 
with the same rules (for instance, between ordered and random tiles, or between 
tiles whose component sizes were chosen from either infinite continuous or finite 
discrete sets). 
 
As we designed CASU for building complexity into artificial substrates, an 
advance mode was included in the program where users can manually change the 
parameters that were displayed in the simple mode, including a buffer (i.e., 
minimum spacing) between each object on the tile (Fig. 3.1b). In the output, they 
may also change the position and size of a specific object or delete it entirely. 
Finally, output files are optimised for Microsoft Excel and computer-aided 
design (CAD) software, (e.g. AutoCAD) so that designs can be used to create 
actual substrates (please see Appendix A).  
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3.3 Examples of how CASU can be applied  
 
Lundholm and Richardson (2010:966) highlighted that “abiotic and biotic 
differences between artificial analogues and natural systems can be frequently 
overcome by ecological engineering to make the environment more suitable for 
native biodiversity”. This statement underlines the huge potential for 
reconciliation ecology, i.e. the modification of anthropogenic habitats to give 
some species back their geographic ranges while humans still retain theirs 
(Rosenzweig, 2003a). However, scientists and managers engaged in restoration 
and reconciliation work often do not have the tools for designing or re-designing 
novel habitats to enhance habitat complexity and this is reflected in the trial-and-
error approach that many studies adopt. Below, we illustrate some of the 
potential applications of CASU in coastal environments. 
 
3.3.1 Manipulating topographic complexity for enhancing biodiversity on 
seawalls  
Worldwide, coastal areas are increasingly becoming urbanised (Moschella et al., 
2005; Chapman and Blockley, 2009), resulting in the extensive alteration of 
natural shorelines with jetties, pier-pilings, pontoons and breakwaters; or their 
wholesale replacement with seawalls and similar defences (Bulleri et al., 2004). 
Despite the proliferation of foreshore artificial structures, relatively few studies 
have examined the biological communities inhabiting these novel environments 
or the ecological impacts of such coastal modifications (Chapman and Bulleri, 
2003). Among all urban coastal structures seawalls are the most extensive, but 
they tend to support less diverse intertidal communities relative to natural shores 
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(Chapman, 2006; Gacia et al., 2007; Pister, 2009; Browne and Chapman, 2011; 
Firth et al., 2014a). They are characterised by the reduction of various 
microhabitats (e.g. pits, rock-pools, crevices and overhangs) and low topographic 
complexity, both of which are usually negatively correlated with taxa richness 
(Bulleri and Chapman, 2004; Chapman and Blockley, 2009; Borsje et al., 2011).  
 
In early 2011 a project was initiated to examine how seawalls around Singapore 
may be engineered using artificial substrates to enhance their biodiversity. Since 
relevant living spaces (or microhabitats) are often a limiting factor for species 
diversity, especially at small spatial scales, restoration and reconciliation 
methods can exploit the role of habitat complexity to achieve the goal of 
increasing biodiversity (Larkin et al., 2006; Spänhoff and Arle, 2007; Kovalenko 
et al., 2010). Using a pilot version of CASU, it was possible to test whether 
topographically more complex substrates can support greater diversity by 
designing two types of concrete tiles (40 × 40 × 6 cm3) one structurally more 
complex than the other, but with equal surface areas (Fig. 3.2). To create a pitted 
‘simple tile’, the width, length, depth and spacing of all pits was fixed and 
arranged in an ordered formation on a tile using CASU. The fixed value was then 
used as the mean (of a range of values following a discrete probability 
distribution) when randomly varying the size, depth and spacing of each 
component for the ‘complex tile’. Granite control tiles were also constructed to 
mimic the surface of a seawall. Unpolished slabs of granite were broken up and 
cemented onto a concrete base to recreate the cracks and crevices found on 
seawalls around Singapore. 
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Fig. 3.2 3D models (AutoCAD drawings) of tiles with a single structural 
component (square-pits) at two levels of complexity generated via CASU:  (A) 
‘simple’ and (B) ‘complex’. (C) a fabricated 40 × 40 × 6 cm3 concrete tile 
mounted onto a seawall (photograph taken one month after deployment). 
 
Five replicates of each tile type were attached randomly onto granite seawalls (at 
a low shore height) at two islands south of Singapore Island (Fig. 3.2c), creating 
a two-way ANOVA design with ‘Site’ and ‘Tile type’ as factors. After 13 
months of colonization, all the tiles were collected and their assemblages 
compared. Our preliminary results suggest that greater structural complexity (at 
the 8–56 mm scale tested) can support higher diversity that is independent of 
surface area.  
 
3.4 Discussion  
 
Many studies describe a positive relationship between habitat complexity and 
biodiversity (e.g. Huston, 1979; Clough et al., 2011); possibly due to a greater 
number of niches and/or resource partitioning (e.g. Pianka, 1966; Holzschuh et 
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al., 2007). This has been noted in both terrestrial (Pianka, 1966; Kerr and Packer, 
1997; Holzschuh et al., 2007) and aquatic systems (e.g. Hovel and Lipcius, 2001; 
Moore and Hovel, 2010), but complexity is measured in very different ways 
between and within these environments (see review of techniques by Kovalenko 
et al., 2012). Even though complexity has been closely tied to community 
persistence and ecosystem stability and functioning (Cardinale et al., 2002), a 
mechanistic understanding of its role in structuring communities is lacking, with 
relatively few studies examining the effects of complexity on community and 
ecosystem properties. Furthermore, the imprecise use of terms such as 
‘complexity’ and ‘heterogeneity’ has hindered our understanding of how the 
number of species is related to, and regulated by, complexity—yet this 
knowledge is essential for mitigating the effects of habitat modification or loss 
(Bulleri, 2005a; Chapman and Underwood, 2011).  
 
CASU was developed in an effort to visualise and create complexity. The 
potential advantages of adopting this approach are considerable: (i) habitat 
complexity can be precisely manipulated within experimental settings, allowing 
the influence of complexity on species richness to be carefully controlled and 
compared; (ii) complexity can be augmented to different degrees in order to 
increase species richness within restoration projects. Even though such 
augmentation has been attempted (e.g. Larkin et al., 2006; Spänhoff and Arle, 
2007) it has so far taken place arbitrarily, for example, by adding substrate such 
as stones and boulders to create new microhabitats in streambeds, or 
reconstructing and restoring channel complexity by re-meandering rivers and 
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streams (Larkin et al., 2006; Spänhoff and Arle, 2007). Software applications 
such as CASU have the potential to standardise the manipulation of complexity 
within restoration initiatives, enhancing comparability and allowing more 
powerful statistical evaluations; (iii) by adopting a standardised metric of 
information complexity (such as Shannon’s entropy) to measure, compare and 
create habitat complexity, researchers from different sub-fields can share 
applications (and a common language), greatly promoting the rate of progress in 
understanding the role of habitat complexity in structuring ecosystem processes 
and ecological assemblages. It is important to note, however, that no compound 
measure can encapsulate all aspects of complexity, and hence additional 
information (in this case, CASU output such as the number of object types, 
relative abundance of object types, density of objects, variability and range in the 
objects’ dimensions, and their spatial arrangement, e.g. random vs ordered) is 
required for robust comparisons. Furthermore, experimenters should be explicit 
regarding the models and hypotheses that they are testing. 
 
Experiments and restoration projects often utilise concrete for fabricating 
artificial substrates because of its availability, versatility, low cost and ease of 
use. Concrete is one of the few viable ways of creating these substrates on a 
large scale, allowing researchers and engineers to progress from the small-scale 
efforts characteristic of academic research to the large-scale needs of practical 
restoration/reconciliation efforts. CASU was developed to design complex 
moulds for concrete at any scale desired. Designs can be adapted for restoration, 
reconciliation, as well as empirical research on the effects of physical 
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complexity. Our examples involving ‘simple’ and ‘complex’ concrete tiles 
illustrate how this can be achieved. However, the application of CASU does not 
have to be limited to moulded concrete substrates. Spatial randomisation of 
components and object types can be used in other scenarios, such as tree planting 
(where tree species are the object types) or the size and arrangement of artificial 
pools to enhance amphibian populations. As “differential habitat selection is one 
of the principal relationships which permit species to co-exist” (Rosenzweig, 
1981:327), we expect that most reconciliation efforts will require a means of 
incorporating some aspect of physical habitat complexity into anthropogenic 
habitats—which tend to be structurally quite simple.  
 
CASU also serves as a visualisation tool for informational complexity. By having 
all the variables of complexity represented on a tile surface, it is easy to see how 
each variable contributes to the overall complexity of the tile (Fig. 3.1). This 
may be helpful for distinguishing the different aspects of complexity within a 
research design, as the term is used variably in the current literature. While it is 
desirable to have a single metric to encapsulate the multidimensionality of 
informational complexity, it is not feasible using the approach we have adopted. 
The problem is very similar to reporting Shannon-Wiener diversity index (H’); 
the number alone has limited use as it can be achieved in different ways. For 
each site, H’ needs to be accompanied by information on species richness, total 
abundance, and some indication of evenness to give a more complete picture. 
Thus, although we included the entropy value (calculated from the numerical 
input only) in CASU, users should not assume that this provides a definitive 
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measure of complexity. Like H’, it needs to be accompanied by a description of 
the other aspects of complexity, especially the number of component types and 
their density. 
 
Frequent calls are made for more research on the role of complexity in ecology; 
for instance, in the design of reserves (Dobkin et al., 1987; Miller et al., 1987), 
the preservation of ecosystem functions (Ludwig and Tongway, 1996), and 
maintenance of threatened species (Fleishman et al., 2000). As urbanisation 
spreads across the globe (May, 2007), restoration and reconciliation ecology is 
likely to play an increasingly important role in maintaining biodiversity. 
Retrofitting artificial substrates, or incorporating biodiversity-enhancing designs 
into new projects, are two potential strategies that are recognised by conservation 
biologists, but which are not yet fully developed or utilised. CASU contributes by 
demystifying complexity, while providing a tool for creating it. 
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STRUCTURAL COMPLEXITY AND 
COMPONENT TYPE INCREASE INTERTIDAL 







Complexity is well accepted as one of the primary drivers of biodiversity, 
however, empirical support for such positive associations is often confounded 
with surface area and undermined by other potential explanatory factors—
especially the type of structural component (e.g. pits, crevices, overhangs, etc.). 
In the present study, sample units (artificial substrates) of equal surface area (± 
0.2%) were used to simultaneously examine the independent effects of 
complexity and different structural component types on species richness (S), 
abundance (N), and community composition. We created simple and complex 
concrete substrates of four different geometric designs using novel software  
___________________________ 
This chapter has been accepted for publication as: Loke, L. H. L. and Todd, P. A., in press. 
Structural complexity and component type increase intertidal biodiversity independently of area. 
Ecology. [Accepted 16 August 2015; doi:http://dx.doi.org/10.1890/15-0257.1] 
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(CASU). The substrates (n = 8) were mounted onto granite seawalls (at two tidal 
heights) on two islands south of Singapore Island. After 13 months of 
colonization, all 384 tiles were collected and their assemblages compared. A 
total of 53,744 individuals of 70 species/morphospecies were collected and 
identified.  Our results show that greater complexity can support greater species 
richness and different communities that are independent of surface area. 
Furthermore, the type of structure (e.g. ‘pits’, ‘grooves’, ‘towers’) can have an 






Understanding the mechanisms that maintain biodiversity has long been a goal in 
ecology (Vellend, 2010) but it is becoming increasingly important as researchers 
try to predict the consequences, and minimize the impacts of, habitat 
simplification due to rapid urbanization, resource exploitation and climate 
change (Hobbs et al., 2013a). Complexity is generally accepted as one of the 
primary drivers of biodiversity and many studies have reported a positive 
relationship between ‘complexity’ and ‘diversity’ (usually species richness) 
across various systems and taxa (Huston, 1979; Pianka, 2000). Despite such a 
consensus, a mechanistic understanding of how complexity influences diversity 
is absent (which is partly due to a lack of clarity and precision regarding its 
definition) and this has serious implications for the claims made about the 
positive effects of habitat complexity (Cardinale et al., 2002; Tews et al., 2004; 
Kovalenko et al., 2012; Loke et al., 2015).  
 
Many empirical studies investigating the effects of complexity are undermined 
by confounding variables—especially area (Whittaker et al., 2001; Farhig, 2013). 
The greater number of species observed in more complex habitats can be due to 
the greater area sampled (passive sampling hypothesis), or because more 
individuals were sampled (Coleman, 1981). In fact, surface area and/or density 
of structures are often treated as proxies for complexity (e.g., Beck, 2000; Hovel 
and Lipcius, 2001; Flynn and Moon, 2011) and only a few studies have 
recognized this quandary. Simply correcting for area post-sampling is 
inadequate, as it does not remove potential confounding effects caused by 
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species-area relationships. Adopting scale-dependent measures such as fractal 
dimensions is also potentially misleading, as the measurement of ‘complexity’ 
changes with scale; i.e. it is dependent on resolution such as the step-lengths 
used (see review of the limitations of fractal methods by Halley et al., 2004). 
Furthermore, by condensing ‘complexity’ into one metric, vital information 
about the structural features of a habitat is also lost (Hills et al., 1999; Johnson et 
al., 2003).  
 
Pits, grooves, crevices, overhangs, etc. are important structural 
features/components of natural rocky shores (McGuinness and Underwood, 
1986) and represent ‘living spaces’ in which organisms can reside. However, the 
variety and type of structural components within a habitat can be ecologically 
relevant to the communities exploiting them, independent of the substrate’s 
complexity (including local-scale size variability and surface area). It has been 
considered a major challenge to tease apart their effects because introducing 
variation in the abundances of different structural component types will 
inevitably alter the area (Matias et al., 2007) or ‘absolute abundance’ (sensu 
McCoy and Bell, 1991). Experimental and restoration studies involving the use 
of artificial substrates can circumvent this problem and frequently offer excellent 
opportunities to explore the effects of complexity variables that would be 
difficult to separate in natural systems without extensive manipulation (Matias et 
al., 2010; Kovalenko et al., 2012). However, such studies are rarely performed in 
a rigorous way. When different degrees of complexity are being compared 
artificial substrates are usually designed or chosen arbitrarily, often with the 
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complexity of the substrates quantified after they have been constructed (e.g. 
Beck, 2000; Taniguchi and Tokeshi, 2004). Consequently, many of these trial 
and error approaches to enhance habitat complexity overlook key variables such 
as component types or spatial arrangement, or fail to take into consideration 
scale-dependent aspects of the habitat to which the target community is 
responding (Loke et al., 2015). Retrospective quantification is largely a result of 
the fact that the majority of metrics currently available are more suitable for 
quantifying complexity rather than guiding its creation. While metrics such as 
rugosity and fractal dimensions may be useful for measuring complexity in the 
field, it is impracticable to translate or convert these numbers into ecologically 
relevant and practical solutions for empirical research, ecological engineering, 
and restoration work. Recently, this problem has been addressed by the 
development of an innovative software tool (Complexity for Artificial 
Substrates, or CASU) for creating complex artificial substrates while controlling 
for area (Loke et al., 2014). By treating components within an artificial substrate 
or ‘system’ (at a fixed time point) as random variables, the information content 
associated with its probability of occurrence can be calculated (Loke et al., 
2014). Using CASU it was possible for us to the test different aspects of such 
informational complexity, including the effects of variability in the dimensions 
of the component sizes and/or the number of different structural component 
types (i.e., heterogeneity) on community structure and diversity, without the 
aforementioned problems confounding the results (Loke et al., 2014). 
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In recent years, the use of artificial substrates to enhance biodiversity has been 
most extensively applied in marine environments. Seawalls, which host less 
diverse intertidal communities than natural shores (Chapman and Bulleri, 2003; 
Firth et al., 2013a), are of particular interest due to their global proliferation. 
These coastal defences are built to protect shorelines from erosion and flooding 
which themselves are becoming more common due to anthropogenic 
interventions in coastal processes (e.g., land reclamation, off-shore dredging), 
rising sea levels, and stormier seas associated with climate change (Moschella et 
al., 2005; Borsje et al., 2011). Biodiversity on seawalls can be enhanced by 
manipulation of small-scale topography, for instance by creating pits and 
crevices in existing walls (Moschella et al., 2005; Chapman and Underwood, 
2011; Firth et al., 2014a; Browne and Chapman, 2014) or adding different 
habitat types, e.g. rock-pools via artificial structures such as flowerpots or 
making cavities by removing blocks in walls (Browne and Chapman, 2011; 
Chapman and Underwood, 2011). Nonetheless, because all organisms have their 
own habitat requirements, it is crucial that more rigorous experiments are 
performed to identify the elements of artificial substrate designs that will 
encourage species to colonize them (Rosenzweig, 1981; Bulleri and Chapman, 
2010).  
 
In the present study, sample units (artificial substrates) of equal surface area (± 
0.2%) were used to simultaneously examine the independent effects of 
complexity and different structural component types on species richness (S), 
abundance (number of individuals, N) and community composition. Specifically, 
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we designed the present study to test the following hypotheses: (1) Greater 
complexity (i.e. variation in the size of the living spaces/structural components) 
supports greater species richness (S) independent of surface area; (2) The 
variation in community composition is significantly different among artificial 
substrate types, i.e. complex ones will support a different assemblage compared 
to simple ones; (3) Structural component type, i.e. habitat design, affects 
community structure (in terms of S and N) that is independent of complexity; (4) 





4.2.1 Tile design and fabrication 
Concrete tiles (400 mm × 400 mm × 32 mm, width × length × depth) 
representing two levels (‘simple’ and ‘complex’) of topographic complexity, 
plus a granite control, were designed and fabricated. These ‘full’ tiles were 
comprised of four ‘quarter’ tiles (200 mm × 200 mm × 32 mm; Fig. 4.1). For the 
concrete tiles, each quarter was a different structural design: ‘pits’, ‘towers’, 
‘grooves’ and ‘darts’ (Fig. 4.1b). An early version of the software program 
CASU (Loke et al., 2014) was used to generate the two levels of complexity. For 
all concrete tile designs, a mean value of 16 mm was assigned to the length, 
width, spacing and height/depth of each structural component. For the simple 
tile, the 16 mm mean was fixed for all dimensions; however, variation was 
introduced to the complex tile. This variation was produced and assigned by 
CASU, which randomly selected values from a discrete set of numbers ranging 
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from 4 to 28 (with increment units of 2 mm). With these settings, randomly 
generated coordinates of each component were placed on a virtual tile. They 
were then exported to AutoCAD Architecture (version 2009) in which the 3D 
models of each quarter tile were drawn (Fig. 4.1b). Both complex and simple 
tiles had approximately equal surface areas (complex = 2950 cm2; simple = 2944 
cm2) (Fig. 4.1).  
 
 
Figure 4.1 (A) Example of a frame containing the three full tile types (simple, 
complex and granite control). Among the total of 32 frames, the tile types were 
randomly assigned to one of three positions (labelled here as 1,2,3). (B) 3D 
models (AutoCAD drawings) of each quarter tile. Each design consists of a 
single structural component (pits, towers, grooves, darts) at two levels of 
complexity, simple (top row) and complex (bottom row). Both ‘full’ simple and 
‘full’ complex tiles had approximately equal surface areas (complex = 2950 cm2; 
simple = 2944cm2). 
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To construct a precise aluminium ‘master’ of each quarter tile, CAD/CAM 
software was used to translate the 3D renderings (AutoCAD drawings) into files 
which in could be read by a computer-numerically-controlled (CNC) milling 
machine (Jeenxi Technology™ JMV-1100 & Euma-Spinner™ HEV 650-A). 
Polyurethane moulds, which were used for casting the concrete tiles, were 
created from the aluminium masters.   
 
Granite control ‘quarter’ tiles, also measuring 200 mm × 200 mm × 32 mm 
(width × length × depth), were constructed to mimic the surface of a seawall. 
Unpolished slabs of granite were broken up and cemented onto a concrete base 
to recreate the surfaces, cracks and crevices found on seawalls around Singapore. 
The surface area of each full granite control was approximately 3046 ± SE 58 
cm2 (based on 3D imaging of four tiles). 
 
For all the ‘full’ tile types (complex, simple and granite control) the four 
component ‘quarter’ tiles were mounted onto mild steel plates coated with red 
oxide paint to prevent rusting (Fig. 4.1a). The steel plates were fitted with 
retainers for the tiles to slip into and silicone was pumped into gaps to ensure 
that the tiles were securely fastened (Fig. 4.1a). The order and rotation of the 
quarter tiles on each plate was determined using random number tables. 
 
4.2.2 Study sites 
Singapore is a small island city-state located 1° 15′ north of the equator at the 
southern tip of Peninsular Malaysia. It has a typical tropical climate; warm and 
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wet all year round with relatively uniform temperatures and two monsoon 
periods. Tides are semi-diurnal and tidal stream velocities can reach 2.0 m-1. 
Natural wave energy is generally low due to Singapore being surrounded by 
large landmasses (Hilton and Chou, 1999). Most of its natural near-shore 
habitats have been replaced by seawalls, which constitute ≈63% of the current 
total shoreline (Lai et al., 2015). Coastal modification is largely the direct result 
of land reclamation, which has increased Singapore’s land area by approximately 
25%, and its coastline from 480 km in 1993 to 505 km today (Hilton and 
Manning, 1995). The study was conducted along locally typical (un-grouted 
granite rip-rap) seawalls at two sites among Singapore’s Southern Islands: Pulau 
Hantu (1° 13′ 34″ N, 103° 45′ 0″ E) and Kusu Island (1° 13′ 22″ N, 
103° 51′ 40″ E). 
 
Pulau Hantu (13.0 ha) is a very sheltered site located 7 km from Singapore 
Island (Wong, 1988). It was originally a 0.8 ha islet with a broad fringing reef. In 
1974, most of the reef flats were reclaimed (i.e. filled in to make new land) and 
seawalls were erected around the island’s perimeter. Kusu Island (7.6 ha) is 
located 5.6 km from Singapore’s mainland but is more exposed to wave action 
(Wong, 1988). Like Pulau Hantu, it was also reclaimed in 1974 (being originally 
1.2 ha).  
 
4.2.3 Tile deployment and experimental design  
Deployment was carried out during low tides; Pulau Hantu on 16-17 November 
2009 and Kusu Island on 3-4 December 2009. At each site, eight replicates of 
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each tile type (simple, complex and granite control) were affixed along the 
seawall at two shore heights (positions): 0.3-0.4 m (low) and 1.2-1.3 m (high) 
above chart datum. The tiles were spaced 400 mm apart and mounted onto 
rectangular (2400 × 515 mm2, length × width) racks made of red-oxide coated 
mild steel angle bar (50 × 50 mm2) (Fig. 4.1a). All frames were spaced ~2.0 m 
apart. In total, 32 frames (96 full tiles, 384 quarter tiles) were installed, that is: 2 
sites × 2 positions × 8 replicates. The granite control was incorporated to provide 
an indication of ‘background’ colonization; there is growing international 
interest in the potential to engineer seawalls to improve their capacity to support 
more bio-diverse communities while retaining their engineering function, hence, 
we were interested to test whether even the ‘simple’ concrete tiles supported 
more diversity than the un-manipulated seawall. 
 
4.2.4 Field sampling, data extraction and laboratory procedures 
After 13 months the tiles were photographed and then retrieved. Algal cover was 
quantified using CPCe image analysis software (Kohler and Gill, 2006), with 
percentage cover tabulated from 20 random point intercepts per quarter tile (80 
points per full tile). To avoid edge effects, only an area of 190 × 190 mm2 was 
considered, leaving a margin of 10 mm around each quarter tile.   
 
Immediately before retrieval, fast-moving organisms on each of the quarter tiles 
were picked to exhaustion using forceps. All specimens were put into self-
sealing plastic bags. The full tiles were then removed from their metal backing 
plate and divided into their four component quarter tiles, which were quickly 
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placed into larger self-sealing plastic bags. To create one complete quarter tile 
sample, the small bag with the fast-moving organisms was then inserted into the 
larger bag and ethanol (70%) added to ensure that the epibiota associated with 
each sample were not lost due to post-sampling predation/herbivory. Back in the 
laboratory, each tile was brushed and scraped into a white tray and the resultant 
material preserved in 70% ethanol. All organisms were sorted, identified and 
counted using a dissecting or compound microscope. Only taxa that could be 
identified to species/morphospecies level were used for analyses (refer to species 
list in Appendix B1). 
 
4.2.5 Statistical analyses 
Species richness (S) and abundance (N) were used to summarize the full 
community data set. Hypothesis 1 was tested by comparing full tile types 
(complex, simple, control) using three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The 
experimental design consisted of three factors: Type, a fixed factor with three 
levels (complex, simple and granite control); Position, also a fixed factor but 
with two levels (high and low); and Site, a random factor to test for generality of 
patterns with two levels (Pulau Hantu and Kusu Island); there were eight 
replicates of every combination of Type, Position and Site. All analyses were 
preceded by Cochran’s test, which detects the type of heterogeneity of variances 
that can compromise analysis of variance.    
 
Permutational distance-based approaches were used for multivariate analyses 
(testing for community differences among tile types and structural component 
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types) as the faunal relative abundance and algal percentage cover data were 
highly skewed with numerous zero values which would violate the various 
assumptions of parametric analyses (Anderson et al., 2008). Due to the 
difference in measurement scales, the data were standardized before 
transformation (Clarke and Gorley, 2006). Dispersion weighting was also 
applied to reduce the bias of some numerically dominant species before it was 
transformed using log(X+1). Permutational distance-based multivariate analysis 
of variance (PERMANOVA; Anderson, 2001) was used to analyse the full 
resemblance matrix (calculated on Bray-Curtis similarities) following the three-
way experimental design (Type × Position × Site) used for testing Hypothesis 2.  
 
A canonical analysis of principal coordinates (CAP) was conducted after the 
PERMANOVA to examine whether the assemblages among ‘full’ tile types 
(complex, simple and granite) and among ‘quarter’ tile designs (darts, grooves, 
pits, towers, granite) could be discriminated (Anderson and Willis, 2003). CAP 
is a constrained ordination that isolates the differences among pre-defined groups 
from the greatest overall variation across the data cloud (Anderson et al., 2008). 
The significance of the canonical relationship in each case was tested using 9999 
unrestricted random permutations of log(X+1) transformed data. Individual 
species likely to be responsible for any observed differences between tile types 
and quarters were determined by examining Pearson correlations of species 
counts with canonical axes. A correlation of ρ>0.4 was used as an arbitrary cut-
off to show potential relationships between individual species and the canonical 
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axes. All multivariate analyses were performed using PERMANOVA+ for 
PRIMER v6. 
 
To ensure independence of the data for testing Hypotheses 3 and 4, eight 
replicates of each of the quarter tile designs were selected randomly (using 
random number tables) from every level of every factor. That is, once a quarter 
tile design had been selected from a full tile, that full tile was omitted from any 
further sampling. ANOVA and PERMANOVA were performed based on a one-
way design where Design was a fixed factor with five levels (pits, towers, 
grooves, darts and granite control). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons were made 
with SNK tests. Data treatment for each analysis was similar to those described 




All tiles remained intact for the 13-month deployment period. A total of 53,744 
individuals of 70 species/morphospecies were collected and identified (Appendix 
B1). 
 
4.3.1 Comparison of ‘full’ tile types 
The three-way ANOVA on richness (S) and abundance (N) showed a significant 
effect of tile ‘Type’. At both sites, complex tiles supported significantly more 
species (S) and abundance (N) than simple tiles at the low shore position (Table 
4.1; Fig. 4.2). Simple tiles also supported significantly more S than granite, but 
not more N, at the low shore position. Granite controls hosted significantly lower 
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S and N than complex and simple tiles at the high position at Pulau Hantu, but 
not at Kusu Island (Fig. 4.2). There was no significant interaction between tile 
‘Type’ and either of the other two factors (Site and Position). There were, 
however, significant Site × Position interactions for both S and N. The 
interaction for S was due to very low rates of colonization at Pulau Hantu’s high 
position (see Fig 4.2b) leading to a significant difference between high and low 
shore that was not found at Kusu Island. The interaction for N was due to very 
high densities of false limpet Siphonaria guamensis (mean ± SD abundance of 
1629.0 ± 164.3 per full tile) present only at Kusu Island’s high position.  
 
 
Table 4.1 Three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) comparing the species 
richness (S) and abundance (N) between tile types installed on seawalls; Si = Site 




Richness (S) Abundance (N) 
df MS F P df MS F P 
Si 1 2.69 1.07 ns 1 267.19 2.60 ns 
Po 1 14.85 5.85 ns 1 5.69 0.06 ns 
Ty 2 4.16 338.04 <0.01 2 13.57 45.48 <0.05 
Si × Po 1 2.54 78.24 <0.05 1 102.86 232.83 <0.01 
Si × Ty 2 0.01 0.38 ns 2 0.30 0.68 ns 
Po × Ty 2 0.12 3.61 ns 2 0.10 2.26 ns 
Si × Po 
× Ty 
2 0.32 0.68 ns 2 0.44 0.93 ns 




Figure 4.2 Mean (+SE, n = 8) (A) species richness (S) and (B) abundance 
(number of individuals, N) on ‘full’ tile types (complex, simple, granite control) 
across two tidal heights (high, low). Letters indicate significant differences 
among means (SNK tests, P < 0.05; Table 1). Aggregations of false limpet 
(Siphonaria guamensis) contributed to the large N at Kusu Island’s high position. 
 
 
Communities were significantly different among tile types (PERMANOVA, 
Table 4.2) although significant two-way interactions between factors (Site × 
Position and Site × Type) indicated that the assemblages were variable across 
positions and sites. Patterns in the non-metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) 
ordination plot revealed the effect that site and position had on the assemblage 
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(and explained the Site × Position interaction), with a clear separation between 
sites and the high and low positions (Appendix B2) but a larger effect of position 
occurring at Pulau Hantu compared to Kusu Island. Pairwise comparisons of the 
tile types (complex, simple and granite) conducted separately for the two sites 
revealed significant differences among all tile types at Kusu Island, but a 
significant difference only between ‘complex’ and ‘granite controls’ at Pulau 
Hantu, explaining the Site × Type interaction  (Table 4.2). Canonical analysis of 
principal coordinates (CAP) showed significant differences in the assemblage 
between complex, simple and granite controls (P < 0.01; Fig. 4.3). The degree of 
distinctiveness of the assemblages was highlighted by the allocation success 
rates from the CAP analyses (81.25% for complex, 59.38% for simple, 84.38% 
for granite controls and 75.00% overall; note that with three groups a 33.33% 
success rate would be expected if results were random). The species that 
contributed most to the observed differences in the community structure between 
tile types were four molluscs (Cronia margariticola, Clypeomorus 
batillariaeformis, Cerithium traillii, Semele sp.) and a crab (Nanosesarma 
minutum) (Fig. 4.3). 
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Table 4.2 PERMANOVA based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarities of the relative 
abundances (log(X+1) transformed) of 70 species/morphospecies in response to 
site (Si), position (Po), tile type (Ty) and their interactions. Significant results are 
based on Monte Carlo (MC) P-values due to the small number of possible 
permutations (unique perms) obtained. 
 
Source df MS Pseudo-F P(perm) Unique perms P(MC) 
Si 1 40562.0  39.0 <0.001 9940 <0.001 
Po 1 44327.0 2.1 ns 6 ns 
Ty 2 5605.1 2.9 ns 60 <0.05 
Si × Po 1 21108.0 20.3 <0.001 9933 <0.001 
Si × Ty 2 1951.2 1.9 <0.05 9914 <0.05 
Po × Ty 2 1937.0  1.1 ns 9954 ns 
Si × Po × 
Ty 
2 1813.7 1.7 ns 9923 ns 
Residual 84 1041.3     
Total 95      
Pair-wise comparisons:  
Within level of ‘Pulau Hantu’ of factor Site: 
Groups t P(perm) Unique perms    
Complex, Simple 1.2532 ns 9928    
Complex, Granite 1.8179 <0.01 9945    
Simple, Granite 1.1769 ns 9933    
Within level of ‘Kusu Island’ of factor Site: 
Groups t P(perm) Unique perms    
Complex, Simple 1.4039 <0.05 9940    
Complex, Granite 3.3067 <0.001 9952    




Figure 4.3 Canonical analysis of principal coordinates (CAP) ordination for tile 
types (complex, simple and granite control). 
 
 
4.3.2 Comparison of ‘quarter’ tile designs 
One-way ANOVA revealed significant differences among the quarter tile 
designs for S (df = 4,35; MS = 77.23; F = 5.03; P < 0.01) but not for N (df = 
4,35; MS = 1.52; F = 0.35; P = 0.84). Post-hoc results indicated that ‘pits’, 
‘grooves’ and ‘towers’ designs supported the greatest S (Fig. 4.4). 
PERMANOVA also revealed compositional difference in the communities 
among the five ‘quarter’ tile types (PERMANOVA; df = 4,35; MS = 4265.4; F = 
1.7; P (perm) < 0.05) and the CAP analysis showed a significant separation 
between the ‘granite’ quarter tiles and the ‘pits’ and ‘grooves’ quarter tiles (P < 
0.05; Fig. 4.5). 
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Figure 4.4 Mean (+SE, n = 8) (A) species richness (S), and (B) abundance 
(number of individuals, N) for ‘quarter’ tile types (darts, grooves, pits, towers 
and granite control). Letters indicate significant differences among means for 
richness (SNK tests, P < 0.05); there were no significant differences in N among 
the ‘quarter’ tile types. 
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Figure 4.5 Canonical analysis of principal coordinates (CAP) ordination for 






A large body of literature supports the broad ecological significance of habitat 
complexity on biodiversity across all scales, but solid evidence of such positive 
associations remains elusive as the effect of complexity is usually confounded 
with area. Additionally, ‘complexity studies’ are often undermined by extensive 
co-variation between potential explanatory variables—especially the type of 
structural component and their density—which are difficult to disentangle in 
natural systems from area and/or size variability (Loke et al., 2014; Loke et al., 
2015). Our novel experimental approach circumvents these problems, and 
demonstrates that greater informational complexity (specifically, increased 
variability in the sizes of relevant living spaces) can support greater species 
richness and different communities, that are independent of area. Furthermore, 
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we show how the type of structural component can have an effect on species 
richness that is independent of complexity. These differences, however, were 
only observed at lower intertidal areas where there was a greater number of 
species compared to that found at the high shore. Separating the artificial 
substrate design from complexity while controlling for area is critical as it 
elucidates the possible mechanism(s) by which communities are structured and 
maintained. For instance, the independent effect that the type of structural 
component has on species richness and diversity downplays the role of stochastic 
processes and suggests that competing species on seawalls coexist by resource 
partitioning. This may be especially pertinent for seawall systems as the 
enhancement of resource variability in other harsh environments has been shown 
to provide additional axes for species differentiation (Chesson et al., 2004).   
 
Most studies use area or density as a proxy for complexity, however, as area (or 
habitat amount) is a dominant predictor of species richness across all scales and 
systems, any interpretations of experiments that do not control for it are likely to 
be confounded (Farhig, 2013). Very little research to date has examined the area-
independent effects of complexity on diversity. Post-sampling correcting for 
greater surface area in complex habitats (e.g., Johnson et al., 2003) or using 
stepwise regression to separate effects of area and heterogeneity cannot fully 
resolve this issue (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995; Whittingham et al., 2006). The 
drawbacks of the latter technique are numerous and well established (see review 
by Whittingham et al., 2006). They include biases in parameter estimation, over-
fitting, and inappropriate tests of significance—shortcomings that are 
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particularly acute when predictor factors are autocorrelated. Furthermore, such 
approaches discount the ecological relevance of the type of structure which can 
affect the assemblage colonising and/or inhabiting that space.  
 
Why, at the low shore height, was there significantly higher S on complex tiles 
relative to simple and granite tiles? Intertidal organisms are known to select 
relevant living spaces; for instance, spaces that afford shelter from wave action 
and/or refuges from desiccation or predation (Helmuth et al., 2006). The larvae 
of settling benthic organisms also actively choose substrates that are appropriate 
to their sizes (Butman et al., 1988; Pawlik, 1992). Hence, relevant spatial 
structure represents a critical resource-niche axis, which may be limiting on 
seawalls. By increasing the variability in the size range of structural components 
(living spaces), the extent of this spatial niche breadth is increased. Such an 
expansion should allow greater resource partitioning, where competing species 
coexist by contracting their resource use to reduce interspecific competition 
and/or colonize and utilize previously unavailable resources (Munday, 2004; 
Ritchie and Olff, 1999). Conversely, limited resource heterogeneity (i.e. simple 
and granite tiles) could have prevented resource partitioning, accentuating 
instead the strong effects of particular species, especially those that thrive under 
harsh environmental conditions and are less dependent on habitat structure 
(Hughes and Grabowski, 2006; Griffin et al., 2008). The effect was only 
significant at the lower shore as that was where the majority of the community 
lived; the high shore was limited by the abiotic effects of greater emersion time, 
as expanded on later in this discussion. Differences between the concrete tiles 
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and granite control could be due to variation in their physical or mineralogical 
composition (Chapman and Bulleri, 2003; Bulleri, 2005a), but Burt et al. (2009) 
found no difference in benthic communities among flat granite and concrete tiles 
on breakwaters in Dubai. Moschella et al. (2005) reported lower diversity on 
concrete compared to natural rock surfaces, however their study compared only 
smooth surfaces. Overall, the evidence suggests that habitat structure has a larger 
influence on epibenthic assemblages than substratum material (Anderson and 
Underwood, 1994; Coombes et al., 2015).  
 
Habitat complexity also alters community structure as animals of different sizes 
utilize habitat spaces differently (Raffaelli et al., 1978; Reichstein et al., 2013). 
Thus, where habitat resources such as relevant living spaces tend to occur in 
limited and discrete size ranges (cf. resources on a continual size spectrum), their 
differential use by species of varying body sizes drives the composition of the 
community (Tokeshi, 1999). In our study, the variation in the sizes, 
heights/depths and spacing provided by the complex tile was able to 
accommodate a wider range of organism sizes compared to the simple and 
granite tiles. For example, even though smaller-sized molluscs were not volume-
limited, they were generally found in spaces that matched their shell size. 
Sheltering in a space that is only slightly larger than the organism reduces the 
chances of predation or dislodgement.  
 
Several other models have been proposed to explain patterns of species 
coexistence on a local scale. In aquatic ecosystems, those relating to stochastic 
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processes such as the ‘lottery model’ (Chesson and Warner, 1981) and the 
‘stochastic patch dynamics/occupancy model’ (Hanski, 1998) and interspecific 
trade-offs, e.g. the ‘competition-colonization trade-off model’ (Amarasekare, 
2003), have been raised as plausible alternatives to resource partitioning. 
However, the simultaneous effect of different structural component type on 
diversity that is independent of complexity suggests that competing species 
coexist through resource partitioning rather than a chance colonization of vacant 
spaces (Munday, 2004). This is contrary to the postulation made by Johnson et 
al. (2003) where they attributed the lack of a ‘habitat effect’ on species richness 
to the lottery model. In our seawall study, if resource partitioning was absent and 
the lottery model was the dominant mechanism of coexistence among competing 
species, then the type of structural component should not matter as the amount of 
surface available, and the sizes of the components, were the same. Furthermore, 
the CAP ordination plot (Fig. 4.3) revealed that most of the species that 
contributed to the differences among tile types were highly mobile crustaceans 
and gastropods, so permanent colonization is unlikely and there would be 
chances of displacement through interspecific competition. Complexity probably 
had a stronger effect on larger species as they are constrained by the millimeter 
to centimeter scale we tested, vis-à-vis nauplii larvae of barnacles or algal 
communities that are influenced at scales of 10 µm or less (Fletcher and Callow, 
1992; Schumacher et al., 2007).  
 
Limited moisture retention and prolonged desiccation stress at the high shore is 
the most parsimonious explanation for the absence of the complexity effect on S 
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at this tidal height (Chapman and Bulleri, 2003; Firth et al., 2013a). The physical 
stress caused by desiccation is likely to have prevented the establishment of early 
successional species, directly constraining the recruitment of other colonists 
(Benedetti-Cecchi, 2000). Conversely, the pooled water in the ‘pits’, ‘grooves’ 
and ‘towers’ quarter tiles almost certainly explains their ability to host greater 
biodiversity. Together, these results suggest that complexity can only exert a 
strong effect when a larger community is present. The organism assemblages we 
identified are clearly related to the breadth of habitat niche indicating that abiotic 
factors, such as moisture-retention and habitat complexity, that generally limit 
communities on seawalls can be manipulated to enhance biodiversity. Much of 
the current research on seawall (ecological) enhancement is geared towards this 
kind of manipulation, for example, incorporating rock pools and crevices (that 
are naturally found on rocky shores) (Chapman and Underwood, 2011, Firth et 
al., 2013; 2014). As the granite controls in the present study highlight, very few 
species live on a non-enhanced granite seawalls, however, augmenting bare rock 
surfaces with pits, grooves, and towers of variable sizes should be a viable 
strategy for improving biodiversity. Our study demonstrates how disentangling 
the effect of different variables of informational complexity (Loke et al., 2015) 
can not only shed light on the relative effects of independent variables of 
complexity, but also inform ecological engineering efforts. 
 
Habitat complexity is commonly ascribed a major role in regulating the structure 
and function of communities across all ecological systems (Pianka, 2000). 
Despite this established paradigm, observational studies comparing habitats of 
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different levels of complexity in situ are generally confounded with area (Loke et 
al., 2015). Some previous experimental research has tried to manipulate 
complexity but was enervated by uncontrolled-for variables. We demonstrate 
how the effect of spatial complexity and structural component type can be tested 
independently through manipulating substrates with the same surface area. Free 
software (Loke et al., 2014) is now available so that the approach described here 
can be extended to different spatial scales—important as comparing cross-study 
data sampled from different sized plots is often affected by environmental 
variables that not linearly related to area (Johnson et al., 2003; Halley et al., 
2004). Finally, influencing complexity has important practical applications. As 
highlighted by Hobbs and Harris (2001) “there is little point in focussing on 
biotic manipulation without first tackling the abiotic problems”; with 
urbanization and simplification of habitats occurring at startling rates across the 
globe, conservation managers should consider focusing on the reintroduction of 
complexity as a key restoration strategy.  
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THE EFFECTS OF MANIPULATING 
MICROHABITAT SIZE AND VARIABILITY ON 
TROPICAL SEAWALL BIODIVERSITY: FIELD 







Previous studies have shown that concrete tiles on seawalls that incorporate 
microhabitat size variability (i.e. complexity) can increase species richness. 
Recently, Loke and Todd (in press) showed that manipulating structural 
complexity at the 4-28 mm scale can also have an effect on community 
composition and that the type of structure (microhabitats such as pits and 
grooves) can influence assemblage diversity independent of the their complexity. 
It is not known, however, whether these relationships will be exhibited at a larger 
scale. Therefore, in the present study, we examine: (1) the effects of changing 
the scale of structural manipulation and, (2) the hydrodynamic properties of 
different designs. We doubled the size of all x, y and z dimensions to create 400 
× 400 × 64 mm concrete tiles (up from 200 × 200 × 32 mm) with two different 
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basic designs: ‘Pits’ and ‘Grooves’. These were deployed for one year at two 
island sites off Singapore’s mainland. Results showed that the up-scaled 
‘complex’ tiles supported greater richness (S) than ‘simple’ ones, suggesting that 
the expanded size range tested here (8-56 mm) is relevant to tropical intertidal 
communities. Flume experiments revealed similar wave amplitude values over 
the surfaces of all tile types, including the granite controls, suggesting that 
intertidal organisms are unlikely to colonise the tiles differentially as a result of 
local-scale hydrodynamic differences. These results help identify the ‘scale of 
effect’ of topographic complexity which can be directly integrated into 





Intensive coastal urbanisation and land reclamation worldwide have resulted in 
extensive loss, degradation and replacement of natural habitats (Bulleri and 
Chapman, 2010; Chapman and Underwood, 2011). This trend is likely to 
continue as it is predicted that, by 2025, 75% of the world’s population will 
reside in ‘coastal zones’ (Visser, 2004). In addition to the rapid pace of such 
developments, the risks of accelerated sea level rise and more frequent and 
intense storms due to global climate change result in an urgent need for greater 
shoreline protection (Moschella et al., 2005; McGranahan et al., 2007; Nicholls 
and Cavenave, 2010). Consequently, man-made coastal defences—such as 
seawalls, groynes and breakwaters—which stabilise and protect shorelines 
against flooding and erosion, are quickly becoming the primary means of 
mitigating such risks on a global scale (Temmerman et al., 2013).  
 
As a habitat, seawalls differ fundamentally from natural shores in slope, 
hydrodynamics, substrate material and habitat complexity (Chapman and Bulleri, 
2003; Chapman, 2006), which can lead to reduced species diversity and altered 
community composition (Chapman, 2003; Bulleri and Chapman, 2004; Bulleri et 
al., 2004). For example, vertical steepness of seawalls compresses the intertidal 
extent, which significantly alters community dynamics as different species that 
are naturally spaced far apart become superimposed (Chapman, 2006; Tyrell and 
Byers, 2007). At larger scales, other consequences of armouring shorelines 
include habitat fragmentation and interference with important ecological 
processes such as recruitment and dispersal (Chapman and Underwood, 2011; 
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Goodsell et al., 2007). The loss of species—and associated decrease in functional 
redundancy—within a locality as a result of coastal modification can reduce the 
resilience of nearshore ecosystems, affecting their ability to withstand 
disturbances (Gundersen et al., 2010) or colonisation by invasive species 
(Chapman et al., 2005; Bulleri and Airoldi, 2005; Glasby et al., 2007). 
 
Despite these adverse consequences, only relatively recently have researchers 
examined the ecological impacts of seawalls, the communities living on them, 
and/or suggested guidelines for incorporating biodiversity enhancement into the 
design of artificial coastal defences (Chapman and Bulleri, 2003; Chapman and 
Underwood, 2011; Firth et al., 2014a; Dafforn et al., 2015a). With the realisation 
that these structures cannot be removed, and acknowledging current predictions 
of climate change, there is now greater interest in maximising the ecological 
value of coastal armour while still maintaining civil engineering requirements 
and standards (Chapman and Underwood, 2011; Naylor et al., 2012; Firth et al., 
2013a). This has been done using a variety of approaches and to varying degrees 
of success; for instance, by recreating natural shore elements such as pits and 
crevices on seawalls (e.g. Firth et al., 2014a; Martins et al., 2010; Moschella et 
al., 2005; Moreira et al., 2007; Borsje et al., 2011), by using different materials 
and textures (e.g. Coombes et al., 2015; Burt et al., 2009a; Moschella et al., 
2005), and by adding artificial tide-pools, e.g. by attaching flowerpots (Browne 
and Chapman, 2011) or removing stone blocks to create cavities (Chapman and 
Blockley, 2009).  
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Manipulating the structural complexity of seawalls has been proposed as one of 
the most tractable ways of improving their biodiversity (Larkin et al., 2006; Loke 
et al., 2015; Lai et al., 2015). Some previous projects have already attempted to 
enhance complexity by adding grooves/crevices (e.g. Borsje et al., 2011; Dugan 
et al., 2011) or round pits (e.g. Martins et al., 2010). However, complexity 
comprises of multiple parameters that vary in the strength of their effect (Loke et 
al., 2015). Using a theoretical framework (Loke et al., 2015) and a software tool 
(Loke et al., 2014) for incorporating complexity into seawalls, Loke and Todd 
(in press) fabricated concrete tiles with simple and complex structural designs 
(greater complexity = increased variability in the sizes of four different 
components types: ‘pits’, ‘towers’, ‘grooves’ and ‘crevices’) and installed these 
on seawalls around Singapore. Results showed that, independent of surface area, 
greater informational complexity supported greater species richness and different 
intertidal communities. They also found that the type of structural component 
can have an effect on community composition and diversity that is independent 
of complexity. Based on these results, relevant spatial structure was hypothesised 
to be a critical but limited resource on seawalls in Singapore and resource 
partitioning was discussed as a potential model responsible for promoting greater 
diversity on tiles with greater microhabitat size variability (complexity).  
 
Loke and Todd (in press), however, only examined the effects at complexity on 
biodiversity at one scale (4-28 mm). Even though 4-28 mm may be biologically 
relevant to numerous intertidal organisms, it would be unwise to extrapolate their 
results to larger (or smaller) scales given that ecological responses are often 
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underpinned by processes and/or mechanisms that are scale-dependent (Englund 
and Cooper, 2003). In their review, Jackson and Fahrig (2014) highlight how 
landscape structure is seldom measured at the true ‘scale of effect’, i.e. the scale 
at which it elicits the strongest ecological response. Hence, in the present study 
we build on Loke and Todd (in press) by testing: (1) the effects of changing the 
scale of structural manipulation and, (2) the hydrodynamic properties of the 
various tiles designs. Loke and Todd (in press) lends itself to testing the effects 
of scale as it is relatively straightforward to alter the size of the concrete tiles 
used. We chose the two designs that had previously supported the greatest 
diversity, i.e. the ‘Pits’ and ‘Grooves’, and doubled the size of all x, y and z 
dimensions. Hence, the new tiles were 400 × 400 × 64 mm overall (up from 200 
× 200 × 32 mm) and the size range of all the components was increased from 4-
28 mm to 8-56 mm. As in Loke and Todd (in press), we hypothesised that the 
(now up-scaled) ‘complex’ tiles would support a greater number of species 
relative to ‘simple’ tiles of the same area. In order to assess if there were any 
small-scale hydrodynamic differences among tile types that could explain the 
results of this up-scaled study, we conducted a series of flume studies to measure 












5.2.1 Tile fabrication  
Loke and Todd (in press) created 200 mm × 200 mm × 32 mm (width × length × 
depth) concrete tiles of four basic designs: ‘pits’, ‘towers’, ‘grooves’ and 
‘crevices’.  They made these into ‘simple’ and ‘complex’ tiles using the software 
programme CASU (Loke et al., 2014). For simple tiles, the length, width, spacing 
and height/depth of each structural component was fixed at 16 mm. For the 
complex tiles, these dimensions were varied from 4 to 28 mm (while maintaining 
a mean of 16 mm). In the present study we chose the two designs that had 
supported the greatest diversity in that study (Loke and Todd, in press), i.e. the 
‘Pits’ and ‘Grooves’ and doubled the size of all x, y and z dimensions. Hence, 
the new tiles were 400 × 400 × 64 mm; the length, width, spacing and 
height/depth of each structural component was fixed at 32 mm for the simple 
tiles and the variation increased to 8-56 mm for the complex tiles. 
 
Masters of each tile type were created following Loke and Todd (in press) and 
we used silicone rubber (Freeman Bluesil™ V-340) for making the moulds from 
which the concrete tiles were cast. Control tiles were also constructed following 
Loke and Todd (in press) where granite pieces were cemented together in 400 × 
400 mm casts. For all the tiles, during casting, painted mild steel flat bars with 
pre-drilled holes were set within the concrete base of the tiles so that they could 
be fixed directly onto the seawalls. The four ‘up-scaled’ concrete tiles 
represented two levels of complexity (‘Simple’ and ‘Complex’), and two 
different structural designs (‘Pits’ and ‘Grooves’). Therefore, in total, five tile 
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types were tested in this study: ‘Complex-Groove’, ‘Complex-Pit’, ‘Simple-
Groove’, ‘Simple-Pit’ and ‘Granite control’ (Fig. 5.1). 
 
 
Fig. 5.1 Photographs (taken one month after deployment) of the five tile types 
tested in this study: (A) ‘Complex-Groove’, (B) ‘Complex-Pit’, (C) ‘Simple-
Groove’, (D) ‘Simple-Pit’ and (E) ‘Granite controls’. 
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5.2.2 Study sites and field experimental design 
Tiles were deployed during the low tides on 5-6 July 2011 along the un-grouted 
granite rip-rap seawalls at two sites among Singapore’s Southern Islands: Pulau 
Hantu (1° 13′ 34″ N, 103° 45′ 0″ E) and Kusu Island (1° 13′ 22″ N, 
103° 51′ 40″ E). Five replicates of each tile type were attached in random order 
using M8 stainless steel bolts onto the seawalls (spaced ~2.0 m apart and ~0.5m 
above Chart Datum) at each site, creating a two-way ANOVA design with ‘Site’ 
and ‘Tile type’ as fixed factors, i.e. 2 sites × 5 tile types × 5 replicates. ‘Site’ was 
treated as a fixed factor as we deployed the tiles at the same location as Loke and 
Todd (in press).  
 
After 12 months, all tiles were photographed and sampled on 22-23 July 2012. 
Samples were obtained by scraping and picking the epibiota off each tile for 10 
minutes and then placing them into self-sealing plastic bags. The specimens were 
brought back to the laboratory and kept in a −20°C freezer before they were 
sorted, identified and quantified. All organisms were identified to species or 
morphospecies, except for polychaetes and amphipods which were treated as two 
separate groups, and algae which were classified into functional groups as there 
are no up-to-date taxonomic keys or descriptions. Algal cover was quantified 
from the images taken before sampling using CPCe image analysis software 
(Kohler and Gill, 2006), with percentage cover tabulated from 40 random point 
intercepts per tile. The algae were identified to functional groups described in 
Loke et al. (in press). 
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5.2.3 Statistical analyses 
Species richness (S), i.e. the total number of species observed on each replicate 
tile was tabulated and a two-way ANOVA was used to test the null hypothesis 
that there were no differences in S among the five tile types and two sites. 
Following non-significant results for Cochran’s test (which detects heterogeneity 
of variances), we performed the analysis on the untransformed data. Species 
accumulation curves were plotted separately for each tile type following the 
Ugland-Gray-Ellingsen (UGE) procedure (Ugland et al., 2003) on PRIMER v6 
which averages samples (over 999 random permutations) to produce smoothed S 
curves (Clarke and Gorley, 2006).   
 
Permutational distance-based multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA; 
Anderson, 2001) was used to analyse the full resemblance matrix (calculated on 
Bray-Curtis similarities) following the two-way experimental design (Site × 
Type) described earlier. P-values were generated using 9999 unrestricted random 
permutations of residuals. The data were standardised due to difference in 
measurement scales (invertebrate counts and algal cover) before a log(X+1) 
transformation was applied (Clarke and Gorley, 2006). Canonical analysis of 
principal coordinates (CAP) was then performed to examine whether the 
communities on each tile type (‘Complex-Pits’, ‘Complex-Grooves’, ‘Simple-
Pits’, ‘Simple-Grooves’ and ‘Granite control’) could be separated (Anderson and 
Willis, 2003). The significance of the canonical relationship in each case was 
tested using 9999 unrestricted random permutations of log(X+1) transformed 
data. A vector overlay on the CAP ordination plot was applied using Pearson 
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correlations (ρ>0.40) to explore potential relationships between individual 
species and the canonical axes. All multivariate analyses were performed using 
PERMANOVA+ for PRIMER v6 (Anderson et al., 2008). 
 
5.2.4 Wave flume set-up and data analyses 
A wooden ramp (1.8 m long × 0.9 m wide) with an inclination of 35° (i.e. mean 
slope of seawall at Pulau Hantu based on Lee and Sin, 2009) was constructed 
and placed within a 0.9 m × 0.9 m × 38 m wave flume (Hydraulic Engineering 
Laboratory, NUS). To measure the flow velocities across each tile, we used an 
acoustic doppler velocimeter (ADV; Nortek Vectrino Plus) capable of measuring 
three-dimensional velocity. The ADV was mounted onto a movable carriage 
system with the probe tip at 10 ± 1 cm above the tile surface. The actual point of 
measurement was however ~5 cm above the tile surface as the sampling volume 
of the ADV was ~5 cm below the probe tip. The tiles were affixed to the ramp 
(10 cm from the base of the ramp) with stainless steel brackets. Wave properties 
within the flume were monitored and measured using a capacitance-type wave 
gauge. The same initial wave conditions (i.e. wave height of ~4 cm and period of 
1.5 s) were created for each sampling regime to ensure that differences in the 
velocity measurements were indeed influenced by the tiles. With the ADV probe 
in place, the velocity measurements corresponding to the direction of wave 
propagation (u), span-wise (v) and vertical (w) directions (x, y, z coordinates 
respectively) were obtained for each tile design. The waves were assumed to be 
purely sinusoidal, and the wave amplitude (m s-1) was predicted using the least 
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squares method, i.e. by fitting a sine curve to the experimental data, and the 
process was repeated with the datasets obtained for each of the five tile types.  
 
5.3 Results  
  
A total of 4324 individuals of 53 invertebrate taxa and seven algal functional 
groups were sampled. Species richness (S) were significantly different among the 
five tile types (ANOVA, MS = 192.93; F4,40 = 21.39; p < 0.001; Fig. 5.2), with 
‘Complex-Groove’ capturing the greatest number of species (17.9 ± 1.3), 
followed by ‘Complex-Pit’ (16.9 ± 0.9), ‘Simple-Pit’ (14.2 ± 0.9), ‘Simple-
Groove’ (12.5 ± 1.1) and ‘Granite-Controls’ (6.8 ± 0.5) (Fig. 5.2). Pairwise SNK 
tests revealed that S was significant greater on ‘Complex-Groove’ compared to 
‘Simple-Groove’ and ‘Simple-Pit’, but not between ‘Complex-Pit’ and ‘Simple-
Pit’ (Fig. 5.2). ‘Complex-Pit’ however, did host a significantly greater S than 
‘Simple-Groove’, whereas ‘Simple-Pit’ did not (Fig. 5.2). The interaction term 




Fig. 5.2 Mean (+SE, n = 5) species richness (S) on each tile type (‘Complex-
Groove’, ‘Complex-Pit’, ‘Simple-Groove’, ‘Simple-Pit’ and ‘Granite control’). 
Letters indicate significant differences among means (SNK tests, p < 0.05). 
 
Plots of the species accumulation curves for each tile type also suggest that the 
number of species on both ‘simple’ tile types are unlikely to surpass that of the 
‘complex’ tiles types even with greater sampling effort (Fig. 5.3). While no 
significant difference in S was found between sites (ANOVA, MS = 10.58; F1,40 
= 1.17; p = 0.29), PERMANOVA revealed compositional difference between the 
two communities (Table 5.1). Community composition also differed among tile 




Fig. 5.3 Species accumulation curve for each tile type: ‘Complex-Groove’, 
‘Complex-Pit’, ‘Simple-Groove’, ‘Simple-Pit’, and ‘Granite-Control’. 
 
 
Table 5.1 PERMANOVA based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarities of log(X+1) 
transformed relative abundance data of 60 taxa variables in response to Site and 
Type (i.e. the five tile types) and their interactions. 
 
Source df MS Pseudo-F P(perm) 
Site 1 9179.4 13.769 <0.001 
Type 4 3835 5.7524 <0.001 
Site × Type 4 601.68 0.9025 0.6128 
Residual 40 666.69   
Total 49    
Pair-wise comparisons: t P(perm)   
Complex-Groove, Complex-Pit 1.6524 0.0153   
Complex-Groove, Simple-Groove 1.2591 0.1282   
Complex-Groove, Simple-Pit 1.3924 0.0574   
Complex-Groove, Granite 3.6472 0.0001   
Complex-Pit, Simple-Groove 1.5683 0.0107   
Complex-Pit, Simple-Pit 1.2424 0.1321   
Complex-Pit, Granite 3.692 0.0001   
Simple-Groove, Simple-Pit 1.4345 0.0555   
Simple-Groove, Granite 2.8873 0.0001   




These pair-wise comparisons were further supported by the CAP analysis (Fig. 
5.4). In particular, assemblages captured by granite tiles were found to be highly 
distinct from those supported by the concrete tiles, with diagnostics test 
revealing a 100% (10/10) allocation success rate. The communities on the four 
concrete tiles were, compositionally, better differentiated by type of structure 
(i.e., ‘pits’ or ‘grooves’) along the second CAP axis (Fig. 5.4); for instance, as a 
group, ‘Complex-Groove’ tiles were separate from ‘Complex-Pit’ tiles. 
Allocation success rates for each tile type were: 60% for ‘Complex-Dart’, 50% 
for ‘Complex-Pit’, 50% for ‘Simple-Dart’, 50% for ‘Simple-Pit’ and 62% overall 
(a success rate of ≤ 20% would be expected if results were random). The vector 
overlay (Fig. 5.4; showing the partial correlations of the original taxa abundance 
counts with the CAP axes) suggests that ‘Complex-Groove’ and ‘Simple-
Groove’ tiles were more strongly associated with microalgae, limpets (Cellana 
radiata) and smaller bivalves (Modiolus sp.), while ‘Complex-Pit’ and ‘Simple-
Pit’ tiles were characterised by a variety of algal functional groups; in general, 
all concrete tile types were more strongly associated with the predatory 
gastropod, Cronia margariticola, while granite controls were predominantly 





Fig. 5.4 Canonical analysis of principal coordinates (CAP) ordination for tile 
types (‘Complex-Groove’, ‘Complex-Pit’, ‘Simple-Groove’, ‘Simple-Pit’, and 
‘Granite-Control’). 
  
The wave amplitude values obtained for each tile design and the velocity 
measurements corresponding to the direction of wave propagation (u) and 
vertical (w) directions (i.e. x and z coordinates) were similar (Fig. 5.5; Appendix 





Fig. 5.5 Wave velocity measurements across tile surface in the (A) x-direction, 




Loke and Todd (in press) demonstrated that concrete tiles with greater 
informational complexity (specifically, increased variability in the sizes of 
various structural component types at the 4-28 mm scale) can support greater 
species richness and different communities independently of surface area. 
Overall, the results of the present study show a similar pattern, demonstrating 
differences between complex and simple tiles, and structural component type. 
The up-scaled ‘complex’ tiles supported greater richness (S) than ‘simple’ ones, 
suggesting that the expanded size range tested here (8-56 mm) remains relevant 
to tropical intertidal communities and may be applied to future efforts to improve 
the local-scale complexity of coastal defences.  
 
It is important to note that the results of the present study cannot strictly be 
compared with Loke and Todd (in press) study due to methodological 
differences; sampling of the tiles were carried out (one year after the deployment 
in-situ) via ‘picking’ in the present study whereas in Loke and Todd (in press), 
entire tiles were preserved in ethanol. The finer resolution achieved by the latter 
study resulted in the capture of a greater number of individuals (>50,000) and, 
possibly as a consequence of a passive sampling effect, a greater number of 
species (Coleman, 1981). Whole tiles could not realistically be bagged and 
preserved in the present study due to their large size (40 × 40 × 6 cm3 tile 
dimensions, with metal bars protruding from all sides of the concrete) and 
weight (>15 kg per tile). Nevertheless, based on the species accumulation curves 
(SAC) for each tile type, we found a similar positive effect of ‘complex’ tiles on 
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species richness. The use of SACs, have been shown to reliably estimate regional 
species richness of marine assemblages and enabled the reduction of sampling 
units (Terlizzi et al., 2014).  
 
Why did ‘Complex-Groove’ (significantly) and ‘Complex-Pit’ (non-
significantly) tiles support greater S than the other tile types? It is likely that 
relevant spatial structure represents a very limited but critical resource on 
seawalls so that providing and enhancing variability in the sizes of living spaces 
(i.e., informational complexity) allowed greater resource partitioning. 
Interspecific competition is minimised with greater availability of suitable 
microhabitats that were previously limited (Munday, 2004). For many intertidal 
species, such microhabitats act as refugia from desiccation, predation and 
disturbance by wave action (Gray and Hodgson, 1998; Harley, 2003; Martins et 
al., 2010). Refuge from thermal stress can be especially pertinent for organisms 
on seawalls in the tropics where rock surface temperatures can reach beyond 50 
°C (Williams, 1994; Helmuth and Hofmann, 2001; Williams et al., 2005) and 
active selection of relevant microhabitats such as pits and crevices in response 
has been well documented (e.g. Williams and Morritt, 1995; Jones and Boulding, 
1999). The wider range of spaces offered by the ‘Complex-Groove’ tiles 
compared to ‘Simple-Groove’, for example, probably accommodated organisms 
of a wider range of sizes as intertidal animals tend to hide in spaces that 
generally match their body/shell size to reduce the risk of being dislodged or 
preyed upon (Tokeshi, 1999; O’Donnell and Denny, 2008).  
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Being vertically steeper than natural shores, seawalls can also experience more 
severe wave impact. Previous studies have shown that wave hydrodynamics and 
their interaction with topography can control the distribution and abundance of 
intertidal organisms at various spatial and temporal scales (Denny, 2006; 
O’Donnell and Denny, 2008). It is possible that topographical differences among 
tile types could have influenced hydrodynamics over the tile substrate affecting 
processes such as local-scale wave erosion as well as recruitment and settlement 
that consequently led to the observed biodiversity differences (Denny, 2006). 
Based on the results of the flume experiment, however, this seems unlikely as 
wave hydrodynamics over the surfaces of all tile types, including the granite 
controls, appeared to be similar. Organisms are therefore unlikely to colonise the 
tiles differentially as a result of among-tile variation in hydrodynamics. Further, 
given the relatively low energy sites (due to surrounding landmasses) used in this 
study, especially Pulau Hantu (Todd et al., 2004), turbulence generated by the 
interaction between wave flows and the tile surface is unlikely to lead to the 
dislodgement and suspension of large organism (such as molluscs and crabs) 
whose weights and/or forces of attachment are greater than the buoyancy force 
of the water. The lack of wave effects lends support to the (alternative) 
hypothesis that the greater diversity supported by the ‘Complex-Pit’ and 
‘Complex-Groove’ tiles is due to resource partitioning and active habitat 
selection of relevant living spaces by intertidal organisms as opposed to 
stochastic processes driven by hydrodynamics (Chesson, 1978). 
 
To capitalise on the findings of Loke and Todd (in press) we chose to use here 
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the two structural component types (i.e. ‘Pits’ and ‘Grooves’) that had supported 
the greatest diversity previously. Even though the scale range was increased 
from 4-28mm to 8-56mm, we found similar results: no significant difference in 
species richness between ‘Complex-Groove’ and ‘Complex-Pit’ or between 
‘Simple-Groove’ and ‘Simple-Pit’ tiles. All, however, supported significantly 
more richness than the granite controls. Even with the same level of complexity, 
the differences in design characteristics between ‘Pit’ and ‘Groove’ tiles result in 
differential levels of water-retention, shade and protection from predators. For 
instance, pitted tiles generally hold more water than grooved ones, as the latter 
are only able to retain water at the lower quadrant. These microhabitat type 
differences may explain why community composition was similar between 
‘Complex’ and ‘Simple’ tiles but different between ‘Groove’ and ‘Pit’ designs 
(Fig. 5.4). Recent studies on temperate artificial coastal defences have also found 
variation in patterns of recruitment and distribution as a consequence of such 
habitat differences, especially in terms of shading (Blockley and Chapman, 
2006) and levels of water retention (Chapman, 2003; Firth et al., 2013b).  
 
In the present study, we found that ‘grooved’ tiles were associated more strongly 
with mollusc species such as limpets (Cellana radiata), and bivalves (Modiolus 
sp.) than ‘pitted’ tiles, which were characterised instead by a variety of algal 
functional groups. Granite control tiles typically supported encrusting algae only. 
In a separate study of the trajectories of algal succession over one year on these 
five tile types, Loke et al. (in press) found that, in addition to the absence of 
minor functional groups such as Padina spp. or articulated calcareous algae (e.g. 
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Jania sp.), the red/brown macroalgal assemblage that characterised later stages 
of succession on concrete tiles did not occur on granite. Material difference may 
be the most parsimonious explanation for this, since the algal assemblage was 
compositionally similar among the four concrete tile types (Loke et al., in press). 
For example, as a material, granite is known to have a lower efficiency of 
evaporative cooling and less ability to retain water from within the rock 
compared to concrete due to inherent physical properties such as rock 
density/porosity (Coombes et al., 2012). This high thermal capacity coupled with 
the lack of relevant living spaces (microhabitats) may explain why the control 
tiles supported lower species diversity and a generally more depauperate 
intertidal community. 
 
Overall, our results show that biodiversity can be enhanced by adding relevant 
microhabitats such as pits and grooves. A greater positive effect on diversity can, 
however, be achieved by increasing the complexity (variation in sizes) of these 
structural components at the 8-56 mm scale. These findings complement an 
earlier experiment that found a similar positive effect of complexity at the 4-28 
mm scale Loke and Todd (in press). Future studies could examine the influence 
of complexity at spatial scales beyond those tested here and by Loke and Todd 
(in press) to investigate whether the relationship between complexity and 
diversity increases or declines in strength (Jackson and Fahrig, 2014; Loke et al., 
2015). Ultimately, it should be possible to determine the optimal ‘scale of effect’ 
of complexity. Although larger-scale experiments (manipulating larger areas or 
volumes) would entail substantial logistical difficulties, they would provide 
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greater predictive value and a more holistic perspective (Milne, 1992). Such 
knowledge would also contribute to the ongoing efforts to mitigate against the 
loss of biodiversity on shorelines that are increasingly threatened by urbanisation 








SUCCESSION OF SEAWALL ALGAL 








Increasing coastal urbanisation has resulted in widespread replacement of natural 
habitats with large-scale artificial structures, such as seawalls, which tend to 
support less diverse biological communities. While seawalls are often colonised 
by species that can be found on natural rocky shores, their community structure 
and dynamics are markedly different. However, relative to rocky shores, 
ecological research on seawalls is limited, and this is especially so in the tropics. 
To our knowledge, no studies to date have examined, in the context of man-made 
coastal defences, the ecological succession of communities on artificial 
substrates of varying complexity near the equator. Hence, the aim of the present 
___________________________ 
This chapter has been accepted for publication as: Loke, L. H. L., Liao, L. M., Bouma, T. J., and 
Todd, P. A., in press. Succession of seawall algal communities on artificial substrates. Raffles 
Bulletin of Zoology. [Accepted 28 April 2015] Note, this study was completed before the flume 
experiments described in Chapter 5 were conducted. 
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study is to quantify the patterns of algal succession on ‘simple’ and ‘complex’ 
concrete tiles and granite tiles mounted onto seawalls at two offshore sites in 
Singapore (Pulau Hantu and Kusu Island). Our results revealed a development of 
algal assemblage that is typical of many tropical rocky shores; i.e. ephemeral 
green turfs succeeded by a high cover of grazer-resistant mat of erect and 
encrusting algae with the foliose macroalgal functional group poorly represented. 
All treatments developed macroalgal cover by the first month. Final mollusc 
assemblage structure after one year was also quantified, as they are important 
consumers in structuring algal assemblages. While the succession trajectories 
were similar at both sites, the rates of succession differed. The transitions from 
ephemeral green turfs to the mixture of red and brown macroalgal assemblage, as 
well as the development of encrusting coralline and non-coralline algae, occurred 
two months later at Pulau Hantu (the more sheltered site). Granite controls did 
not support foliose or articulated calcareous algal functional groups within the 
sampling period, possibly due to material and structural/topographical 
differences. Documenting such small-scale spatial patterns of distribution 
represents the first step towards a better understanding of the patterns and 





Worldwide, coastal areas are increasingly becoming urbanised (Moschella et al., 
2005; Chapman and Underwood, 2011). More than 67% of the world’s 
population is concentrated on or near coastlines (Hammond, 1992; Atilla et al., 
2003; Bulleri et al., 2005) a figure that is expected to double within the next two 
decades (Norse, 1995; Gray, 1997). Urbanisation has resulted in the extensive 
alteration of natural shorelines with jetties, pier-pilings, pontoons and 
breakwaters; or their wholesale replacement with seawalls and similar defences 
(Airoldi et al., 2005; Bulleri and Chapman, 2010). Seawalls and breakwaters are 
generally built to protect shorelines from erosion and flooding which themselves 
are becoming more common due to anthropogenic interventions in coastal 
processes (e.g. land reclamation, off-shore dredging), rising sea levels and 
stormier seas associated with climate change (Airoldi et al., 2005; Moschella et 
al., 2005).  
 
Presently, there is a “strong scientific consensus” behind the current best 
estimate of global sea level rise of 0.4–0.6 m by 2100 (French and Spencer, 
2001; Nicholls and Cazenave, 2010). While the mean may seem small, inter-
annual variability and acceleration is less predictable (and require at least 10 to 
20 years to detect) (French and Spencer, 2001). Even the most conservative sea 
level rise prediction is still sufficient to exacerbate existing problems of erosion, 
habitat loss and flood risk to coastal property, and the construction of seawalls is 
rapidly becoming a primary means of mitigating such threats. As a habitat, 
seawalls differ from natural shores fundamentally in material type, slope and 
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structural complexity (Chapman and Bulleri, 2003; Chapman, 2006), which 
together alter community composition and dynamics, diversity and relative 
abundance of littoral species (Chapman, 2003; Bulleri and Chapman, 2004; 
Bulleri et al., 2004). Despite the proliferation of these coastal defences, which 
directly reduces biodiversity and results in habitat loss and fragmentation, only 
recently have studies examined the biological communities inhabiting these 
novel environments or the ecological impacts of such coastal modifications (e.g. 
Chapman and Bulleri, 2003; Firth et al., 2013a). The lack of understanding in the 
way in which assemblages develop and are maintained (especially in the tropics) 
has therefore limited the ability coastal engineers and managers to predict the 
community responses to these constructions. In particular, a better understanding 
of dynamics of algal succession on artificial structures is needed. As an 
assemblage, algae can significantly alter the complexity of the substrate as well 
as the levels of shading and moisture (habitat conditions), directly facilitating the 
colonization of other species (Bruno et al. 2003). 
 
Ecological succession, i.e. the sequence of colonisation and replacement of 
species after a disturbance (Connell and Slatyer, 1977), on rocky intertidal shores 
is relatively well studied, especially in temperate regions with several models 
and mechanisms of succession proposed (Farrell, 1991; Sousa, 2001; Petraitis 
and Dudgeon, 2005). For instance, in early views of succession, community 
development on rocky shores was thought to be a highly deterministic process 
resulting in a ‘climax stable state’ maintained by strong competitive interactions 
and the colonists’ influence on habitat structure (Odum, 1969; Connell and 
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Slatyer, 1977). Later however, the idea that different assemblages might 
represent alternative stable states gained momentum; i.e. the rates and 
trajectories of succession may be altered by various factors and processes such as 
the scale of perturbation and local consumer effects (Petraitis and Latham, 1999). 
It cannot be assumed, however, that the same mechanisms and models of 
succession of rocky shores will apply to artificial coastal structures. While some 
basic research on the succession of species has been carried out on temperate 
seawalls, to our knowledge, no similar studies have been conducted in the 
equatorial tropics.  
 
As an island city-state, Singapore is a quintessential example of all the issues 
associated with near-shore urbanisation; for instance, except for a 300 m stretch 
of beach at Labrador Park, coastal modifications have destroyed all of the natural 
shoreline along the southern coast of the main island, a distance of over 60 km 
(Todd and Chou, 2005; Huang et al., 2006). Most of this modification is a direct 
result of land reclamation, which has increased Singapore’s land area by ~25%, 
with another 100 km2 expected to be reclaimed by 2030 (Hilton and Manning, 
1995; Chou et al., 1998). Land reclamation methods in Singapore usually require 
seawalls to guard against erosion and stabilise the fill material (Tan, 1976; 
Wong, 1992). To date, the total length of seawalls is 319 km, constituting 63.3% 
of the coastline, and it is expected to exceed 600 km by 2030 with seawalls 
constituting most of this increase (Lai et al., 2015). With rising sea levels, more 
seawalls are expected to be built to defend the country’s coastline (Lai et al., 
2015). Despite their pervasiveness, knowledge of seawall ecology is in 
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Singapore is extremely limited, as is the case for tropical SE Asia in general.  
However, intertidal assemblages on seawalls around Singapore’s mainland and 
Southern Islands have been recently documented and compared by Lee et al. 
(2009b) and Lee and Sin (2009) and several new species records of marine algae 
found (Lee et al., 2009a).  
 
As the construction of seawalls will inevitably continue, understanding their 
environmental, biological and ecological impact is critical. This knowledge can 
be integrated into engineering practices (Bergen et al., 2001; Airoldi et al., 
2005), which should aid the enhancement and conservation of urban shore 
biodiversity (Savard et al., 2000; Chapman and Underwood, 2011). Hence, the 
aim of the present study is to quantify the patterns of succession on tiles mounted 
onto seawalls at two offshore sites (Pulau Hantu and Kusu Island, Singapore), 
over a period of 12 months. To our knowledge, this represents the first study to 
quantify the successional trajectory of algae on artificial coastal defense 
structures in the tropics. Final mollusc assemblage structure after one year was 
also assessed, as consumers (and their associated functional roles such as 





6.2.1 Study sites  
Singapore is a small island city-state situated 1° 15′ north (or 137 km) of the 
equator at the southern tip of Peninsular Malaysia. It has a typical aseasonal 
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tropical climate; hot and wet all year round with relatively uniform temperatures 
and two monsoon periods. Tides are semi-diurnal and tidal stream velocities can 
reach 2.0 ms-1. Natural wave energy is generally low due to Singapore being 
surrounded by large landmasses (Hilton and Chou 1999). Most of its natural 
near-shore habitats have been replaced by seawalls, which constitute 63.3% of 
the current total shoreline (Lai et al., 2015). The study was conducted along 
locally typical seawalls at two sites among Singapore’s Southern Islands: Pulau 
Hantu (1° 13′ 34″ N, 103° 45′ 0″ E) and Kusu Island (1° 13′ 22″ N, 




Fig. 6.1 Location of the two study sites in relation to Singapore’s southern 
coastline. 
 
Pulau Hantu (13.0 ha) is a very sheltered site located 7 km from Singapore 
Island (Wong, 1988). It was originally a 0.8 ha islet with a broad fringing reef. In 
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1974, most of the reef flats were reclaimed (i.e. filled in to make new land) and 
seawalls were erected around the island’s perimeter. Kusu Island (7.6 ha) is 
located 5.6 km from Singapore’s mainland but is more exposed to wave action 
(Wong, 1988). Like Pulau Hantu, it was also reclaimed in 1974 (being originally 
1.2 ha). The seawalls at both Pulau Hantu and Kusu Island are un-grouted granite 
rip-rap. 
 
6.2.2 Tile fabrication and experimental design 
As part of a larger experimental study aimed at testing whether topographically 
complex concrete tiles attached to seawalls can enhance their biodiversity, 
concrete tiles (400 × 400 × 32 mm3, width × length × depth) representing two 
levels (‘simple’ and ‘complex’) of complexity, and two different structural 
designs (‘pits’ and ‘grooves’), plus a granite control, were designed (with the aid 
of Programme CASU; Loke et al., 2014) and fabricated.  
 
Five replicates of each tile type were attached randomly onto granite seawalls 
(~0.5m above Chart Datum) at two islands (Pulau Hantu and Kusu Island) south 
of Singapore Island (Fig. 6.1), creating a two-way ANOVA design with ‘Site’ 
and ‘Tile type’ as factors. The selected study sites differed mainly in terms of 
wave exposure, with Pulau Hantu being the more sheltered site. 
 
6.2.3 Field sampling, data extraction and analyses: Algal succession 
Tiles were monitored (i.e. photographed) monthly for 12 months from July 2011 
to June 2012, before they were collected on the final month. Algal cover was 
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quantified using CPCe image analysis software (Kohler and Gill, 2006), with 
percentage cover tabulated from 40 random point intercepts per tile. The algae 
were identified to functional groups listed in Table 6.1; Padina spp. was 
categorised separately as they were the only visually dominant species of foliose 
macroalgae. A margin of 10 mm around each tile was not examined (i.e. only an 
area of 390 × 390 mm2 was considered) to avoid edge effects. 
 
Table 6.1 Algal functional categories used in this study and their main 
components. 
 
Functional group Dominant component taxa 
Microalgae/biofilm Unidentified cyanobacteria and diatoms 
Ephemeral green turf algae Ulva spp. (formerly Enteromorpha spp.)  
Red/brown algal assemblage Parviphycus antipae, Gelidiopsis variabilis, 
Dictyota spp. and Ceramiales 
Encrusting algae Ralfsiaceae and/or Neoralfsiaceae, and crustose 
coralline algae 
Articulated calcareous algae Jania spp. 
Foliose algae Padina spp. 
 
 
6.2.4 Field sampling, data extraction and analyses: Final molluscan 
assemblage structure 
All epibiotic animals were sampled by scraping and picking the specimens from 
each tile for 10 minutes and then quickly placing them into self-sealing plastic 
bags. These were immediately frozen in a −20°C freezer until they could be 
sorted, identified and quantified. Only molluscs were analysed in this study; 
these were identified and counted using a dissecting or compound microscope. 
Individuals were identified to species or morphospecies level.  
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Variation in the community composition across both sites was examined using 
non-metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) in PRIMER v6 (Clarke and Gorley, 
2006). MDS ordination was based on Bray-Curtis similarities calculated on 
log(X+1) transformed abundance data (Clarke and Warwick, 2001). Differences 
in community composition between the sites were assessed using a one-way 
analysis of similarities (ANOSIM). To identify the percentage contribution that 
each species made to the measures of dissimilarity among sites, and within each 




Succession on bare concrete and granite surfaces was rapid in all treatments, 
with biofilm and ephemeral green turfs developing by the first month (Figs. 6.2 
and 6.3), and consisting of at least 89% of the tile surface on average. The shift 
from biofilm and ephemeral green turfs (dominated by Ulva spp.), to the more 
diverse mix of red/brown algal assemblage (consisting mainly of Parviphycus 
antipae, Gelidiopsis variabilis, Dictyota spp. and Ceramiales), differed between 
concrete and granite tiles as well as between sites. This shift, however, occurred 
only on concrete tiles and was similar between simple and complex tiles; that is, 
the transition never took place on the granite tiles (Figs. 6.2 and 6.3). 
Quantification of algal cover revealed that the pattern of transition occurred on 
concrete tiles placed at Kusu Island between the 4th to 5th months whereas the 
same pattern only occurred at Pulau Hantu between the 6th to 7th months (i.e. two 





Fig. 6.2 Visual representation of the monthly change in algal composition on 





Fig. 6.3 Variation in mean percentage cover (±1SE; n=3) of visible macroalgae 
and biofilm for each tile type (complex, simple, granite), at (a) Pulau Hantu and 
(b) Kusu Island, with time. 
 
 
Encrusting algae (consisting mainly of the leathery crustose brown alga under 
the family Ralfsiaceae and/or Neoralfsiaceae, and crustose coralline algae), 
developed 1-2 months after deployment at Kusu Island, while at Pulau Hantu, 
they were seen only 3-4 months after deployment (Fig. 6.3). Granite tiles did not 
support Padina spp. or articulated calcareous algal functional groups (e.g. Jania 
sp.) within the sampling period. These minor functional groups were however 
present on the concrete tiles but at very low abundances and always with the 
presence of the later dominant red/brown algal assemblage. Ephemeral green 
turfs, which dominated initially, later recurred only in small patches. There was 
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no apparent difference in the visual cover of algal functional groups between 
complex and simple tiles as well as between the ‘pits’ and ‘groove’ designs 
throughout the study period (Fig. 6.2).   
 
Molluscs comprised ≈78% of the animal epibiota found on the tiles. Mean 
densities (±SD) of abundant species and maximum densities of mollusc species 
at each study site are provided in Table 6.2. Community composition between 
sites also differed significantly between sites (Fig. 6.4; ANOSIM, global R = 
0.454, p = 0.001). SIMPER analysis revealed that 13.44% of the total 
dissimilarity between the two sites was associated with the carnivorous drill, 
Drupella margariticola (formerly Cronia margariticola) (Table 6.3). This 
species was also the largest contributor to the average similarities within both 
site groups (Table 6.4). The species that contributed more than 5% to the 
similarities within each site and dissimilarities between the sites are presented in 
Tables 6.3 and 6.4. 
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Table 6.2 Mean densities (±SD) of abundant species and maximum densities of 
molluscs at each study site: (a) Pulau Hantu and (b) Kusu Island (n=5). ‘NA’ 
(Non Applicable) is used when only single counts were recorded and hence SD 











Density (per tile) 
(a) Pulau Hantu (b) Kusu Island 
Mean SD Maxi-mum Mean SD 
Maxi-
mum 
Nerita chamaeleon 2.47 2.45 9 0.04 NA 1 
Nerita undata - - - 3.80 3.19 11 
Drupella margariticola 7.74 6.12 26 8.52 5.45 20 
Morula musiva 1.50 1 3 0.08 NA 1 
Pictocollumbella ocellata 1.60 1.34 4 2.54 2.15 7 
Nassarius livescens 4.50 4.51 11 1.67 1.16 3 
Nassarius crenoliratus 1.75 0.89 3 - - - 
Patelloida saccharinoides - - - 1.67 1.16 3 
Clypeomorus 
batillariaeformis 3.00 2.30 8 - - - 
Cerithium zonatum  2.44 1.92 7 - - - 
Euplica scripta 1.67 0.82 3 - - - 
Pardalina testudinaria 1.63 1.06 4 - - - 
Arca navicularis 1.67 0.58 2 - - - 
Acanthopleura gemmata 1.00 SR 1 9.40 8.08 19 
Pinctada sp.  1.29 0.49 2 2.50 2.12 4 
Siphonaria atra - - - 2.30 0.82 3 
Siphonaria guamensis - - - 2.25 1.42 5 
Cellana radiata 1.60 0.89 3 0.08 SR 1 
Isognomon legumen 1.20 0.45 2 4.82 5.04 23 
Modiolus sp.   6.63 12.09 36 2.13 1.36 5 
Tellinid (Semele sp.) 2.00 1.73 4 - - - 
Nassarius pauper  1.50 0.71 2 - - - 
Littoraria sp. 3.50 2.12 5 - - - 
Total  18.56 17.53 81 21.48 16.32 64 
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Fig. 6.4 Non-metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) ordination of the mollusc 




Table 6.3 Species discriminating community differences between Kusu Island 
and Pulau Hantu. ‘Average contribution’ refers to the mean contribution of the 
species to the average similarity within the site; ‘ratio’ was calculated by 
dividing the ‘average contribution’ by the standard deviation.  
 








margariticola 1.2 1.0 10.2 1.2 13.4 
Clypeomorus 
batillariaeformis 0.0 0.5 6.1 0.9 8.0 
Nerita undata 0.5 0.0 5.9 1.2 7.8 
Cerithium zonatum 0.0 0.4 4.7 0.7 6.2 
Isognomon 
legumen 0.4 0.0 4.5 1.0 5.9 
Siphonaria atra 0.3 0.0 4.1 0.7 5.4 
Pictocollumbella 
ocellata 0.3 0.1 4.1 0.9 5.4 
Siphonaria 
guamensis 0.3 0.0 4.0 0.8 5.3 
Nerita chamaeleon 0.0 0.3 3.9 0.8 5.1 
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Table 6.4 Characteristic species within sites: (a) Kusu Island and (b) Pulau 
Hantu. ‘Average contribution’ refers to the mean contribution of the species to 
the average similarity within the site; ‘ratio’ was calculated by dividing the 
‘average contribution’ by the standard deviation.  
 







(a) Kusu Island 
Drupella margariticola 1.2 25.7 2.3 60.0 60.0 
Nerita undata 0.5 5.3 1.1 12.5 72.5 
Isognomon legumen 0.4 3.6 0.8 8.4 80.1 
Siphonaria guamensis 0.3 2.4 0.5 5.5 86.4 
Pictocollumbella 
ocellata 0.3 2.3 0.5 5.4 91.7 
(b) Pulau Hantu 
Drupella margariticola 1.0 15.8 1.5 51.7 51.7 
Clypeomorus 
batillariaeformis 0.5 5.3 0.7 17.4 69.1 
Nerita chamaeleon 0.3 2.9 0.6 9.5 78.6 






While seawalls are often colonised by species that can be found on natural rocky 
shores (Chapman and Bulleri, 2003; Pister, 2009), their community structure, 
dynamics and abundances are markedly different—at least in the temperate 
systems that have been studied to date (Bulleri and Chapman, 2004; Bulleri et 
al., 2005). For example, artificial structures often host a lower number of species 
compared to natural rocky shores with no species unique to them (Firth et al., 
2013a). In the tropics, ecological research on seawalls is limited and no studies 
to date have examined the ecological succession of communities on artificial 
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substrates of varying complexity near the equator. Our results revealed a 
development of algal assemblage that is typical of many tropical rocky shores; 
i.e. ephemeral green turfs succeeded by a high cover of grazer-resistant mat of 
erect and encrusting algae with the foliose macroalgal functional group poorly 
represented (Kaehler and Williams, 1998; Williams et al., 2000).  
 
While the succession trajectories were similar at both sites, the rates of 
succession differed. The transitions from ephemeral green turfs to the mixture of 
red and brown macroalgal assemblage, as well as the development of encrusting 
coralline and non-coralline algae, occurred two months later at Pulau Hantu. As 
the two sites differed mainly in their exposure it is possible that water energy 
could have played an important role, since disturbance induced by hydrodynamic 
forces are known to influence and control the distribution and abundance of 
intertidal organisms (Denny, 1985; Denny, 2006). Shores with greater exposure 
to wave-forces and high flow tend to have greater densities of grazer and 
predator populations as well as enhanced recruitment (Leonard et al., 1998; 
Davis, 2002). The site at Pulau Hantu was protected by a nearby patch reef and 
therefore very sheltered (Todd et al., 2004), whereas Kusu Island was much 
more exposed to shipping traffic and associated ship-wakes (pers. obs.).  
 
Grazing is known to exert a great influence on the distribution, species diversity 
and abundance of algae on intertidal shores of varying environmental conditions 
(Hawkins and Hartnoll, 1983; Williams et al., 2013). Such activities are in turn 
mediated by factors such as refuge availability and predation intensity (Williams 
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et al., 2000). As molluscs were the principal grazers (and the dominant taxa) on 
the seawalls at both Pulau Hantu and Kusu Island, the significant difference in 
their communities could also explain the contrasting rates of algal succession 
between sites. SIMPER results also showed that the mollusc species typifying 
the assemblage at Kusu Island were more functionally diverse (i.e. they included 
grazers, predators as well as scavengers) whereas those that at Pulau Hantu were 
more generally characterized by grazers. Since benthic consumers often have 
large effects on their food sources, the differences in the two mollusc 
communities may also have contributed to the differences in algal development 
between sites (Steneck and Watling, 1982; Heck and Valentine, 2007).  
 
Variation in the sizes of living space provided by the complex tiles relative to 
simple concrete tiles did not have an observable effect on the succession of 
algae. At the design and fabrication stages, the complexity of the tiles was 
manipulated at the centimetre scale only and this probably had little influence on 
the algal communities, which tend to be affected by topography at scales of 10 
µm and smaller (Fletcher and Callow, 1992; Schumacher et al., 2007). This 
would explain the similar algal percentage cover between the simple and 
complex tiles of both designs. The type of structural component (i.e. ‘pits’ and 
‘grooves’), also manipulated at the centimetre scale, was likely to be most 
relevant to organisms such as molluscs seeking refuge from desiccation or 
predators (McGuinness and Underwood, 1986; Fairweather, 1988). Protection 
from harsh intertidal conditions by topographic features, such as crevices, 
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grooves and pits, represents a critical resource for the survival of most mollusc 
species (Moran, 1985; Fairweather, 1988; Moschella et al., 2005). 
 
The succession trajectories between concrete and granite control tiles, however, 
were very different; the red and brown algal assemblage that later dominated 
concrete tiles was not abundant on granite tiles even after a year of colonisation. 
Further, there was an absence of minor algal functional groups on granite tiles. 
The material used could potentially have affected settlement due to 
dissimilarities in their physical and/or chemical properties (Chapman and 
Bulleri, 2003; Bulleri, 2005a); for instance, a study by Connell and Glasby 
(1999) comparing different artificial surfaces (i.e. concrete, wood and sandstone) 
found that they harboured different assemblages while Moschella et al. (2005) 
described fewer species on concrete surfaces compared to natural rock. 
Nevertheless, the differences in structural complexity between the tile types 
tested in this study make it difficult to disentangle the effects of habitat structure 
and substrate material. For instance, differences in hydrodynamics (due to their 
various topographies) over concrete and granite tiles could also have been 
driving the variation in diversity and community composition between these tile 
types. Many laboratory and field studies have demonstrated the importance of 
hydrodynamic processes in structuring benthic communities at small spatial 
scales (e.g. Eckman, 1983; Butman, 1987; Butman et al., 1989; Butman, 1989). 
For example, the drag across the surface of the concrete tiles (which had more 
topographical features) may have been higher, resulting in a longer time 
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available for larval settlement (Meadows and Campbell, 1972; Hedvall et al., 
1998). 
 
Lai (2013) hypothesised that the lower diversity and abundance of algae on 
seawalls, relative to natural rocky shores, could have restricted the ability of the 
system to support higher trophic levels and biodiversity. The same study also 
postulated that on natural shores—where algal diversity and abundances were 
found to be greater—community structure and function were more likely to be 
maintained by top-down factors (i.e. strongly influenced by processes such as 
grazing and predation). Our study showed that relative to concrete tiles, granite 
tiles (constructed to mimic natural seawalls) supported a lower diversity of algal 
functional groups and had a different successional trajectory, i.e. one that was 
dominated by encrusting algae that may not be as palatable to grazers as the 
red/brown algal assemblage. Conversely, the diverse algal assemblage on 
concrete tiles may have facilitated the establishment of other species (Bruno et 
al., 2003).  Whether the assemblage would change given a longer period of 
colonisation, or if the red/brown algal assemblage represents a ‘climax state’, 
remains unknown; however, based on observations of the surrounding granite 
seawalls, further succession at the same tidal height seems unlikely. Given these 
observations, future applied studies could consider enhancing complexity on 
seawalls by introducing relevant local scales, structural component types (i.e. 
design) and testing different materials of construction. Nevertheless, more basic 
research is required and the model and mechanisms of succession on tropical 
seawalls should be more thoroughly investigated. Very little is known regarding 
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how seawall assemblages develop and are maintained and this has severely 
limited the ability of coastal engineers and managers to predict the community 
responses to artificial coastal defences. Determining such small-scale spatial 
patterns of distribution represents the first step towards a better understanding of 
the patterns and processes occurring on seawalls—and this should ultimately aid 
the reconciliation of these novel habitats. 
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EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR THE 
INDEPENDENT AND INTERACTIVE EFFECTS 
OF HABITAT AREA AND FRAGMENTATION 








There is a general consensus that both habitat loss and fragmentation are key 
drivers of global biodiversity declines. However, isolating the effects of habitat 
fragmentation experimentally is difficult as it often co-varies with the amount of 
habitat. Lack of empirical data has led to considerable debate on the relative 
importance of habitat amount vs fragmentation and how they explain variation in 
species richness. Here, we used moulded concrete tiles to create standard ‘habitat 
patch’ units and arranged them in nine different plot configurations on seawalls 
in Singapore. By doing so we were able to test both the independent and 
interactive effects of habitat density and fragmentation on the diversity of the 
macroscopic intertidal community. Our results show that, while species richness 
did not significantly differ between plots with 14% and 21% habitat patch cover, 
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these two treatments supported greater richness than plots with 7% cover.  More 
importantly, our results demonstrate that fragmentation can influence species 
diversity within experimental landscapes with low habitat cover (14-21%) 
independently of the total habitat amount. However, contrary to many reports of 
the linear (positive/negative) relationship between species richness and 
fragmentation, we found a quadratic relationship—with plots of intermediate 
fragmentation levels hosting the greatest species richness. This result lends 
weight to the claim that the traditional SLOSS debate, which focuses on a binary 
‘Single-Large’ versus ‘Several-Small’ scenario, is limiting as interactive effects 
between habitat amount and configuration, and the presence of critical 
thresholds, are highly likely. While a minimum habitat amount (7-14%) was 
required before the effect of fragmentation was observed in the present study, 
when that threshold was met, habitat amount was not the sole predictor of 
species richness. Therefore, in addition to habitat loss, even at local spatial 
scales, the biodiversity threat posed by fragmentation effects should not be 
ignored.  
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7.1 Introduction  
 
Species-area relationships (SAR), have long been considered a general ‘law’ in 
ecology (Lawton, 1999; Whittaker et al., 2008) and commonly used as a tool in 
conservation biology to predict species loss (extinctions) with habitat reduction 
(Brooks et al., 2002; Thomas et al., 2004; Matias et al., 2014)—regardless of the 
numerous alternative theoretical/predictive models such as endemics-area 
relationship (EAR), remaining species-area relationship (RAR), etc. The 
ecological processes (which vary across different spatial scales) that contribute 
to SARs are, however, not yet fully understood. One commonly suggested 
mechanism is that larger area allows for greater habitat heterogeneity (i.e., 
greater number of resources and their variability) so as to enable greater niche 
partitioning and coexistence of species (Pianka, 2000; Rybicki and Hanski, 2013; 
Matias et al., 2014). Another hypothesis is that larger areas allow for greater 
population sizes and therefore survival (Hanski and Gyllenberg, 1997; Fahrig, 
1997). Even less is known about the independent effect of habitat fragmentation 
(spatial configuration or arrangement of habitat patches) on species diversity as it 
often accompanies, and covaries with, the process of habitat loss (Ewers and 
Didham, 2006; Tscharntke et al., 2012; Fahrig, 2003). Moreover, empirical 
studies on the effects fragmentation per se (sensu Fahrig, 2003) on biodiversity 
are generally confounded with area (habitat amount) making them difficult to 




Habitat fragmentation (spatial configuration) is often thought to have much 
weaker effects compared to habitat amount (but see With, 1997 and Ewers and 
Didham, 2006) although relatively few empirical studies across a range of scales, 
systems and taxa exist to support this position (Fahrig, 1997; 2002; 2003). One 
of the main reasons for this is the difficulty of manipulating natural landscapes in 
a way that controls for both habitat area and fragmentation (Fahrig, 2003); this 
results in a ‘great reliance’ (Matias et al., 2014) on theoretical predictions based 
on SAR models in spite of reported discrepancies between actual and predicted 
species loss. Furthermore, power-law SARs (or EARs and RARs) rarely account 
for the consequences of fragmentation in their models, i.e. they implicitly 
assume that the remaining habitat are contiguous; cf. ‘species-fragmented area 
relationship’ or SFAR in Hanski et al. (2013) and Rybicki and Hanski (2013), 
focusing only on species richness in the combined amount of habitat lost 
(Rybicki and Hanski, 2013). 
 
To date, there have been only a handful of field experiments investigating the 
effects of fragmentation; usually conducted at very small (e.g. cm and below) 
scales, and in temperate regions. For instance, Hoyle and Harborne (2005) 
manipulated moss carpets on rocks to create four experimental treatments with 
patches of the same unit area (at the cm-scale) and quantified mite species 
richness. This is surprising as the long-standing ‘SLOSS debate’ (i.e., whether 
‘Single-Large’ reserves will conserve/contain more species than ‘Several-Small’ 
ones of the same total area) fundamentally relates to understanding their 
independent and interactive effects (Ovaskainen, 2002). Fragmentation per se 
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can have a positive, negative or neutral effect depending on the taxa or species 
group examined or on the amount of remaining habitat (Andrén, 1994; Hanski, 
2015). For example, in a survey of heathland habitat, Olff and Ritchie (2002) 
found that greater fragmentation (measured using fractal geometry from 
topographic maps) had a negative relationship with the richness of breeding birds 
but not butterflies. The interactive effects between habitat loss and fragmentation 
is considered to be the more challenging issue (Villard and Metzger, 2014) as 
abrupt nonlinear (synergistic or antagonistic effects) species responses to 
fragmentation have been shown to occur in many simulation models when there 
is little remaining habitat (e.g. With and King, 1999), compounding the negative 
effects of habitat loss. This is often referred to as the ‘20% rule’ or ‘20-30% 
threshold’—the threshold value of habitat area below which the effects of 
fragmentation ‘kick in’ (Hanski, 2015; Fahrig, 2003)—although “the literature 
belies such a simple rule of thumb” (Ewer and Didham, 2006:122). Actual 
extinction thresholds are likely to vary with different species groups (due to trait 
and sensitivity differences; Henle et al., 2004), environmental heterogeneity 
(Matias et al. 2013) and the type of ecosystem (e.g. marine vs terrestrial; Tjørve, 
2010). 
 
No manipulative experiments to date have simultaneously examined the 
independent effects of habitat amount (or density) and fragmentation (spatial 
configuration) on intertidal ecosystems. Nor have any such studies been 
conducted in the tropics or on seawall communities. Here, we used moulded 
concrete tiles to create standard units of ‘habitat patches’ and arrange them in 
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nine different, fully replicated, plot configurations (Fig. 7.1) on seawalls in 
Singapore. By doing so, we were able to test precisely both the independent and 
interactive effects of density and fragmentation on the diversity of the 
macroscopic intertidal community. We hypothesised that: 
(1) following traditional SAR, greater density of habitat patches (percentage 
cover of concrete tiles within a fixed 2.4 × 2.4 m sized grid plot) will 
support greater species richness (S) independent of their spatial 
configuration;  
(2) greater fragmentation (decreased contiguity in the arrangement) of habitat 
patches will support lower S, independent of density/area;  
(3) fragmentation will have a greater effect on S at lower densities; 
(4) there will be differences in community composition among plots.  
 
We also examined, using the spatial analysis of distance indices (SADIE) 
methodology, the effect that each plot configuration had on the spatial pattern of 
local nerite (Neritidae) snail populations. Results of the present study are 
expected to have direct application to the reconciliation of seawalls and other 
artificial coastal defences as it will help ecological engineers identify the optimal 
density and spatial arrangement of retrofitted tiles while taking into account 









7.2.1 Experimental design 
To simultaneously test the independent effects of density and fragmentation on 
intertidal diversity, we created experimental landscapes (plots) by installing 
moulded square concrete tiles (see ‘Tile design and fabrication’ in the next 



























Fig. 7.1 (a) Experimental plots (2.4 × 2.4 m) representing the spatial 
configurations of tiles (black cells) installed on seawall substrate (white cells). 
Rows and columns separately represent the three levels of the factors, ‘Density’: 
10 tiles (7% cover), 20 tiles (14% cover) and 30 tiles (21% cover), and 
‘Fragmentation’: ‘Single-Large’ (SL), ‘Several-Small’ (SS) and ‘Lots-Of-Tiny’ 
(LOT), respectively. Both factors are fixed and orthogonal to each other. (b) 
Photograph of the actual 2.4 × 2.4 m plot set-up on seawalls (taken ~9 months 
after deployment). 
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In this way, the tiles are ‘habitat patches’ while the existing seawall signifies the 
surrounding ‘matrix’. By installing them following these nine plot configurations 
(Fig. 7.1), we were able to vary fragmentation (spatial arrangement of tiles) 
while controlling for density (the total number of tiles per plot). The density and 
fragmentation achieved were also characterised by simple metrics: percentage 
cover and fractal geometry (fractal dimensions and lacunarity; Ritchie and Olff, 
1999; Appendix D1). In our experiment, each 2.4 × 2.4 m plot was a replicate.  
 
Four replicates of each plot configuration were installed resulting in the 
following design: ‘Density’ (three levels) × ‘Fragmentation’ (three levels) × 
replicates (four). Thus, 36 plots were established, utilising a total of 720 tiles. 
The plots were placed in random order along the seawalls and spaced at least 15 
m apart. 
 
7.2.2 Tile design and fabrication 
The tiles used in this study measured 200 × 200 × 60 mm (width × length × 
depth) and were made of concrete. Only one tile design was used and comprised 
two structural component types, ‘pits’ and ‘grooves’ (based on results of Loke 
and Todd, in press). The software CASU (Loke et al., 2014) was used to generate 
the level of complexity based on a random arrangement of ‘pits’ and ‘grooves’ 
with a size range of 2-56 mm. Once the design was finalised, a wooden master 
tile was fabricated from which silicone rubber (Freeman V-340) moulds were 
made. 720 concrete tiles were then cast using a 1:3 Portland cement to sand mix 
(Appendix D2). 
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7.2.3 Study sites and tile deployment 
The study was conducted along granite rip-rap seawalls at Pulau Hantu 
(1° 13′ 34″ N, 103° 45′ 0″ E), a small, (largely) reclaimed island located ~7 km 
south of Singapore Island (for a detailed site description please see in Loke and 
Todd, in press). Previous studies (Loke and Todd, in press; Loke et al., 2015) 
have shown that it is possible to increase intertidal biodiversity by installing 
concrete tiles with complex topographies on Pulau Hantu’s seawalls.  
 
Deployment of the 720 tiles (onto seawalls around the entire perimeter of Pulau 
Hantu, approximately 2 km), following the experimental design described 
previously, was carried out during low tide in February 2014. To ensure the 
installed tiles closely resembled the plot configurations in Fig. 7.1, we used 2.4 × 
2.4 m aluminum quadrats (gridded using steel cables) to mark the tile locations. 
Each tile was attached to the wall with a single stainless steel bolt screwed into 
an expanding fastener (‘drop-in anchors’) that had been inserted into a 10 mm Ø 
hole drilled into the granite.  
 
7.2.4 Field sampling, data extraction and laboratory procedures 
After a year of colonisation, in February 2015, the tiles were photographed and 
then sampled. Samples were obtained by scraping and picking the epibiota off 
each plot (from both tiles and seawall), and placing them immediately into self-
sealing plastic bags. Organisms found on tiles were bagged separately from those 
located on the seawall matrix. All samples (labelled by plot number 1-36) were 
brought back to the laboratory at NUS and kept in a −20°C freezer before they 
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were sorted, identified and quantified. All organisms were identified to species 
or morphospecies except for polychaetes, which were identified to family level, 
and algae, which were classified into seven functional groups following Loke et 
al. (in press):  
 
Table 7.1 Algal functional categories used in this study and their main 
components. 
Functional group Dominant component taxa 
Microalgae/biofilm Unidentified cyanobacteria and diatoms 
Ephemeral green turf algae Ulva spp. (formerly Enteromorpha spp.)  
Red/brown algal assemblage Parviphycus antipae, Gelidiopsis variabilis, 
Dictyota spp. and Ceramiales 
Encrusting algae Ralfsiaceae and/or Neoralfsiaceae, and crustose 
coralline algae 
Articulated calcareous algae Jania spp. 
Padina spp. NA 
Sargassum spp. NA 
 
As our plots were constructed in a 12 × 12 grid plot arrangement, spatially 
referenced counts of organism abundance could be obtained per grid cell, 
allowing the application of ‘Spatial Analysis by Distance Indices (SADIE)’, a 
statistical approach to characterising spatial population pattern (Perry, 1998; 
Perry et al., 1999; Winder et al., 2001). As it was the dominant species in this 
study, SADIE was applied to the nerite snail, Nerita chaemaeleon. 
 
Counts of nerites in each grid cell (following Fig. 7.1a) were calculated from 
images of each plot taken four weeks before the final sampling. The images were 
captured using a quadcopter drone (DJI Phantom Vision 2+) with an integrated 
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camera. Spatial pattern of nerites in each plot was then analysed using 
SADIEShell (Perry et al., 1999). Clustering index (v) over inflows (𝑣𝚤) and 
outflows (𝑣𝚥) and formal randomisation tests of these mean indexes of clustering 
were calculated. In general, vi indicates the degree in which a unit contributes to 
clustering, where large values of vi (i.e. >1.5) indicates donor units that result in 
a ‘patch’. Large negative values of vj (<−1.5) on the other hand indicates 
membership to a ‘gap’ (Perry et al., 1999). Contour maps reflecting the spatial 
distribution of clusters were plotted using Surfer version 12 (Golden Software, 
2015). 
 
7.2.5 Data analyses 
The total number of species (S) observed in each replicate plot was the input 
variable for a two-way ANOVA to test Hypotheses 1, 2 and 3. The experimental 
design consisted of two factors: Density, with three levels (10, 20 and 30 tiles) 
and Fragmentation, also with three levels (SL, SS, LOT), which were both fixed 
and orthogonal to each other. There were four replicates for every combination 
of Density and Fragmentation.  All ANOVAs were preceded by Cochran’s test 
for heterogeneity of variances. The total S obtained separately from tiles (habitat 
patches) and seawall (surrounding matrix) were also tested via separate two-way 
ANOVAs. To compare controls (i.e. 2.4 × 2.4 m plots with no tiles attached) 
with the treatments, we performed a one-way ANOVA to test the null hypothesis 
that there were no differences in S among the ten different treatments (i.e., nine 
plot configurations plus controls). All post-hoc pairwise comparisons were made 
with SNK tests.  
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 To test Hypothesis 4, permutational distance-based multivariate analysis of 
variance (PERMANOVA; Anderson, 2001) was used to analyse the full 
resemblance matrix (calculated on Bray-Curtis similarities) following the two-
way experimental design (Density × Fragmentation). As the community dataset 
consisted of different measurement scales—counts/abundances for individual 
species and presence-absence for colonial species and algal functional groups—
we standardised the data prior to a log(X+1) transformation (Clarke and Gorley, 
2006). PERMANOVA was performed using PERMANOVA+ for PRIMER v6 





In total, we counted 5753 individuals of 68 faunal species and recorded by 
presence/absence one species of colonial ascidians and seven algal functional 
groups. None of these species have statuses that are considered ‘invasive’ to 
Singapore (Jaafar et al., 2012). Species richness (S) was significantly different 
among the ‘Density’ and ‘Fragmentation’ treatments (Table 7.2; Fig. 7.2). Plots 
with 20 or 30 tiles (14% or 21% tile cover) hosted significantly greater S than 
plots with only 10 tiles (7% cover; Fig. 7.2a). Plots with tiles arranged in the 
‘several-small (SS)’ configuration (i.e. intermediate fragmentation) hosted 




Table 7.2 Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) comparing the richness (S) 
among plots of different tile densities and spatial configuration. 
 
 df MS F P 
Density 2 200.03 7.41 <0.001 
Fragmentation  2 136.78 5.07 <0.05 
Density × Fragmentation 4 80.86 3.00 <0.05 
Residual 27 26.98   
Total 35    
 
 
Fig. 7.2 Mean (+SE) species richness (S) on plots of varying (A) densities: 10 
(7% cover), 20 (14%cover), and 30 tiles (21% cover) and (B) fragmentation: 
‘Single-Large’ (SL), ‘Several-Small’ (SS) and ‘Lots-Of-Tiny’ (LOT). Letters 
indicate significant differences among means (SNK tests, P < 0.05). 
 
 
A significant Density × Fragmentation interaction was present as fragmentation 
(spatial configuration) did not have a significant effect on plots with the lowest 
density treatment (10 tiles or 7 % cover). Treatment plots with 20 and 30 tiles 
however, were both significantly influenced by the spatial configuration of tiles 
with plots of the ‘several-small (SS)’ arrangement hosting the greatest number of 
species (Fig. 7.3).  
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Fig. 7.3 Mean (+SE) species richness (S) found within the nine different plot 
configurations. Letters indicate significant differences among means (SNK tests, 
P < 0.05). 
 
 
Control plots with no tiles attached to the seawall substrate hosted significantly 
fewer species (S) (4 ± SD 0.82, SE 0.47) compared to any of the plots with tiles 
(one-way ANOVA; df = 10,30; MS = 3.2148; F = 9.7; P < 0.001). S on the 
surrounding matrix (the seawall around the tiles) was non-significantly greater 
when plots contained tiles (Fig. 7.4). As expected (based on Loke and Todd, in 
press), S retrieved from tiles only always contained more species than the 





Fig. 7.4 Mean (+SE) species richness (S) separately collected from tiles (lighter 
shade) and seawall (darker shade) within plot treatment of varying (A) densities 
(with control plots, i.e. no tiles) and (B) fragmentation levels. Letters indicate 
significant differences among means (SNK tests, P < 0.05).  
 
 
While S differed among the nine experimental treatments, PERMANOVA did 
not reveal significant differences in community composition (Table 7.3).  
 
Table 7.3 PERMANOVA based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarities of the relative 
abundances (log(X+1) transformed) of 76 taxa in response to Density, 
Fragmentation and their interactions. 
 
Source df MS Pseudo-F P(perm) 
Density 2 1499.0 1.0 0.4805 
Fragmentation 2 1999.2 1.3 0.1838 
Density × Fragmentation 4 1341.1 0.9 0.6836 
Residual 27 1556.9   
Total 35    
 
 
Spatial pattern of clustering of nerites in each plot configuration were non-
random and showed some degree of similarity to the density and spatial 




Fig. 7.5 Examples of spatial pattern of clustering of nerites for each plot 
configuration following Fig. 1. Red patches indicates where vi >1.5 (donor), 
while yellow indicates a gap where vj < 1.5 (receiver). Axes indicate coordinates. 





There exists a general consensus that both habitat loss and fragmentation are key 
drivers of global biodiversity loss (Brooks et al., 2002; Lindenmayer and 
Fischer, 2006; Hanski et al., 2013). However, isolating the effects of habitat 
fragmentation experimentally has been considered to be especially difficult as 
they often co-vary with habitat loss and are easily influenced by other 
explanatory variables such as climatic conditions, habitat identity and 
complexity which might result in unreliable inferences (Diamond, 1986; 
McGarigal and Cushman, 2002; Fischer and Lindenmayer, 2006). Nevertheless, 
there have been repeated calls for manipulative field experiments or ‘small-
landscape’ (sensu Swift and Hannon, 2010) studies to investigate the 
independent and interactive effects of habitat loss and fragmentation (e.g. 
McGarigal and Cushman, 2002; Fahrig, 2003; Swift and Hannon, 2010) so as to 
clarify the underlying mechanisms and system dynamics of these two 
fundamentally different processes (Fahrig, 2003; Lindenmayer and Fischer, 
2006). Empirical work is also considered to be severely lagging behind 
theoretical advances despite ‘habitat fragmentation’ being one of the largest 
areas of study in conservation biology (Fazey et al., 2005; Lindenmayer and 
Fischer, 2006).  
 
Using artificial substrates on seawalls, we were able to test the independent and 
interactive effects of habitat amount and arrangement. One advantage of using 
these standard units (concrete tiles) was the ability to control structural 
complexity (i.e. the number of microhabitats and their size variability) and total 
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surface area (habitat amount), as opposed to just the planar two-dimensional 
area, as these parameters can strongly influence ecological communities (Kolasa 
and Pickett, 1991). We also took the matrix into account and considered S from 
the perspective of the entire landscape (habitat patch + matrix). This is rarely 
examined in manipulative field experiments (e.g. Hoyle and Harborne, 2005; 
Bonin et al., 2011), even though there is considerable evidence that the 
surrounding matrix and its quality can have a large influence on the dynamics 
within fragments (Ricketts, 2001; Jules and Shahani, 2003; Kupfer et al., 2006). 
Our results demonstrate that, although habitat amount (i.e. tile density) had a 
significant effect on the overall S within plots, supporting Hypothesis 1, plots 
with 20 and 30 tiles (14% and 21% habitat cover) did not differ significantly. 
Two-way ANOVA revealed that plots with the greatest fragmentation level, i.e. 
plots with tiles arranged in the ‘LOT’ configuration, did not host greater S than 
those in the ‘SS’ and ‘SL’ configurations (Hypothesis 2). However, plots with 
tiles in the ‘SS’ configuration (intermediate fragmentation) supported greater S 
than those with the ‘SL’ arrangements, indicating a quadratic relationship 
between local species richness and habitat fragmentation at the scale we tested. 
At very low tile densities (10 tiles per plot or 7% habitat cover), we found that 
fragmentation did not have a significant effect on the overall S, contrary to 
theoretical predictions (see Hypothesis 3), indicating a habitat amount at which 
spatial arrangement (fragmentation) ceases to have an effect on the diversity 
within the landscape.  
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Previous field studies conducted at the same site have shown that intertidal 
communities are more likely to actively select relevant living spaces than be 
influenced by stochastic processes (Loke and Todd, in press). On structurally 
simple habitats such as seawalls, increasing the number of tiles per plot 
effectively increases the amount of available spatial resources (refugia) which 
many intertidal organisms critically depend on for survival; this is reflected by 
greater S sampled exclusively from ‘tiles only’, which followed a typical SAR 
(see Fig. 7.4a). However, in terms of overall S, plots with 20 and 30 tiles (i.e. 
14% and 21% tile cover) did not differ. Given that plots with greater tile cover 
(21%) contained more refuges and also smaller inter-patch distances, why did 
this not result in significantly greater overall S? Close examination of Fig. 4 
shows that the ‘matrix only’ S in plots with 30 tiles is actually slightly lower than 
that in plots with 20 tiles (possibly due to there being less area of matrix at the 
higher tile density). This, combined with the fact that there is greater species 
overlap between matrix and tile on the 30-tile plots (there is likely an upper limit 
in S achievable on these seawalls) would explain the diminishing returns of 
adding more tiles.  
 
Limited spatial resources and greater inter-patch distances might explain the 
lower S in plots with only 10 tiles (7% cover) as subdivided populations within 
habitat patches were more isolated. Even though overlap between the matrix and 
patch communities (Appendix D3) suggests that the matrix was not completely 
inhospitable, the risk of mortality that would have to be borne by consumer 
species leaving their refuge and traversing larger inter-patch distances probably 
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still outweighed the benefits of foraging within these plots. For example, 
Matassa and Trussell (2011) showed that nonconsumptive effects (the fear of 
being preyed upon) caused dogwhelks (Nucella sp.) to remain near their refuge 
habitats despite a decline in food supply (barnacles). Moreover, the effect of 
isolation is more likely to have a larger impact on the less gregarious and 
abundant species (Ryall and Fahrig, 2006; e.g. the muricid snails, Drupella 
margariticola and Morula musiva), which tend to be relatively less matrix 
tolerant compared to the neritid snails. In fragmented landscapes, ‘matrix 
species’ (typically generalists with larger niche breadths) can have a strong 
influence on the number of species within habitat patches, which harbour more 
specialist (or rarer and less abundant) species, by directly impinging on the 
already limited resources (e.g. space, food, shelter) within them (Cook et al., 
2002; Henle et al., 2004; Miller et al., 2015). These causes of low S may also 
explain why fragmentation (tile arrangement) did not significantly alter S within 
10-tiles plots; i.e. there has to be a minimum amount of habitat—and therefore 
species— available before spatial configuration of patches has an effect. 
 
Configuration became important at greater tile cover (14% and 21%); however, 
contrary to many reports of the linear (positive/negative) relationship between 
species richness and fragmentation, we found a quadratic relationship—with 
‘SS’ plots hosting the greatest S. This result supports the assertion that the 
traditional SLOSS debate, which focuses on a binary ‘Single-Large’ vs ‘Several-
Small’ scenario, is rather limiting (Rösch et al., 2015) because interactive effects 
between habitat amount and configuration, and critical thresholds (i.e. a key 
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point at which the slope of the relationship between species richness and habitat 
amount changes drastically), are highly likely (Swift and Hannon, 2010; Villard 
and Metzger, 2014). For example, the ‘lots of tiny’ (LOT) configuration may 
have been overlooked previously, but S for these plots was not significantly 
more or less than the ‘SL’ or ‘SS’ plots. Hence, there may be case for expanding 
the SLOSS (single large or several small) paradigm to SLOSSOLOT (SLOSS + 
or lots of tiny). Habitat patches in the ‘LOT’ configuration may have greater 
connectivity (smaller inter-patch distance) than the ‘SS’ configuration at the 
landscape (plot) level, however, maps of the spatial pattern (Fig. 7.5) of local 
nerite population indicate otherwise. Moilanen and Hanski (2001) suggest that 
increased fragmentation of habitat patches may result in an overall increase in 
mortality because organisms would have to invest a greater proportion of their 
time in migration within the poorer quality (seawall) matrix. Further, there 
would be additional costs in energy expenditure to trade-off with the benefits of 
movement, such as finding more food resources (e.g. Brown and Kotler, 2004; 
Schmitz, 2005; Borcherding, 2006). A reduction in the total amount of occupied 
habitat may in turn decrease metapopulation size and persistence, resulting in the 
overall poorer species diversity within plots with high levels of fragmentation 
(low tile contiguity). However, having complete tile contiguity, as with the ‘SL’ 
configuration did not support significantly more S either; in fact, S within the 
‘SL’ plot was significantly lower than that in the ‘SS’ plots, suggesting that the 
effect of having a very ‘large island’ at the scale we tested, which is often 
credited with supporting larger population sizes and more stable habitat 
conditions (Rösch et al., 2015), may not apply.  
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The range of habitat cover at which we tested (i.e. 7-21%) was low compared to 
simulation studies (which often covers the full spectrum of 0-100%), 
nevertheless, our results still detected the effects of fragmentation. Given that 
this was a manipulative field experiment, we did not install higher levels of tile 
cover due to logistical constraints. Most previous studies quantified differences 
between ‘fragmented’ and/or ‘un-fragmented’ experimental units (e.g. Bonin et 
al., 2011). Using our larger, 3 × 3 experimental design (Fig. 7.1), we were able to 
infer from the interaction that, for the system we tested, there existed at least one 
critical threshold which fell between 7-14%, that is, a minimum tile density 
required before any configurational effects occurred. Additional work is needed 
to determine whether there is another, higher, threshold (>21%) where the effect 
of fragmentation on tropical seawall diversity disappears. In addition, future 
studies could also examine how such modifications to the plot/landscape affects 
the dispersal ability (movement) of different animals (especially the crabs and 
snails which form the majority, 55%, of the consumer community in this study), 
which are thought to influence a large number of processes (Fahrig, 2007) 
including competition outcomes among coexisting species (DeAngelis et al., 
2005) as well as the relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem functioning 
(Zobel et al., 2006).  
 
Understanding the interaction between habitat loss and fragmentation is 
important as it can provide more ‘windows of opportunity’ for mitigation 
(Villard and Metzger, 2014; Saura and Rubio, 2010). For example, our results 
have consequences for the ecologically engineering of artificial coastal defences. 
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As it is not practicable or desirable to entirely cover existing seawalls with 
tonnes of concrete, retrofitting concrete tiles at densities and arrangements that 
will have the overall effect of increasing biodiversity is an attractive strategy 
(Dafforn et al., 2015b; Lai et al., 2015). Based on the results of the present study, 
it would appear installing tiles at a 14% cover (~3.5 tiles per m2) in the ‘SS’ 
configuration would be the most cost-effective. Without testing the interactive 
effects of density and configuration, one may consider adopting a 14% cover in 
the ‘SL’ configuration—which would be no different from installing a 7% tile 
cover in any arrangement.  
 
Overall, the results of our manipulative field experiment show that fragmentation 
can influence species diversity within low habitat cover (14-21%) landscapes 
independently of the total habitat amount. These finding do not support the 
‘habitat amount hypothesis’ (Fahrig, 2013), which postulates that habitat amount 
is the dominant process involved, outweighing patch size and isolation 
(configurational effects), and is therefore a better predictor of species richness. 
While a minimum/threshold habitat amount (7-14%) was required before the 
effect of fragmentation was observed in the present study, when that amount was 
met, habitat amount was not sole predictor for species richness. Based on these 
results, we concur with Hanski’s (2015:992) conclusion that “fragmentation 
effects should not be overlooked in ecology, or in conservation”. More empirical 
work, however, is needed to test the interactive effects of habitat amount and 
fragmentation across a wider range of scales and systems, and especially in the 
tropics, where the rate of biodiversity loss resulting from habitat conversion is 
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accelerating (Jenkins, 2003; Sodhi et al., 2004). Finally, fragmentation studies 
are generally conducted in terrestrial settings but, as has been demonstrated here, 
marine environments can also provide important insights into understanding the 
processes that influence species diversity within fragmented landscapes. 
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This study began with the sole aim of enhancing biodiversity on (existing) 
seawalls. My early ideas and sketches included a wide range of structures that I 
thought might encourage settlement and/or colonisation. However, the desire to 
add some sort of order to this potpourri quickly led me to focus on ‘complexity’, 
as I realised that any attempt to change the existing topography of seawalls 
would automatically alter this critical parameter. Chapters 2 and 3 are a direct 
result of what I learnt, synthesised and conceptualised and Chapters 4, 5 and 6 
represent the application of that knowledge. I expand on my contribution to the 
complexity-diversity debate below in section 8.1. After making progress with 
designing complex tiles and showing that they can indeed host more species than 
simple tiles, I was left with the question of how to arrange them to extract the 
maximum effect with the least number of units. This was initially a purely 
practical consideration but, with the conception of the density versus 
fragmentation matrix presented in Chapter 7 (Fig. 7.1), it turned into something 
with substantial theoretical implications that are explained in section 8.2. My 
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original aim was ultimately successful (at least, within the context of my 
experimental work), and the biodiversity on the seawalls I tested was enhanced 
by a significant degree. How my findings contribute to the ecological 
engineering of artificial coastal defences is expanded on in Section 8.3. 
 
 
8.1 Contributions to the complexity-diversity debate 
 
Complexity is generally accepted as one of the primary mechanisms driving 
biodiversity (Pianka, 2000; Huston, 1979). Despite this established paradigm, 
empirical evidence of such positive associations remains elusive as the effect of 
complexity is frequently confounded with area (e.g., Kerr and Packer, 1997; 
Rahbek and Graves, 2001). Additionally, ‘complexity studies’ are often 
undermined by autocorrelation between potential explanatory variables—
especially the type of structural component and their density, which are difficult 
to disentangle in natural systems from area/size variability.  
 
Increasing complexity in anthropogenically-simplified environments can help 
conservation efforts, but there exists considerable ambiguity regarding the 
definition of ‘complexity’. In addition to making comparisons of ‘complexity 
studies’ highly problematic, this lack of terminological clarity and precision has 
undermined attempts to standardise the measurement of habitat complexity or to 
develop indices that can be used to create artificial habitats with different levels 
of complexity—an essential first step for both systematically studying the 
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relationship between habitat complexity and biodiversity and for creating 
artificial habitats for restoration and reconciliation.  
 
Chapter 2 and 3 directly addresses these fundamental issues; in Chapter 2, I 
offer a new framework for conceptualising ecological complexity, an essential 
prerequisite for the development of analytical methods for visualising and 
creating habitat complexity. Then, in Chapter 3, I introduce a novel software 
program (CASU) that enables users to visualise static, physical complexity. 
Using this novel experimental approach, i.e. the manipulation of artificial 
substrates, I could then experimentally test the effects of structural component 
type and size variability on diversity and community composition independently 
of area.  
 
Area (or habitat amount) is a dominant predictor of species richness across all 
scales and systems (Fahrig, 2013), hence any interpretations of experiments that 
do not control for it are likely to be confounded even if post-sampling area 
corrections are performed. The greater number of species observed in more 
complex habitats can be due to the greater area sampled (passive sampling 
hypothesis), or because more individuals were sampled. In fact, surface area 
and/or density of structures are often treated as proxies for complexity (e.g. 
Hovel and Lipcius, 2001; Flynn and Moon, 2011; Beck, 2000) and only a few 
studies have recognised this paradox. This is not surprising considering one of 
the most popular definitions of complexity by McCoy and Bell (1991:17) i.e. 
“the variation attributable to the absolute abundance (per unit area or per unit 
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volume) of individual structural components” promotes this notion and many 
empirical and ‘classic’ studies investigating the relationship between complexity 
and diversity have adopted this definition. This confounding effect of area on 
species richness and diversity has far-reaching implications across various fields 
in ecology; for instance, structurally complex habitats are thought to increase the 
number of species as they offer more niches—which give rise to a greater variety 
of ways in which the habitats can be exploited (Bazzaz, 1975; Lawton, 1983; 
Pianka, 2000). As an ecological theory, this ‘habitat heterogeneity’ model is 
well-established (MacArthur and Wilson, 1967). Without disentangling the 
effects of complexity from area, it is unclear whether this could simply be due to 
species area relationships (SAR)—widely considered one of ecology’s few 
general ‘laws’ (sensu Lawton 1999).  
 
To date, only one study (i.e. Johnson et al., 2003) has examined area-
independent effects of habitat complexity on species richness; however, their 
methods included some potentially problematic assumptions. To compare 
surfaces of different degrees of complexity, they used “estimates of spacing” to 
convert measures of species richness within fixed-sized (0.0625 m2) quadrats to 
the same dimension. This method assumes that, if species richness was greater 
on more complex substrates independent of area, then this will be reflected by an 
“increase in the packing of species”; in other words, that surface availability is 
the only factor controlling species richness. Furthermore, the use of fractal 
dimensions in their study might be problematic (see review by Halley et al., 
2004). Finally, the study disregards the type of structural component and its 
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potential role and importance in influencing the variation in slope of SAR 
curves. As the authors themselves said: “although confounding variation in 
surface structures remains a possibility” (Johnson et al., 2003:131).  
 
To my knowledge, Chapter 4 represents the first experiment to successfully 
demonstrate how both the effect of spatial complexity and structural component 
type can be tested independently through manipulating substrates with the same 
surface area. My results show that, independent of surface area, greater 
informational complexity (specifically, increased variability in the sizes of 
relevant living spaces, i.e. habitat niche breadth) can support greater species 
richness and different communities. In addition, I show how the type of 
structural component can have an effect on diversity and richness that is 
independent of complexity.  
 
The ability to influence the complexity of artificial substrates in a standardised 
manner has the potential to open up new lines of research in diversity theory 
(Loke et al., 2015). Habitat complexity can now be precisely manipulated within 
experimental settings, allowing the influence of complexity on species richness 
to be carefully examined. One of the main limitations for incorporating habitat 
complexity into manipulative experiments, or even restoration and reconciliation 
protocols, is that the majority of current metrics are only able to quantify 
complexity as opposed to being able to guide the (re)creation of complex 
habitats. While metrics such as fractal dimensions are useful for measuring 
complexity in the field, it is not possible to convert these numbers into 
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ecologically relevant and practical solutions for restoration as they only represent 
one aspect or character. Free software (CASU; Chapter 3) is now available to 
aid in the creation of artificial substrates and/or plots with different levels of 
complexity while controlling for area (or any other independent complexity 
variable)—important as comparing data sampled from different sized plots is 
frequently confounded by environmental covariates that are non-linearly related 
to area (Johnson et al., 2003).  
 
Chapter 5 builds upon the results of Chapter 4; again, using CASU, artificial 
substrates were fabricated to test the effects of changing the scale of structural 
manipulation. I also conducted a flume experiment to examine the hydrodynamic 
properties of the various tile designs. Overall, results showed that these larger 
complex tiles also supported greater species richness compared to simple ones. 
Additional analyses from the flume experiments revealed similar wave amplitude 
values over the surfaces of all tile types, including the granite controls, 
suggesting that intertidal organisms did not colonise the tiles differentially as a 
result of local-scale hydrodynamic differences. Together with the results of 
Chapter 4, these findings lend weight to the hypothesis that that community 
structure on seawalls is more likely to be strongly influenced by niche-based 
processes than stochastic ones. This may be especially pertinent for seawall 
systems, as the enhancement of resource variability in other harsh environments 
has been shown to provide additional axes for species differentiation. These two 
experiments show how separating artificial substrate design (component type) 
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from complexity while controlling for area is critical as it elucidates the possible 
mechanism(s) by which communities are structured and maintained. 
 
 
8.2 Contributions to the fragmentation debate 
 
It is well known that the extent of fragmentation tends to co-vary with the 
amount of remaining habitat in a landscape (Tscharntke et al., 2012), but how 
these two components explain variation in species richness has been the cause of 
much debate (Villard and Metzger, 2014; Hanski, 2015; Fahrig, 2015). For 
instance, while it has been argued that a synergistic effect of fragmentation with 
habitat loss can have a deleterious impact on biodiversity (e.g. Hanski, 2015), 
others (e.g. Fahrig, 2013) have postulated that it is the remaining habitat amount 
or area that is often the dominant process involved, outweighing configurational 
effects (e.g. patch size and isolation) and should therefore be a better predictor of 
species richness. However, this latter position still remains a hypothesis (i.e. the 
‘habitat amount hypothesis’ seusu Fahrig, 2013) to be tested rigorously (Fahrig, 
2015).  
 
The difficulty of disentangling habitat amount and fragmentation has been a 
major impediment to empirical investigation and manipulative experimentation 
(McGarigal and Cushman, 2002; Hanski, 2015), especially at larger spatial 
scales (Ewers et al., 2011). This has resulted in a large number of theoretical 
models and mensurative approaches which, despite providing many useful 
insights (and contradictions), have not been able to resolve the problem. 
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Chapter 7 contributes to this debate by providing some direct experimental 
evidence for the independent and interactive effects of habitat area and 
fragmentation on intertidal biodiversity. Conducting the field experiment with 
artificial substrates (concrete tiles) allowed me to standardise the total surface 
area as well as the number of microhabitats per plot—an approach that, to my 
knowledge, has not yet been attempted. This not only enabled me to circumvent 
problematic issues such as autocorrelation between potential explanatory 
variables, e.g. total surface area and habitat complexity, but also study the 
interactions between density and configuration via a replicated 3 × 3 
experimental design. In addition to the greater statistical power in interpreting 
treatment effects, plot replication also enabled me to examine the effects of 
fragmentation from a landscape level (i.e. from within the habitat patches and 
surrounding matrix) that is functionally relevant to the macroscopic community 
so that inferences were ecologically meaningful (McGarigal and Cushman, 
2002). 
 
I found that, although habitat amount did have a significant effect on the overall 
species richness within plot, increasing the number of habitat patches (i.e. 
percentage cover of concrete tiles within plots from 14% to 21%), did not result 
in significantly greater number of species. Importantly, the spatial arrangement 
(fragmentation) of patches within those plots had a significant effect on their 
overall species richness with intermediate levels of fragmentation supporting the 
greatest number of species. This suggests a quadratic relationship between local 
species richness and habitat fragmentation at the scale and habitat amounts 
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tested. However, fragmentation ceased to have an effect on richness within plots 
with very low amounts of habitat (7%). These findings do not appear to support 
the ‘habitat amount hypothesis’ (Fahrig, 2013), but they do not quite fit with 
some of the counter-arguments put forth as well; for instance, Hanski (2015) 
suggested that pooling data for multiple species could be “problematic” in the 
sense that their response to fragmentation might be masked because different 
species would have different habitat requirements (and traits). Even though my 
calculation of species richness was based on a “multi-species community”, I did 
detect a community-level response.  
 
Overall, my results indicate that the enduring SLOSS debate in conservation 
biology, which focuses on a binary ‘Single-Large’ versus ‘Several-Small’ 
scenario, is rather limiting. It also lends some support to the view that is reflected 
in an increasing number of recent models (McCarthy et al., 2011; Matthews et 
al., 2015), i.e. that the elusive answer to the SLOSS debate is context dependent 
and not as straightforward as some might advocate. Although the results of 
Chapter 7 cannot and should not be taken to be an indication of how reserves on 
land should be designed, it represents, to my knowledge, the first experimental 
evidence in marine systems of how the spatial arrangement of habitat patches 
can not only influence intertidal species richness, but also interact with different 
levels of habitat amount. 
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8.3 Contributions to the ecological engineering of artificial coastal defences 
 
The importance of habitat structure and complexity in mediating ecological 
processes is undisputed. But, from empirical research, it is often very difficult to 
determine which aspect of complexity is having an effect on the observed 
ecological patterns and processes, especially since the number of studies 
describing the influence of complexity are so numerous and spread across many 
different systems and spatiotemporal scales. This nature of this problem was 
very aptly captured by Kolasa and Rollo’s (1991) book chapter titled: 
“Introduction: The heterogeneity of heterogeneity: A glossary”. Thus, having a 
simple organisational scheme (conceptual framework, Chapter 2) for 
categorising complexity represents a crucial step for any applied efforts that are 
looking into ways to incorporate complexity because it provides an operational 
structure upon which ‘complexity’ can be described, measured and created. This 
operational definition should be applicable to any system and scale (not just 
limited to the creation of artificial substrates on a local scale). Many examples of 
how complexity can be applied (in both terrestrial and aquatic settings) are 
outlined in Chapters 2 and 3. Distinguishing independent variables of 
informational complexity is critical for understanding of the role of complexity 
so that practitioners can better predict and apply valuable resources into 
improving those aspects that ultimately favours their goals (e.g. improving 
biodiversity).  
 
Much of the current research on seawall (ecological) enhancement is geared 
towards the introduction of missing habitat features such as rock pools and 
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crevices that are naturally found on rocky shores (Firth et al., 2013a; 2014a; 
2014b). To use the operational definition of ‘informational complexity’ outlined 
in Chapter 2 (see Fig. 2.2), such augmentations can be equated with increases in 
density/area, as well as structural component types. Other aspects of physical 
habitat complexity on seawalls have also been examined previously, but rarely as 
an independent factor. Very often ‘complexity’ just acts as an umbrella term for 
what looks intuitively complex, so it tends to encompass and combine two or 
more different parameters of informational complexity (e.g. Borsje et al., 2011): 
including area and/or density (e.g. different surface area and number of 
microhabitats per unit area), size variability (e.g. different size ranges/classes), 
structural component types (e.g. comparing flat surfaces with grooves or holes), 
and scale (textural manipulations at micro-scales versus structural manipulations 
at cm-scales). 
 
Chapter 4 is an experimental test of the theory and tools I presented in 
Chapters 2 and 3. The fundamental aim was to examine the effect of increasing 
component size variability (one aspect or descriptor of information-based 
complexity) independently of overall area (another descriptor); further, I wanted 
to fix the number of structural component types (i.e. the number of ‘tile designs’, 
another descriptor) so that I could compare them independently of their 
complexity (i.e. size variability). This experiment, which utilised an earlier 
version of CASU, resulted in the deployment of 384 concrete tiles and a 
collection of 259,184 individuals of 79 taxa—although only 53,744 individuals 
of 70 species/morphospecies ‘made it’ to the final presentation in Chapter 4 as 
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changes were requested by anonymous reviewers during the revision process for 
the journal Ecology (i.e. the removal of taxa that were only identified to family 
and above). Overall, the experiment revealed that: (1) increasing the variation in 
sizes of relevant living spaces (i.e. ‘pits’, ‘grooves’, ‘darts’, ‘towers’) on 
concrete tiles can have a positive area-independent effect on species richness and 
result in different community compositions, (2) ‘pits’ and ‘grooves’ were the 
‘best’ designs, and (3) ‘granite controls’ supported the least number of species.  
As the granite controls in the present study highlight, very few species live on 
non-enhanced granite seawalls, however, augmenting bare rock surfaces with 
pits, grooves, and towers of variable sizes should be a viable strategy for 
improving biodiversity. 
 
To follow-up on these findings, I conducted an additional experiment (Chapter 
5) with two main aims: (1) to test whether, after increasing the scale of structural 
manipulation, complexity would still have a positive effect on biodiversity, and 
(2) to see if there were any differences in hydrodynamic (wave) properties as a 
result of their topography that could potentially explain richness differences. I 
thought that a larger scale should be tested if larger tiles, that could 
accommodate a wider variety of component sizes, were to be retrofitted onto 
seawalls. Further the changing the scale of manipulative experiments tends not to 
be performed very often, even though the influence of scale is widely 
acknowledged (Allen and Starr, 1982; Levin, 1992; Legendre, 1993). Similar to 
the results of Chapter 4, up-scaled complex tiles supported greater species 
richness than simple ones and species accumulation curves indicated that this 
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trend would probably hold even with greater sampling effort. The additional 
flume experiment also revealed that small-scale hydrodynamic differences were 
unlikely to have resulted in the observed diversity differences among the tiles 
tested.  
 
Note, I also conducted a second experiment to examine the effects of water 
retention on diversity that is not presented in this thesis. In that study, I added a 
cover plate (Appendix E1) to the bottom half of the 200 × 200 mm ‘groove’ 
concrete tiles (cast anew from the moulds used to make the tiles in Chapter 4) 
so that water would not drain away. Ten replicate tiles (covered, uncovered and 
granite control) were deployed at both Pulau Hantu and Kusu Island for eight 
months. As the samples from this second experiment are still currently being 
processed, the results are not yet complete (but please refer to the experimental 
design in Appendix E1). 
 
The cumulative findings of the experiments presented in Chapters 4-6 indicated 
that it was possible to enhance biodiversity on seawalls by retrofitting tiles. 
However, as it is not realistic or desirable to cover existing seawalls with tonnes 
of concrete, I needed to find out what was the best density and spatial 
arrangement for the tiles. This was the aim of Chapter 7, where new tiles were 
constructed based on the ‘best’ designs (‘pits’ and ‘grooves’) and optimal size 
range (4-28-56 mm) previously tested. I then used these tiles to create the 12 × 
12 (144 cells) grid-based landscape plots (each plot representing a replicate). As 
detailed in Chapter 7, results revealed that tiles arranged in a partially 
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fragmented manner (i.e. the ‘several-small’ configuration or clumps of ~3 tiles 
spaced 2-3 tiles apart) with a density of ~3.5 tiles per m2 (14% tile cover) was 
the most effective approach in terms of deriving the greatest species richness 
with the least amount of tiles. In other words, both density and arrangement 
matter. Having the ‘right’ combination of both of these factors also translates to 
greater cost savings, especially if tiles are to be deployed on larger scales 
involving kilometres of seawalls. For example, a greater density of tiles (i.e. ~5.2 
tiles per m2 compared to ~3.5 tiles per m2, or 21% versus 14% cover) may not 
result in a significant improvement in species richness, while having them 
clumped together in a single large configuration can result in richness that is no 
better than if there were only 1.7 tiles per m2 (or 7% cover). Hence, this final 
data chapter shows how understanding the basic ecological processes (such as 
independent and interactive effects of habitat amount and fragmentation) can 
provide practical insights important for successful seawall reconciliation. 
 
 
8.4 Future research directions 
 
Ecological research of seawalls as a habitat in their own right is slowly gaining 
traction. In the context of rapid urbanisation and climate change, future research 
of seawalls and other highly altered coastal systems should incorporate both 
basic and applied aims (Fig. 8.1). Even though experiments designed for applied 
purposes (e.g. restoration or reconciliation) might serve as important ‘proof-of-
concept’ and yield quicker results (Newsome et al., 2015), with some additional 
effort they can be designed to achieve both practical aims and to test hypotheses 
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of different explanatory models for certain ecological phenomena. With 
relatively little known about the complex set of interacting processes occurring 
on seawalls and how they differ from natural hard-bottom environments such as 
rocky shores, it is difficult to know the extent to which we can extrapolate 
ecological knowledge from natural settings.   
 
 
Fig. 8.1 Future research of seawalls and other highly altered coastal systems 
should ideally incorporate both basic and applied aims, which are likely to be 
crucial in the context of rapid urbanisation and climate change. 
 
 
At local scales, applied research would benefit from continuing to focus on 
enhancing the factors limiting the presence of life on seawalls (e.g. moisture 
retention and/or components of habitat complexity) as low primary productivity 
and nutrient availability due to lack of water retention and thermal stress, 
especially at the upper shores, are likely explanations for the low trophic 
complexity and species diversity usually observed in these habitats (Lai, 2013). 
Compared to species-area relationships, for example, the effects of changing the 
relative abundance/evenness of different structural component types on diversity 
patterns are seldom tested. As many local-scale processes such as 
grazing/predation and foraging behaviour are mediated by habitat complexity, it 
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should also be possible to look at the effect of such structural manipulations on 
other proxies of ‘function’ (e.g. number of functional groups, productivity) in 
addition to diversity. Not only will this help facilitate a better understanding of 
the ecological processes that are occurring on seawalls, they may also enhance 
and inform ecological engineering efforts.  
 
Practical considerations such as engineering constraints (e.g. structural integrity 
and safety), and the role and impact of multiple stressors, including both natural 
and anthropogenic disturbances, also need attention. For instance, artificial 
coastal defences are often associated with the spread and prevalence of non-
native and invasive taxa (Stachowicz et al., 2006), however, less is known about 
how exactly this occurs (Airoldi et al., 2015). Airoldi et al. (2011) showed that 
the spread of invasive species on seawalls is related to human disturbances (e.g. 
repair and maintenance works) but that it could be mitigated, for example, by 
adjusting maintenance schedules and the season in which such work is 
conducted. This may be explored in conjunction with the process of dispersal at 
both local and regional scales, which is known to have important community 
consequences and interacts with selective processes (Vellend, 2010). 
 
Ecosystem functioning and resilience (cross-scale redundancy of function) has 
been consistently linked to greater species richness, but the ability to predict the 
loss of ecosystem function as a result of species loss is hindered by a lack of 
mechanistic understanding (Yachi and Loreau, 2007; Peterson et al., 2010). 
Much could be done to better understand the process of selection—one of the 
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four overarching classes of process used to categorise the numerous 
hypothesised mechanisms that underpin patterns of species composition and 
diversity (Vellend, 2010). For example, ‘density-dependent selection’ could be 
investigated by examining predator-prey interactions, which can potentially 
clarify the role of resource partitioning on seawalls in maintaining species 
coexistence (discussed in several chapters as a potentially dominant mechanism). 
 
In summary, while the protection of all natural ecosystems remains the ideal 
conservation strategy, the presence of urban and novel habitats should not be 
ignored. Given their ubiquity in some countries, and increasing prevalence 
generally, there is a real imperative to mitigate the negative impacts seawalls and 
other artificial coastal defences have on shorelines. So far, ecological 
engineering efforts around the world have shown that this is possible. I hope my 
thesis makes a contribution to such reconciliation efforts by showing how the 
synthesis of both basic and applied research goals is not only beneficial for the 
ecological understanding of a novel marine system but also fundamental to the 
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Appendix A.  
 
Chapter 3. Complexity for Artificial Substrates (CASU): software for creating 
and visualising habitat complexity 
 
Loke, L. H. L., Jachowski, N. R., Bouma, T. J., Ladle, R. J., and Todd, P. A., 
2014. Complexity for Artificial Substrates (CASU): Software for Creating and 




A1. Complexity for Artificial Substrates (CASU) programme 
The program and user manual can be downloaded at: 
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0087990 
 
A2. CASU: User Manual 
The user manual is provided in the rest of this appendix (pp. 215-235); 
alternatively a softcopy can be downloaded from the link above. 
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1. Contact details and installation of CASU software 
 
For any general enquires about CASU (or to report any bugs, technical problems, 
suggestions for improvement, etc.) please contact Peter A. Todd 
(dbspat@nus.edu.sg) or Lynette H. L. Loke (lynetteloke@gmail.com). 
 
Institutional affiliation and present address:  
 
Experimental Marine Ecology Laboratory,  
Department of Biological Sciences,  
National University of Singapore (NUS),  






Computer Requirements: Currently only computers running Windows operating 
systems are supported. The program has been tested on Windows XP and 
Windows 7. 
 
Download the Program: The program can be downloaded at:  
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0087990 
 
Unzip the File: Newer versions of Windows (XP and newer) come pre-installed 
with unzipping software, otherwise please download a free program such as 7-
zip to unzip the file.  After being unzipped, the contents should be placed in a 
folder named ‘CASU’ if it is not already there by default. A common place to 
put this folder is in the ‘C’ directory or under ‘C:\Program Files\’, but it will run 
in any location. 
 
Open the Program: Open the CASU folder and find the executable file called 
‘CASU001.exe’. Double click this file to run the CASU program. Users 
preferring the executable file to be easily accessible from the Windows Start 
Menu should then right click on ‘CASU001.exe’ and select ‘Pin to Start Menu’.  
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2. Introduction to CASU 
 
Rationale: Positive correlations between species diversity and structurally 
complex habitats are frequently described in both terrestrial and marine systems, 
however, the mechanism by which complexity influences diversity remains 
unclear. Complex habitats potentially provide a wider range of available 
resources (e.g. microhabitats) which gives rise to a greater variety of ways in 
which they can be exploited, i.e. they offer a greater number of niches (Pianka, 
2000; Ritchie and Olff, 2002). Simplification of natural habitats (e.g. 
transformation of native forests into monocultures) is a major conservation 
challenge and there is a growing consensus that influencing complexity is likely 
to be critical for restoration efforts (e.g. Palmer et al., 2009), partly because it is 
far more tractable to manipulation than many of the other factors known to affect 
biodiversity (Bell et al. 1997). One simple way to increase physical complexity 
during ecological restoration is through the use of artificial substrates (Matias et 
al., 2010), which have been successfully employed to study colonization and 
succession (e.g., see Cairns, 1982; Loke et al., 2010). Artificial substrates can 
also be used to mimic or augment certain important structural elements that have 
been removed from a habitat (Pratt, 1994).  
 
While there are various measures of complexity in ecology, there are presently 
no existing metrics that can be easily utilised to guide the design of artificial 
substrates with contrasting levels of informational complexity. Various 
quantitative measures of complexity exist (e.g. fractal dimensions) but they 
cannot be used to re-construct complexity on artificial substrates. Even though 
experimental studies involving artificial substrates often offer excellent 
opportunities to explore the effects of complexity variables that would be 
difficult to separate in natural systems without extensive manipulation, this is 
rarely performed in a rigorous way. Instead, substrates to enhance habitat 
complexity are often designed or chosen based on trial and error approaches that 
overlook key variables (e.g. spatial arrangement, component types or density) or 
fail to take into consideration scale-dependent aspects of the habitat to which the 
target community is responding. For example, area is rarely controlled for in 
studies involving more complex habitat treatments, thus observed increases in 
biodiversity may be confounded; the greater number of species observed in more 
complex habitats can often simply be due to the greater surface area sampled. 
CASU was designed primarily to allow users to create artificial substrates of 
different levels of complexity but similar surface area, which can be applied 
experimentally or used for restoration/reconciliation projects.  
 
CASU produces a basic 2-D square tile (by default), which contains a number of 
circles (which we refer to as ‘Objects’). The different colours represent different 
‘Object Types’; colours were used instead of patterns or shapes as they are 
neutral do not denote any meaning of complexity. For instance, if shapes were 
used to differentiate the types of objects, a triangle might be perceived as being 
more complex than a circle. However, users might adapt these ‘Object types’ to 
their own specific context (e.g. by substituting colours for different shapes). The 
main parameters of ‘informational complexity’ (i.e. density, number of object 
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types, relative abundance, and size) which alter the complexity of the tile can be 
easily manipulated via a menu of sliders.  There are also side-projections of the 
tile depicting a 3-D view of the depth and/or height of each object. CASU was 
originally conceived and developed to create small moulded concrete tiles but it 
can be used to help create designs at any scale. 
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3. Program Overview  
 
The CASU program is composed of two main parts: the Substrate Viewer (on the 




The Substrate Viewer shows the top and side views of the substrate created by 
the program. For more details, refer to the ‘Substrate viewer’ section on page 
223. 
The Menu is made up of 4 tabbed windows: Simple, Advanced, Output, and 
Statistics. These windows allow users to change the substrate parameters 
(Simple & Advanced) and to view information about the created substrate 
(Output & Statistics). For more details on each of these tabbed windows, refer to 
pages 223-233. 
The program creates substrates based on the parameters and settings chosen from 
the menu. Every new substrate is created based on random variable distributions, 
therefore each substrate is unique. For more details about these distributions, 
refer to page 224.  
Additionally, substrates can be manually tweaked to fine-tune particular 
properties. The substrates can be saved and exported in various formats for later 
use in CASU or other imaging and analysis programs. 
The program has an intuitive interface which we encourage users to explore. 
Adjusting the settings of the various buttons, sliders and entries is the quickest 
way to appreciate the variety of substrates that can be produced by CASU. 
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4. Basic Functions 
Refresh: A new substrate can be created by clicking on the Refresh icon 
located above the substrate viewer or the Refresh Tile button at the bottom of the 
menu. Refresh creates a unique substrate every time by selecting new objects 
from the chosen parameter distributions, Substrates are not automatically saved 
before refreshing, so users should Save or Export the substrate if they wish to 
save it.    
 
Save File: Files can be saved using the Save icon  located above the 
substrate viewer. The Save function produces four files. The filename given to 
the file at the time of saving is the same for all files, but the suffixes are 
different.  
 
(1) filename.p  - A python file containing the unique substrate details. 
This is the file which is used when a re-upload of the 
substrate to CASU is desired. 
 
 
(2) filename.png  - A top-view image of the substrate in PNG format. This 
can be opened and viewed using any image viewing 
software. 
 
(3) filename.txt - A plain text file containing the substrate details such as 
the size and coordinates of each object. Additionally, it 
contains the parameters used to create the substrate. This 
file can be viewed using any text editor as well as 
imported into a spreadsheet program. If any changes are 
made to program default values these are reflected in the 
file header. 
 
(4) filename.xls - A Microsoft Office Excel 97-2003 Worksheet containing 
the substrate details such as the size and coordinates of 
each object.  
 
 
Export File: The Export button  at the bottom of the menu produces the 
same four files as the Save icon and an additional STL export file specifically for 
3-D viewing and modeling. For more details on 3-Dimensional modeling, refer 
to page 233. 
 
(5) filename.stl - The STL file can be used to view or create a 3-D model 




Open File: Existing CASU files can be opened and loaded using the Open icon 
 located above the substrate viewer or the Load button  at the 
bottom of the menu. Open and Load are identical in CASU. When the Open 
command is chosen, a dialog will appear prompting the selection of the file for 
CASU to load. This file must be of the type ‘filename.p’. Once the file is loaded 
the substrate window will display the substrate and the settings in the menu will 
reflect the substrate values and statistics. 
 
 
Print File: The CASU software currently does not contain a function to print 
information, so any printing must be done using the exported files. These files 
can be opened and printed using common image viewer and text editing 
software. 
 
Help: The Help button  links users directly to this manual.   
 
Close: The CASU program can be exited using the Close icon  located above 
the substrate viewer. Substrates are not automatically saved before exiting the 




5. Substrate Viewer 
 
The Substrate Viewer is composed of four panels. The far left panel is a side 
view of the substrate. The main panel is a top view of the substrate. The bottom 
panel is another side view of the substrate. The bottom left panel is a button 
called ‘B/W’ which allows the user to toggle the substrate base color between 





6. Simple Menu 
 
The Simple Menu allows the user to set the basic parameters needed to make a 
substrate. It is designed to provide an instant visualisation of how complexity 
can be adjusted using these simple functions. The parameters available in this 






Distribution: Variables can be selected from two distributions: Gaussian or 
Uniform. When the uniform distribution is used the Size and Height Ranges 
signify the range of values from which random variables are uniformly chosen. 
When the Gaussian distribution is used the Size and Height Ranges signify the 
mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. This is evident in the 
Advanced menu, where the text within the menu changes to reflect mean and 
standard deviation, but in the Simple menu the sliders are used, whereby the 
leftmost slider adjusts the mean and the rightmost slider adjusts the standard 





Randomize: The randomize part of the menu allows the user to re-randomize the 
colors and/or abundances of the current substrate. A click on the Colors button or 
will randomly change the colors in the relative abundance bar below. A click on 
the Abundances button will randomly change the relative abundances in the bar 
below. Changing the colors is cosmetic, while re-randomizing the abundances 
physically alters the tile. The Refresh button must be clicked for these changes to 






Overlap: When the Overlap checkbox is ticked substrates will have overlapping 






Edge Bound: When the Edge Bound button is ticked the objects will be 
constrained by the edge of the substrate. When it is unticked objects can be 











Density: The density slider enables the user to select the density of objects on the 
tile. *Note: the higher the density the longer the program will take to compute 
the substrate. If the substrate is not reproducible within the default time limit of 5 
seconds, then the status ‘INCOMPLETE’ will be displayed (refer to page 229 for 
more information on the ‘Timeout’ function and page 234 for more details 
related to ‘Troubleshooting’). 
 
Number of Types: The number of types slider enables the user to select the 
number of different types of objects on the substrate. The different types are 
signified by different colors. 
 
Relative Abundance: The relative abundance slider enables the user to change 
the ratios of the different types of object on the substrate. Initially, these 
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abundances are set randomly, but the user can change them manually as well as 





Size Range: Size range slider enables the user to select the size of the objects on 
the substrate. See the Distribution function on page 224 to read more about how 
sizes are selected from the given range. 
 
Height Range: Height range slider enables the user to select the size of the 
objects on the substrate. See the Distribution function on page 224 to read more 







7. Advanced Menu 
 
The Advanced Menu enables the user to set more complex parameters needed to 
make a substrate. These parameters will be discussed in order from the top of the 





Distribution: Variables can be selected from two distributions: Gaussian or 
Uniform. When the uniform distribution is used the size and height entries 
specify Min, Max and Incr. (‘increment’). When the Gaussian distribution is 
used the size and height entries signify the Mean, StDev (‘standard deviation’) 
and Incr. (‘increment’) of the Gaussian distribution. For example if the uniform 
distribution is selected and the size minimum is 1, size maximum is 3 and 
increment is 1, then the sizes of the objects will either be 1, 2 or 3. If the 
Gaussian distribution is selected and the size mean is 4, standard deviation is 1 
and increment is 1, then the sizes of the objects will be selected from a Gaussian 






Timeout: Timeout is a special function which should generally not be altered. 
The Timeout is the amount of time in seconds allowed for computing a substrate. 
If the Timeout is exceeded before the program is able to finish placing objects on 
the tile, an ‘INCOMPLETE’ status will be shown in the lower right corner of the 
program. To avoid this, alter the substrate parameters or increase the Timeout. 






Overlap, Edge Bound, and Ordered buttons here function as they do in the 




Tile Width & Tile Height: The default width and height is 400 x 400 generic 
units (i.e. it is scale free). The user can input any integer values for width and 
height and the substrate will fill the substrate viewer with the given rectangle; 
e.g. inputting 10 x 10 will produce a substrate that looks to be the same size as 
400 x 400. This tool can be useful for producing actual substrates, for instance, if 
the substrate is eventually to be 200 mm x 200 mm then setting the width and 





Density: The density slider enables the user to select the object density on the 
tile. *Note: the higher the density the longer the substrate will take to be 
completed. 
 
Buffer: The buffer sets the minimum distance allowed between objects on the 





Number of Types, Relative Abundance, Size Range, Height Range here function 





Cmd Line: The Command Line is used for debugging purposes and most users 
will not have a need for it. The command line allows the user to see the exact 
parameters being fed into the program. The command used to create each tile is 
saved when a substrate is saved. This enables users to recreate substrates using 





8. Output Menu  
 
The Output Menu allows the user to view details about individual objects on the 
substrate.  The details displayed are ID, Type, Position, Size and Height. Using 
the mouse to click on an object in the viewing pane will result in a highlighted 
line of corresponding details in a table in the Menu pane.  
The object details will also appear above the list with entry fields which can be 
edited by the user. The selected object can be removed from the substrate (and 
the list) or it can be updated to reflect edited values entered by the user. In the 
case of overlapping objects, the user can step through the various selected 






9. Statistics Menu 
 
The Statistics Menu displays aggregate statistics on the various object types as 








 where i refers to each object type and p is the proportion each object type makes 
up of the total number of individuals. 
 
“Shannon’s Entropy 3D (H-3D)” is computed with the same equation as 
Shannon’s Entropy, but it uses proportion of the surface area (SA) instead of 
proportion of individuals. 
 
“CASU Complexity” is computed by multiplying Shannon’s Entropy by 





10. 3-Dimensional Modeling 
 
CASU gives users the option of viewing substrates in 3-D using the STL file 
format. This file is created when the user selects . Users can install a 
free STL viewing program (see below) and open it to view. In addition to 
viewing, it is also a compatible with stereolithography or 3D printing which can 






The following steps demonstrate how to view the substrate in 3-D: 
[1] Download a free STL viewing program (e.g. STLView: 
http://www.freestlview.com/); 
[2] Open the program (e.g. STLView);  
[3] Click on the "Load Menu" option in the toolbar, then select "Add Model"; 
[4] Navigate to one of your STL files and click on that; 





Status: On occasion the program might be unresponsive while in the process of 
‘Computing’ the substrate. Check the Status in the lower right corner of the 
program to see whether it has ‘Completed’ the computation. If the Status does 
not reach the ‘Completed’ state after the number of seconds specified in the 




This occurs when the Overlap parameter is not selected and the density is set too 
high. Due to the non-overlapping prerequsite, the program can require multiple 
iterations to place a given object. As the object density increases the likelihood 
of finding non-overlapping coordinates decreases, thereby increasing the time 
necessary to place each object. To avoid the error and complete the substrate the 
user can do one of two things: 
 
(1) Increase the time limit: to increase the time limit the user needs to alter 
the Timeout (refer to section on Timeout) parameter in the top section of 
the Advanced Menu. By default the Timeout is set to 5 seconds. 
 
(2) Alter the substrate parameters: allowing overlaps or decreasing the 
density and increasing the size range will increase the likelihood of the 
substrate completing within a reasonable time limit. 
 
 
Statistics: By manually setting the ratios indicating the relative abundance of the 
object types to zero, users will get “nan” rather than a statistic. This will not 
happen unless users manually set the abundance of an object type to zero and 
cause the error. 
 
Warning messages: Any settings altered in the Advanced tab will not be 
reflected in the Simple tab hence the pop-up message below. Although changes 
made in the Output tab is not displayed in the list directly below it, those changes 
will be reflected in the output files saved as well as the substrate viewer; so users 
can manipulate the individual objects to their desired specifications.  
 




12. Code Reference 
 
The source can be found in the file called CASU-source.zip. The code is written 
in Python. 
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Appendix B.  
 
Chapter 4. Structural complexity and component type increase intertidal 
biodiversity independently of area 
 
Loke, L. H. L., and Todd, P. A., in press. Structural complexity and component 
type increase intertidal biodiversity independently of area. Ecology. [Accepted 
16 August 2015; doi:http://dx.doi.org/10.1890/15-0257.1] 
 
 
B1. List of species/morphospecies found in this study.  
 
No. Class Species/Morphospecies 
1 Gastropoda Cellana radiata 
2 Gastropoda Siphonaria guamensis 
3 Gastropoda Patelloida saccharinoides 
4 Gastropoda Patelloida pygmaea 
5 Gastropoda Nerita chamaeleon 
6 Gastropoda Nerita undata 
7 Gastropoda Planaxis sulcatus 
8 Gastropoda Pictocollumbella ocellata 
9 Gastropoda Pardalina testudinaria 
10 Gastropoda Euplica scripta 
11 Gastropoda Monodonta labio 
12 Gastropoda Euchelus atratus 
13 Gastropoda Euchelus sp. 
14 Gastropoda Umbonium vestiarium 
15 Gastropoda Trochus maculatus 
16 Gastropoda Columbellidae sp. 1 
17 Gastropoda Columbellidae sp. 2 
18 Gastropoda Zafra sp. 
19 Gastropoda Nassarius livescens 
20 Gastropoda Nassarius crenoliratus 
21 Gastropoda Cronia margariticola 
22 Gastropoda Morula musiva 
23 Gastropoda Muricodrupa fiscella 
24 Gastropoda Cerithium zonatum 
25 Gastropoda Cerithium traillii 
26 Gastropoda Clypeomorus batillariaeformis 
27 Gastropoda Clypeomorus petrosa 
28 Gastropoda Clypeomorus purpurastoma 
29 Gastropoda Clypeomorus bifasciata 
30 Gastropoda Cypraea sp. 
31 Gastropoda Rissoidae sp. 1 
32 Gastropoda Epitoniidae sp. 1 
33 Gastropoda Caecidae sp. 1 
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34 Gastropoda Littoraria sp. 
35 Gastropoda Echinolittorina sp. 
36 Gastropoda Collonista sp. 
37 Gastropoda Turbo brunneus 
38 Gastropoda Turbo sp.  
39 Bivalvia Isognomon legumen 
40 Bivalvia Modiolus sp. 
41 Bivalvia Mytilidae sp. 1 
42 Bivalvia Mytilidae sp. 2 
43 Bivalvia Septifer bilocularis 
44 Bivalvia Semele sp. 
45 Bivalvia Pinctada sp. 
46 Bivalvia Arca naricularis 
47 Bivalvia Irus sp. 
48 Bivalvia Gafrarium dispar 
49 Bivalvia Veneridae sp. 1 
50 Bivalvia Plicatula australis 
51 Polyplacophora Acanthopleura gemmata 
52 Polyplacophora Polyplacophora sp. 1 
53 Polyplacophora Polyplacophora sp. 2 
54 Malacostraca Nanosesarma minutum 
55 Malacostraca Halicarcinus coralicola 
56 Malacostraca Metopograpsus thukuhar 
57 Malacostraca Baruna sp.  
58 Malacostraca Pilumnus vespertilio 
59 Malacostraca Portunus sp. 
60 Malacostraca Diogenes sp. 
61 Malacostraca Porcellanidae sp. 1 
62 Maxillopoda Tetraclita sp. 
63 Maxillopoda Balanus sp. 
64 Ophiuroidea  Ophiuroidea sp. 1 
65 Pycnogonida Endeis sp. 
66 Ascidiacea Didemnidae sp. 1 
67 Ulvophyceae Ulva sp.  
68 Phaeophyceae Sargassum sp. 
69 Phaeophyceae Padina sp. 




B2. A non-metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) plot of the assemblages 





Fig. B2 Non-metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) ordination of the 
assemblages in each combination of Site (Pulau Hantu, Kusu Island) and 
Position (high, low).  
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Appendix C.  
 
Chapter 5. The effects of manipulating microhabitat size and variability on 
tropical seawall biodiversity: field and flume experiments 
 
 
C1. Wave properties and conditions for flume experiment 
 
To ensure that the differences in the velocity measurements obtained were 
influenced by the tiles only (Table C1.1; Fig. C1.1), the same initial wave 
conditions (Table C1.1) were prescribed for each sampling regime. 
 
Table C1.1 Wave properties generated with every sampling regime. 
Wave height (cm) Amplitude (cm) Period (s) 






Fig. C1.1 Measurements of water surface elevation with time for each tile type. 
Sampling of velocity measurements were kept within the first 12 seconds as the 
built up of wave energy due to reflection caused by the ramp (which replaced the 






The waves are assumed to be purely sinusoidal, and the wave amplitude (m/s) 
was predicted using the least square method, i.e. by fitting a sine curve to the 
experimental data (Fig. C1.2); this process was repeated with each dataset 
obtained for each tile design.  
 
Fig. C1.2 Curve fitting to the experimental data using the least square method 
and predicting the primary wave amplitude (in x-direction). 
 
 




Fig. C2 Mean air and water temperatures of five loggers along the granite 
seawalls (approximately 0.6 m above Chart Datum) at two locations: Pulau 
Hantu Besar and Pulau Hantu Kechil. Temperatures were recorded every 15 
minutes with Onset® TidbiT v2 temperature data logger (Model: UTBI-001). 
Fluctuations in temperature reflect tidal cycles with peak temperatures 
corresponding to exposure during low tides; the maximum and minimum 
temperatures recorded were 54.3 °C and 23.8 °C respectively.  
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Appendix D.  
 
Chapter 7. Experimental evidence for the independent and interactive effects of 
habitat area and fragmentation on intertidal biodiversity 
 
 
D1. Characterisation of each plot configuration 
 
Fig. D1 Calculations of lacunarity (k) and fractal dimension (D) for each plot 
configuration. Each row consist of the same percent tile cover (21%, 14% and 
7%) but different combinations of k and D. Increasing fragmentation is captured 
by decreasing D and increasing k. 
Fractal dimensions were calculated using the fractal dimension calculator (FDC) 
software (Bourke, 1993). It uses a ‘box-counting’ algorithm with the following 
equation: log(N(s)) = D log (1/s); where ‘N’ is the minimum number of covering 
boxes, and ‘s’ is the box size. D is the slope of the regression plot and k is the 
intercept (Bourke, 1993). 
Reference: 
Bourke, P., 1993. Fractal dimension calculator (URL: 
http://paulbourke.net/fractals/fracdim/).
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D2. Tile fabrication and deployment  
 
   











Fig. D2.3 Technique for bolting the tiles into granite.  
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D3. Maps of all 48 plots based on SADIE outputs.  
 
Fig. D3 Replicate plots depicting the spatial pattern of clustering of nerites. Red 
patches indicates where vi >1.5 (donor), while yellow indicates a gap where vj < 
1.5 (receiver).   
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D4. A non-metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) plot of the assemblages 





Fig. D4 Non-metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) ordination of the 
assemblages within habitat patches (tiles; blue squares) and surrounding matrix 






Appendix E.  
 
Chapter 8. Conclusions 
 
 
E1. ‘Covered tile’ experiment. 
In a separate experiment, I added a cover plate to the 20 × 20 cm ‘groove’ 
quarter tiles (described in chapter 4) so that they held water (Fig. E1). Ten 
replicates of each tile type (covered and uncovered) and a granite control tile 
were installed onto seawalls at two sites, Pulau Hantu and Kusu Island, at one 
tidal height. All 60 tiles were retrieved after eight months of colonisation and the 
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